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   oward Hughes remains as arguably the most complex and enigmatic personality of the 20th century. The life 
of the brilliant, yet eccentric billionaire is the stuff of legend: business magnate, engineering genius, record-setting 
aviator, Hollywood moviemaker, philanthropist, playboy who courted countless stars, all while living a bizarre and 
secretive lifestyle suffering from obsessive-compulsive disorder. Those few people who were loyal to Mr. Hughes and 
worked closely with him, including his reclusive years, did not speak publicly about him. The collection contained in 
the following 104 lots were acquired from Hughes insider Vernon C. Olson. Upon his return from the Korean War in 
1952, Olson used his accounting degree and took a position as a staff accountant with the Hughes Tool Company in 
Culver City, California. Shortly after his employ, Vernon was asked by Mr. Hughes’ personal secretary, Nadine Henley, 
to become Mr. Hughes personal accountant, while retaining his staff accountant position. Mr. Hughes was looking for 
an honest, trustworthy, loyal and discrete person. It was at that point Olson began living a double (professional) life. 
Other than Miss Henley, no one knew of his alternate position, not even his supervisors early in his career. As he led his 
"secret life," he slowly worked his way up in the Hughes corporate world. Through the years Olson became corporate 
controller, chief accounting officer, senior vice president, and a member of the board of directors, all while managing 
Mr. Hughes' corporate and personal finances. It is in these capacities, he became intimately acquainted with Mr. Hughes' 
activities and ventures. Olson became so well trusted, that upon the passing of Mr. Hughes in 1976, he was one of only 
two high-ranking Summa Corporation (name of Hughes’ business interests after he sold the tool division of Hughes 
Tool Co. in 1972) executives to continue with the company under the chairmanship of William R. Lummis, first cousin 
of Mr. Hughes. He continued with the company in his financial capacity while sitting on the board of directors. When 
Summa Corporation was sold in 1996, Mr. Lummis granted Vernon Olson legal possession of Mr. Hughes' personal 
belongings. Olson spent decades protecting Hughes’ privacy and continued to do so even after his death by disposing of 
his belongings in a very discreet manner by anonymously donating them to various Las Vegas charitable organizations. 
Other items he purchased from the estate. Knowing his daughter Mindy’s keen interest in history, Vernon gave her key 
items of historical and personal significance, spanning Hughes’ fabled career. These are the items being offered in this 
once-in-a-lifetime sale. Out of respect to both Mr. Hughes and her father, Mindy kept these items until now, and her 
wish is for others to have the opportunity to have a genuine part of the history and legacy that was Mr. Howard R. 
Hughes. 

Among the highlights of this historic sale:
Over 55 never-before-seen Katharine Hepburn love letters and bedside notes written to Howard Hughes.
Emerald & Diamond engagement ring Hughes gifted to Katharine Hepburn.
Hughes’ personal 1939 Congressional gold medal recognizing his achievements in advancing the science of aviation.
Hughes’ signature two-tone jacket worn during his famous flight of the H-4 Hercules (Spruce Goose).
Hughes’ personal leather aviator helmet.
Hughes’ personal work desk that formerly belonged to Howard, Senior from Hughes Tool Co.
Hughes’ original contract signed by Jean Harlow for her starring role in Hell’s Angels – starting her fabled film career as 
the “Platinum Blonde”. 
Numerous Howard Hughes signed Hollywood contracts with director Howard Hawks, multiple stars and film studios.
Hughes’ original Zoë Mozert poster artwork of Jane Russell for The Outlaw used extensively in publicity for the film 
causing a media censorship battle.
Hughes’ signed 1947 California Driver’s License with numerous law enforcement “courtesy cards”.
Hughes’ personal etched brass “Privileged Guest” card from the Flamingo Hotel-Casino, Las Vegas.
Numerous photographs from Hughes’ collection chronicling his extensive aviation, Hollywood and business exploits.

These few examples represent a mere fraction of the fascinating items within this sale. Thank you for participating and 
good luck!

Joe Maddalena and the PIH Team

H
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
PROFILES IN HISTORY & BIDDER
Please note that all items in this auction are sold in
“as is” condition.

The following terms and conditions  including the Condi-
tions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee, constitute the sole 
terms and conditions under which Profiles in History (“Pro-
files”) will offer for sale and sell the property described in 
the Catalog. These Conditions of Sale constitute a binding 
agreement between the Bidder and Profiles with respect to 
this auction only. By bidding at auction, whether in person, 
through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile, 
on-line, absentee bid, or by any other form of bid or by any 
other means, the Bidder acknowledges the thorough read-
ing and understanding of all of these Conditions of Sale, all 
descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all matters incor-
porated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully bound 
thereby.

Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements between the 
Bidder and Profiles including but not limited to these Con-
ditions of Sale are entered into in Los Angeles County, Cal-
ifornia, which is where the agreements are to be performed 
and the auction to take place, no matter where Bidder is 
situated and no matter by what means or where Bidder was 
informed of the auction and regardless of whether catalogs, 
materials, or other communications were received by Bid-
der in another location. Both Profiles and the Bidder agree 
that any disputes under these Conditions of Sale, the subject 
matter hereof, the entering into, or any aspect of the auction, 
shall be exclusively governed by California law, and that any 
and all claims or actions shall be brought and maintained 
only in Los Angeles County, California in a State or Federal 
Court to the exclusion of any other venue, locale or jurisdic-
tion. All parties submit to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and 
Profiles agree that these provisions are intended to be bind-
ing on all parties and that they shall solely control choice-
of-law, venue and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute 
specifically including third party claims and cross-actions 
brought by either Profiles or Bidder, and that absent such 
agreement, Profiles would not permit Bidder to bid hereun-
der. Any violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle 
the affected party to reasonable attorney fees and litigation 
costs in addition to all other available remedies, all of which 
remain reserved. The parties agree that Profiles shall be en-
titled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court in any 
jurisdiction other than set forth in this paragraph as con-
clusive evidence of the parties’ agreement, and the parties 
further agree that the court shall immediately dismiss any 
action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any other 
provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim, dispute 
or litigation between the parties shall be entitled to an award 
of reasonable attorney fees and costs of litigation.

Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all property will 
be offered by Profiles solely as agent for the seller or con-
signor of the property (“Consignor”) and not on its own 
behalf.

Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent possible, with 
California procedures regarding the bonding of auctioneers.

1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment: The term, 
“Final Bid Price” means the amount of the highest bid 
acknowledged and acceptable to Profiles. The term, “Pur-
chase Price” means the sum of (1) the Final Bid Price; (2) 
a premium payable by the successful Bidder (also referred 
to throughout these Conditions of Sale as “Buyer”) equal to 
twenty-four percent (24%) of the Final Bid Price [discount-
ed to twenty percent (20%) of the Final Bid Price if paid 
in full in cash or by valid check]; or twenty-eight percent 
(28%) if bid on and won through internet bidding; (3) appli-
cable taxes (including California and local sales tax and/or 
compensating use tax based upon the purchase price unless 
exempted by law and/or where Buyer presents an original, 
valid resale certificate with a copy for Profiles’ records from 
the California State Board of Equalization); (4) shipping, 
handling and insurance coverage if requested by Buyer 
and agreed upon by Profiles. Profiles may accept current 
and valid VISA, MasterCard, Discover and American Ex-
press credit or debit cards for payment but under the express 

condition that any property purchased by credit or debit 
card shall not be refundable, returnable, or exchangeable, 
and that no credit to Buyer’s credit or debit card account 
will be issued under any circumstances. The last sentence 
constitutes Profiles’ “official policy” regarding returns, re-
funds, and exchanges where credit or debit cards are used. 
For payment other than by cash, delivery will not be made 
unless and until full payment has been actually received by 
Profiles, i.e., check has fully cleared or credit or debit card 
funds fully obtained. All International purchases must be 
paid via bank wire transfer, contact our main office for bank 
wire information.

Profiles has been authorized by the seller or consignor to 
retain, as partial remuneration, the premium set forth as 
number (2) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in a 
writing signed by Profiles, payment in full is due within sev-
en calendar days of the auction or within five calendar days 
of the invoice date, whichever is later. PROFILES SHALL 
HAVE THE RIGHT, AND THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER 
HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY 
PRE-AUTHORIZES PROFILES, TO CHARGE FROM 
AND COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ALL 
CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO 
PROFILES BY THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER PRIOR TO 
BIDDING IN THE EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL 
BIDDER DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT UN-
DER THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT, 
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES PROFILES 
TO COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ANY 
OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE SUCCESSFUL BID-
DER SHALL NOT CONTEST ANY SUCH CREDIT OR 
DEBIT ACCOUNT CHARGE ON THE GROUND THAT 
PROFILES WAS NOT SO AUTHORIZED.

2. Title: On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the 
offered lot will pass to the highest bidder acknowledged by 
the auctioneer but fully subject to Buyer’s compliance with 
all of the terms of the Conditions of Sale and the Registra-
tion Form.

3. Rights Reserved: Profiles reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot before or at the time of the auction, and/or to post-
pone the auction of all or any lots or parts thereof, for any 
reason. Profiles shall not be liable to any Bidder in the event 
of such withdrawal or postponement under any circum-
stances. Profiles reserves the right to refuse to accept bids 
from anyone.

4. Auctioneer’s Discretion: Profiles shall determine opening 
bids and bidding increments. The auctioneer has the right 
in its absolute discretion to reject any bid in the event of 
dispute between bidders or if the auctioneer has doubt as to 
the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding at its abso-
lute discretion and to determine the successful bidder in the 
event of a dispute between bidders, to continue the bidding 
or to reoffer and resell the lot in question. In the event of 
a dispute after the sale, Profiles’ record of final sale shall 
be conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject any bid and 
withdraw the lot from sale if the auctioneer decides either 
that any opening bid is below the reserve (see paragraph 5 
below) of the lot or article or that an advance is insufficient. 
Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer at the time of 
sale, no lots may be divided for the purpose of sale.

5. Reserves: Lots may be subject to a reserve, which is the 
confidential minimum price below which the lot will not be 
sold. Although the auctioneer may open the bidding on any 
lot below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of the seller, 
Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve by bidding 
through the auctioneer and continuing to bid on behalf of 
the seller up to the reserve amount either through consec-
utive bids or by placing bids in response to other bidders. 
Consignors may not bid on their own lots or property. If 
the consignor is indebted to or has a monetary guarantee 
from Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles may have an 
interest in an offered lot and the proceeds therefrom apart 
from Profiles’ commissions, and Profiles may bid thereon 
to protect such interest. In such instance, Profiles is entitled 
to its standard commission rate when a lot is “bought-in” to 
protect its interest.

6. Risk and Responsibility, Agency: The buyer shall, once 
deemed the highest bidder on the fall of the auctioneer’s 

hammer, bear all risk and responsibility for the lot, and nei-
ther Profiles, its agents nor employees, shall thereafter be 
liable for any loss or damage to the property. The buyer will 
also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase at such 
time if requested by the auctioneer. All bidders are deemed 
to be acting as principals unless Profiles acknowledges in 
writing prior to the auction that the bidder is acting as agent 
for another party. In the absence of such written acknowl-
edgment, the bidder guarantees payment of the Purchase 
Price of a successful bid.

7. Possession and Removal, Charges: No portion of any 
lot may be removed from the premises or possession trans-
ferred to Buyer unless Buyer has fully complied with these 
Conditions of Sale and the terms of the Registration Form, 
and unless and until Profiles has received the Purchase Price 
funds in full. Notwithstanding the above, all property must 
be removed from the premises by Buyer at his or her sole 
expense not later than seven (7) calendar days from the in-
voice date. If all or any property has not been so removed 
within that time, in addition to any other remedies avail-
able to Profiles all of which are reserved, a handling charge 
of one percent (1%) of the Purchase Price per month will 
be assessed and payable to Profiles by Buyer, with a min-
imum of five percent (5%) assessed and payable to Profiles 
by Buyer for any property not removed within sixty (60) 
days. Profiles shall additionally have the option, in its sole 
discretion, of transferring any of such property to a public 
warehouse at the full risk and expense of Buyer. Profiles, in 
addition, reserves the right to impose a late charge of fifteen 
percent (15%) per year on the Purchase Price if Buyer does 
not make full payment in accordance herewith. Profiles and 
Buyer acknowledge and agree that these charges are reason-
ably imposed to partially compensate Profiles for losses and 
expenses associated with any such delays.

8. Off-Site Bidding: Bidding by telephone, facsimile-trans-
mission (fax-in), on-line, or absentee bidding (advance 
written bids submitted by mail) are offered solely as a con-
venience and permitted subject to advance arrangements, 
availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall be exercised 
at Profiles’ sole discretion. Neither Profiles nor its agents 
or employees shall be held liable for the failure to execute 
bids or for errors relating to any transmission or execution 
thereof. In order to be considered for off-site bidding in any 
manner, Bidders must comply with all of these Conditions 
of Sale and the terms contained on the Registration Form.

9. Profiles’ Remedies: Failure of the Bidder/Buyer to com-
ply with any of these Conditions of Sale or the terms of the 
Registration Form, is an event of default. In such event, Pro-
files may, in addition to any other available remedies spe-
cifically including the right to hold the defaulting Bidder/
Buyer liable for the Purchase Price or to charge and collect 
from the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s credit or debit accounts 
as provided for elsewhere herein: (a) cancel the sale, retain-
ing any payment made by the Buyer as damages (the Bidder/
Buyer understands and acknowledges that Profiles will be 
substantially damaged should such default occur, and that 
damages under sub-part (a) are necessary to compensate 
Profiles for such damages; (b) resell the property without 
reserve at public auction or privately; (c) charge the Bidder/
Buyer interest on the Purchase Price at the rate of one and 
one-half per cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable 
interest rate; (d) take any other action that Profiles, in its sole 
discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and 
protect Profiles’ rights and remedies. Should Profiles resell 
the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be liable for 
the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price and all 
costs and expenses associated therewith, including but not 
limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses, reasonable 
attorney fees and court costs, commissions, incidental dam-
ages and any other charges due hereunder which were not 
collected or collectable.

In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on more 
than one lot and pays less than the purchase price for the 
total lots purchased, Profiles shall apply the payment re-
ceived to such lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole discretion, 
deems appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise such dis-
cretion, the lots to which the payment shall be applied will 
be in descending order from the highest purchase price to 
the lowest.

Profiles in History
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Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale 
shall be deemed to have granted Profiles a security interest 
in, and Profiles may retain as collateral such security for 
such buyer’s obligations to Profiles, any property in Profiles’ 
possession owned by such buyer. Profiles shall have the ben-
efit of all rights of a secured party under the Uniform Com-
mercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted by the state of California.

10. Terms of Guarantee: Profiles does not provide any guar-
antee or warranty to Bidders or Buyers, whether express or 
implied, beyond those expressly provided for in these Con-
ditions of Sale and specifically this Section 10.   As set forth 
below and elsewhere in these Conditions of Sale, Profiles 
guarantees the authorship, origin, period, and culture of each 
lot in this catalogue in which the catalog’s lot description is 
printed in a Bold or Capitalized type heading, or as revised 
or amended by announcement before or during the auction. 
Except for the Bold and Capitalized headings and subject to 
the exclusions below, Profiles makes no warranties whatso-
ever, whether express or implied or by operation of law, with 
respect to any lots offered or any other material in the cata-
log.   In the event Profiles in its reasonable opinion deems that 
the conditions of the Guarantee have been satisfied, Profiles 
shall refund to the original purchaser of record the hammer 
price plus applicable Buyer’s Premium paid for the lot by the 
original purchaser of record. This Guarantee shall not apply 
if: (i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the 
opinion(s) of generally accepted scholar(s) and expert(s) as 
of the date of the sale, or the catalogue description indicat-
ed that there were conflicting opinions; and/or (ii) the only 
means to establish that the Authorship was not as described in 
the Bold or Capitalized heading at the date of the sale would 
have been by method or processes neither generally avail-
able nor accepted at such time; unreasonably expensive or 
impractical to utilize; or likely (in Profiles’ reasonable opin-
ion) to have caused damage and/or loss of value to the lot; 
and/or (iii) there has been no material loss in the lot’s value 
from that which was disclosed in the catalog. The term of 
this Guarantee is five (5) years from the date of this auction.  
The Guarantee is non-transferrable and non-assignable, and 
is solely for the benefit of the original purchaser of record.  

To be eligible to make a claim under this Guarantee, the 
original purchaser of record must: (i) send written notice to 
Profiles within ninety (90) days after receiving information 
that causes the original purchaser of record to question the 
accuracy in any respect of the Bold or Capitalized type head-
ing, specifying the lot number, date of the auction at which it 
was purchased and the specific reasons for such question; and 
(ii) return the lot to Profiles (a) in the same condition as it was 
when possession was transferred to the original purchaser of 
record and (ii) with sole title in and to the original purchas-
er of record free of any liens, encumbrances or third party 
claims arising after the date that possession was transferred 
to the original purchaser of record.  Profiles, may, in its sole 
discretion, waive any of the above requirements.  Profiles 
may also require the original purchaser of record to obtain at 
the sole expense of the original purchaser of record reports of 
two independent and recognized experts in the field, mutually 
acceptable to Profiles and the original purchaser of record.  
Profiles shall not be bound by any reports produced by the 
original purchaser of record, and reserves the right to seek 
additional expert advice at its own expense.  Rescission of 
the sale and refund under this paragraph is exclusive and in 
lieu of and to the exclusion of any other remedy which may 
otherwise be available as a matter of law or equity.   Neither 
Profiles nor the consignor shall be liable for any damages or 
damage claims including but not limited to consequential 
damages, losses of anticipated or actual profit or interest, 
punitive or exemplary damages, or any other incurred or 
claimed damages.

Except as expressly set forth in this Section 10 above and 
in all other cases, all property and lots are sold “as is” and 
“where is”. By way of illustration rather than limitation, 
neither Profiles nor the consignor makes any representation 
or warranty, expressed or implied, as to merchantability or 
fitness for intended use, condition of the property (including 
any condition report), correctness of description, origin, mea-
surement, quality, rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, 
attribution, source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, 

culture, genuineness, value, or period of the property.

Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consigner makes any 
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to whether 
the Buyer acquires rights in copyright or other intellectu-
al property (including exhibition or reproduction rights) or 
whether the property is subject to any limitations such as 
‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting works 
of art. Bidder/Buyer acknowledges and agrees that if the 
property embodies any copyright, trademark, or other in-
tellectual property, by the purchase of such property, Buyer/
Bidder is not acquiring any interest in any copyright, trade-
mark or other intellectual property that may be embodied or 
reflected in such property, but is acquiring only such phys-
ical embodiment and/or reflection. Profiles does not make 
any representation or warranty as to title. All descriptions, 
photographs, illustrations, and terminology including but 
not limited to words describing condition (including any 
condition reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, 
culture, source, origin, measurement, quality, rarity, prov-
enance, importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the 
catalog, bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent a 
good faith effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the lots 
and property offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, 
and other information contained therein; they are statements 
of opinion only. They are not representations or warranties 
and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall 
not rely on them in determining whether or not to bid or for 
what price. Price estimates (which are determined well in 
advance of the auction and are therefore subject to revision) 
and condition reports are provided solely as a convenience 
to Bidders and are not intended nor shall they be relied on 
by Bidders as statements, representations or warranties of 
actual value or predictions of final bid prices. Bidders are 
accorded the opportunity to inspect the lots and to otherwise 
satisfy themselves as to the nature and sufficiency of each lot 
prior to bidding, and Profiles urges Bidders to avail them-
selves accordingly. Lots and property are not returnable to 
Profiles for any reason except under Buyer’s limited Rem-
edies set forth in Section 13 below and under the express 
terms and conditions of Section 13.

11. Limitation of Damages: In the event that Profiles is pre-
vented for any reason from delivering any property to Buyer 
or Buyer is otherwise dissatisfied with the performance of 
Profiles, the liability, if any, of Profiles, shall be limited to, 
and shall not exceed, the amount actually paid for the prop-
erty by Buyer. In no event shall Profiles be liable for inciden-
tal, special, indirect, exemplary or consequential damages 
of any kind, including but not limited to loss of profits, value 
of investment or opportunity cost.

12. Unauthorized Statements: Under no circumstances is 
any employee, agent or representative of Profiles autho-
rized by Profiles to modify, amend, waive or contradict any 
of these Terms and Conditions, any term or condition set 
forth on the Registration Form, any warranty or limitation 
or exclusion of warranty, any term or condition in either the 
Registration Form or these Terms and Conditions regarding 
payment requirements, including but not limited to due date, 
manner of payment, and what constitutes payment in full, 
or any other term or condition contained in any documents 
issued by Profiles unless such modification, amendment, 
waiver or contradiction is contained in a writing signed by 
all parties. Any statements, oral or written, made by employ-
ees, agents or representatives of Profiles to Bidder, including 
statements regarding specific lots, even if such employee, 
agent or representative represents that such statement is au-
thorized, unless reduced to a writing signed by all parties, 
are statements of personal opinion only and are not binding 
on Profiles, and under no circumstances shall be relied on by 
Bidder as a statement, representation or warranty of Profiles.

13. Buyer’s Remedies: This section sets forth the sole and 
exclusive remedies of Buyer in conformity with Sections 
10 (“Warranties”) and 11 (“Limitation of Damages”) here-
in, and is expressly in lieu of any other rights or remedies 
which might be available to Buyer by law. The Buyer hereby 
accepts the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of title and 
any other representations and warranties made by the con-
signor for the Buyer’s benefit. In the event that Buyer proves 
in writing to Profiles’ satisfaction that there was a breach of 

the consignor’s warranty of title concerning a lot purchased 
by Buyer, Profiles shall make demand upon the consignor to 
pay to Buyer the Purchase Price (including any premiums, 
taxes, or other amounts paid or due to Profiles). Should the 
consignor not pay the Purchase Price to Buyer within thirty 
days after such demand, Profiles shall disclose the identity 
of the consignor to Buyer and assign to Buyer all of Pro-
files’ rights against the consignor with respect to such lot or 
property. Upon such disclosure and assignment, all respon-
sibility and liability, if any, of Profiles with respect to said 
lot or property shall automatically terminate. Profiles shall 
be entitled to retain the premiums and other amounts paid to 
Profiles - this remedy is as to the consignor only. The rights 
and remedies provided herein are for the original Buyer only 
and they may not be assigned or relied upon by any transfer-
ee or assignee under any circumstances. Lots containing ten 
or more items are not returnable under any circumstances. 
The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must be made, if 
at all, within thirty (30) days of the date of sale.

14. Profiles’ Additional Services: For Buyers who do not re-
move purchased property from Profiles’ premises, Profiles, 
in its sole discretion and solely as a service and accommoda-
tion to Buyers, may arrange to have purchased lots packed, 
insured and forwarded at the sole request, expense, and risk 
of Buyer. Profiles assumes no and disclaims all responsibili-
ty and liability for acts or omissions in such packing or ship-
ping by Profiles or other packers and carriers, whether or 
not recommended by Profiles. Profiles assumes no and dis-
claims all responsibility and liability for damage to frames, 
glass or other breakable items. Where Profiles arranges and 
bills for such services via invoice or credit card, Profiles will 
include an administration charge.

15. Headings: Headings are for convenience only and shall 
not be used to interpret the substantive sections to which 
they refer.

16. Entire Agreement: These Conditions of Sale constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties together with the 
terms and conditions contained in the Registration Form. 
They may not be amended, modified or superseded except 
in a signed writing executed by all parties. No oral or written 
statement by anyone employed by Profiles or acting as agent 
or representative of Profiles may amend, modify, waive or 
supersede the terms herein unless such amendment, waiver 
or modification is contained in a writing signed by all par-
ties. If any part of these Conditions of Sale are for any rea-
son deemed invalid or enforceable, the remaining portions 
shall remain fully enforceable without regard to the invalid 
or unenforceable provisions.

AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES

Conditions of Sale: Before you bid, you must read the Con-
ditions of Sale, immediately preceding these pages. They 
represent a contract between Profiles and you, and they 
contain important terms and conditions such as jurisdiction, 
payment terms, warranties and remedies. The Conditions 
of Sale are controlling over these general guidelines in the 
event of any conflicts between their respective terms.

Estimate Prices: In addition to descriptive information, 
each entry in the catalog includes a price range, which re-
flects opinion as to the price expected at auction. These are 
based upon various factors including prices recently paid at 
auction for comparable property, condition, rarity, quality, 
history, and provenance. Estimates are prepared well in ad-
vance of the sale and subject to revision. Estimates do not 
include the buyer’s premium or sales tax (see under separate 
heading). See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for im-
portant restrictions as to reliance on estimated prices.

Reserves The reserve is the minimum price the seller is 
willing to accept and below which a lot will not be sold. 
This amount is confidential and will not exceed the low pre-
sale estimate.

Owned or Guaranteed Property: Profiles in History gener-
ally offers property consigned by others for sale at public 
auction; occasionally, lots are offered that are the property 
of Profiles in History.
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Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax: The actual purchase 
price will be the sum of the final bid price plus the buyer’s 
premium of 24% of the hammer price (discounted to 20% 
when full payment is made in cash or by valid check); or 
twenty-eight percent (28%) if bid on and won through in-
ternet bidding. California sales tax shall automatically be 
added to the purchase price unless exempted.

Before the Auction: You may attend pre-sale viewing for 
all of our auctions at no charge. All property to be auc-
tioned is usually on view for several days prior to the sale. 
You are encouraged to examine lots thoroughly. You may 
also request condition reports (see below). Profiles in His-
tory’s staff are available at viewings and by appointment.

Hours of Business: Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. on weekdays. The viewing schedule for the auc-
tion is published in the front of the auction catalog.

Condition Reports: If you wish to obtain additional 
information on a particular lot, or cannot appear at the 
viewing, Profiles in History may provide, upon request, a 
condition report. We remind prospective buyers that de-
scriptions of property are not warranted and that each lot 
is sold “as is” in accordance with the terms of the limited 
warranty. Condition reports, as other descriptions of prop-
erty, are not warranted; they are only provided as a service 
to interested clients. Neither Profiles in History nor the 
consignor make any express or implied representation or 
warranty concerning the condition of any lot offered for 
sale; any information furnished does not modify or negate 
the limited warranty contained in the Conditions of Sale. 
See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important 
restrictions as to reliance on condition reports.

Registration: If you are planning to bid at auction, you 
will need to register with us. Please arrive 30 or 45 min-
utes before the sale to complete bidder registration and to 
receive a numbered paddle to identify you if you are the 
successful bidder. If you are a new client, or if you have 
not made a recent purchase at Profiles in History, you may 
be asked to supply bank and/or other credit references 
when you register. To avoid any delay in the release of 
your purchases, we suggest that you pre-arrange check or 
credit approval. If so, please contact Profiles in History 
at (310) 859-7701 or by fax at (310) 859-3842. You must 
acknowledge having read your agreement with all of the 
Conditions of Sale prior to your registration and prior to 
your bidding on any lot.

The Auction: All auctions are open to registered bidders 
only. You must register to bid or otherwise participate.

Bidding: Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical 
order, as it appears in the catalog. The auctioneer will ac-
cept bids from those present in the salesroom or absentee 
bidders participating by telephone, internet or by written 
bid left with Profiles in History in advance of the auction. 
The auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf of the 
consignor to protect the reserve, either by entering bids in 
response to salesroom, telephone or absentee bids. Under 
no circumstances will the auctioneer place any bid on be-
half of the consignor at or above the reserve. The auction-
eer will not specifically identify bids placed on behalf of 
the consignor to protect the reserve.

Bidding Increments: See registration page.

Absentee Bids: If you cannot attend an auction, it is pos-
sible to bid by other means. The most common is the 
absentee bid, sometimes called an “order bid.” Absentee 
bids are written instructions from you directing Profiles 
in History to bid for you on one or more lots up to a max-
imum amount you specify for each lot. Profiles in History 
staff will execute your absentee bid as reasonably as pos-
sible, taking into account the reserve price and other bids. 
There is no charge for this service. If identical bids are 
submitted by two or more parties, the first bid received by 
Profiles in History will take preference. The auctioneer 
may execute bids for absentee bidders directly from the 
podium, clearly identifying these as order bids. Absentee 
Bid Forms are available in the back of every auction cat-
alog and also may be obtained at any Profiles in History 
location. See Conditions of Sale and Registration Form 
for absentee bid details.

Telephone Bids: It is also possible to bid by telephone if 
you cannot attend an auction. Arrangements should be 
confirmed at least one day in advance of the sale with 
Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701. Profiles in History 
staff will execute telephone bids from designated areas 
in the salesroom. See Conditions of Sale and Registration 
Form for telephone bid details.

Internet Bids: Profiles in History is pleased to offer live 
Internet bidding at www.profilesinhistory.com. To ensure 
proper registration, those Bidders intending to bid via 
the internet must visit this site and register accordingly 
at least one full day prior to the actual auction. Please be 
aware that there is a minimum 3-second delay in the audio 
and visual feeds, which may confuse some bidders. If you 
have questions about this feature, please call Profiles in 
History well in advance of the auction. Winning bidders 
will be notified by Profiles. Profiles is not and cannot be 
responsible or liable for any problems, delays, or any other 
issues or problems resulting out of use of the Internet gen-
erally or specifically, including but not limited to trans-
mission, execution or processing of bids.

PLEASE NOTE: On some occasions beyond the control 
of Profiles, the online bidding software or the Internet 
itself may not physically keep up with the pace of the 
auction. In order to help avoid disappointment, Profiles 
recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now. Occa-
sionally the auctioneer may eliminate or reject an internet 
live bid, and the auctioneer may also reopen a lot after the 
close of the internet live bidding (typically but not always 
because a floor bid or a telephone bid was missed), and 
your bid may be rejected even if you were shown to be 
the winning bidder. By bidding online, you acknowledge 
and agree that Profiles in History may award the lot to 
another bidder at its sole and final discretion under the 
circumstances described above or under any other reason-
able circumstances. Since internet bids are not shown to 
Profiles until Profiles opens the lot on the floor, Profiles 
treats those bids the same as floor or telephone bids. In 
most cases, however, the floor and/ or telephone responds 
before the internet bid is presented, due to live internet bid 
software or internet lag time, so for consistency it is Pro-
files in History’s policy that floor bids and telephone bids 
are always considered first over online bids with floor bids 
being considered before telephone bids. Also please note 
that all Profiles lots purchased online carry a 28% Buyer’s 
Premium. Profiles in History strongly urges the bidder to 
resolve any questions about these policies or their imple-
mentation PRIOR TO BIDDING.

Successful Bids: The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indi-
cates the final bid. Profiles in History will record the pad-
dle number of the buyer. If your salesroom or absentee bid 
is successful, you will be notified after the sale by mailed 
or emailed invoice.

Unsold Lots: If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is 
bought-in. In other words, it remains unsold and is re-
turned to the consignor.

AFTER THE AUCTION

Payment: You are expected to pay for your purchases in 
full within seven calendar days of the sale or five calendar 
days from the invoice date, whichever is later, and to re-
move the property you have bought by that date.

Shipping: After payment has been made in full, Profiles 
in History may, as a service to buyers, arrange to have 
property packed, insured and shipped at your request and 
expense. For shipping information, please contact Profiles 
in History at (310) 859-7701. In circumstances in which 
Profiles in History arranges and bills for such services via 
invoice or credit card, we will also include an adminis-
tration charge. Packages shipped internationally will have 
full value declared on shipping form.

Sales Results: Interested clients may obtain sale results 
for specific lots at least three business days after the auc-
tion by calling Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701.

THE SELLER

Auction Estimate: If you are considering selling your 
property, you can bring items to our office by appointment 

only. If a visit is not practical, you may instead send a clear 
photograph together with dimensions and any other perti-
nent information you may have. Profiles in History cannot 
be responsible or liable in any case for damage or loss to 
photographs or other information sent.

Consignment Agreement: If you decide to sell your prop-
erty at auction, the procedures are simple and you should 
find Profiles in History staff helpful to you throughout the 
process. After discussions with our staff you will receive 
a contract (Consignment Agreement) to sign, setting forth 
terms and fees for services we can provide, such as insur-
ance, shipping and catalog illustrations. For all categories, 
Profiles in History’s standard consignor commission rates 
are fifteen percent (15%) of the final bid price. Profiles 
in History generally charges a minimum commission of 
$100 for each lot sold. Profiles in History will discuss with 
you a suggested reserve price and our recommendations 
for pre-sale estimates for each piece of property you con-
sign for sale. The terms and conditions contained in the 
actual Consignment Agreement will govern our respec-
tive rights and obligations; those terms and conditions are 
controlling over these general guidelines.

Delivery of Property to Profiles in History: After you have 
consigned property to us for sale, you can either bring 
your property to Profiles in History yourself, arrange with 
your own shipper to deliver it to us or Profiles in History 
can arrange for it to be shipped through their shipping de-
partment. We are always happy to assist you. For more 
information please contact us at (310) 859-7701. Property 
usually arrives at Profiles in History at least three months 
before the sale in order to allow time to research, catalog 
and photograph the items. Prior to the auction your prop-
erty is generally stored at Profiles in History’s facilities.

Pre-Auction Notification: Several weeks before the sched-
uled sale, the auction catalog will be posted on our web-
site and icollector.com.

After approximately 45 days following completion of the 
sale, pending payment by the purchaser, you will be sent 
payment for your sold property and a settlement statement 
itemizing the selling commission and other damages.

“SALE OF AUTOGRAPHED MEMORABILIA: AS 
REQUIRED BY LAW, A DEALER WHO SELLS TO 
A CONSUMER ANY MEMORABILIA DESCRIBED 
AS BEING AUTOGRAPHED MUST PROVIDE A 
WRITTEN CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY 
AT THE TIME OF SALE. THIS DEALER MAY BE 
SURETY BONDED OR OTHERWISE INSURED 
TO ENSURE THE AUTHENTICITY OF ANY COL-
LECTIBLE SOLD BY THIS DEALER.” 
 
Accordingly, Profiles in History will provide a COA in 
compliance with section 1739.7 for all individual lots 
noted as “signed”/“autographed” pursuant to the “Terms 
of Guarantee” as stated in Section 10 in the Conditions 
of Sale.  Conversely, group lots are strictly sold AS IS, 
without implied or express representation or warranty of 
authenticity of any items in the lot, and no item in such 
group lot is being described or has been described, ex-
pressly or implicitly, as being autographed. The bidder/
buyer will have to determine on his or her own the au-
thenticity of any items in such group lot, without recourse 
to the auction house or consignor. By bidding and/or 
buying such group lot the bidder/buyer acknowledges, 
represents, warrants and agrees that there has been no 
representation made that any part of the group lot is auto-
graphed or is authentic. In order to bid/buy such lot, the 
bidder/buyer hereby agrees that no such representation 
has been made to him or her, and he or she hereby waives 
any remedies available to him/her under section 1739.7 or 
any other law of any jurisdiction or territory. If the buyer/
bidder cannot freely make such acknowledgment, repre-
sentation, warranty, agreement, and waiver of any rights 
as set forth above, the buyer/bidder must not bid on/buy 
the group lot. The buyer agrees to sign a waiver/release 
upon placing a winning bid in substantially similar form 
as to what is set forth herein.”
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WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU TO EITHER PREVIEW THE ITEMS BEFORE BIDDING, 
OR CALL FOR A MORE SPECIFIC CONDITION REPORT ON ITEMS OF INTEREST.

IMPORTANT NOTE TO PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS AND DISCLAIMER: 

Bidders, Payment in full is due within seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar days of the invoice date, 
whichever is later. Profiles in History does not offer Fianance Terms.

sHiPPing: 
Please remember that the buyer is responsible for ALL shipping charges. Many of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/
or weight; they will require special handling and will incur an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier.  Buyer is 
responsible for ALL Shipping.
Catalog images:
Catalog images representing group lots (defined as any lot containing more than one item) may show replicated photographs to 
illustrate count are sold “as is” and are not subject to return. Not all the items in a group lot are shown and some images in the 
catalog are cropped for illustration purposes. We strongly encourage you to view the items before bidding or call 1-(310)-859-7701 
for a more specific condition report.
We strongly encourage you to either preview or call for a condition report, online images and images shown in the catalog are for 
reference only. Due to inconsistencies in Internet Browser behavior and third party apps Profiles in History is NOT RESPONSIBLE 
for images not represented correctly. ALL ITEMS SOLD "AS IS" no returns.
PHotograPHs, illustrations and sCreen sHots:
Unless otherwise explicitly set forth in the catalog description for an individual item, all photographs, illustrations, and screen shots 
are furnished solely for reference purposes and not as a statement, representation or warranty that the image depicted is the exact 
item offered.  Due to the fact that multiple props, costumes, and other items are customarily made for and used on or off screen in 
a motion picture or other program, Profiles cannot and does not represent or warrant that the specific item depicted in the photo-
graph, illustration or screen shot is the very same item offered at auction.  
trademarks:
In the catalog descriptions, Profiles takes steps to identify and provide provenance for an item offered at auction.  In many cases, the 
items offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures and are furnished in order to fully identify and describe the item 
offered at auction, including photographs, illustrations, and screen shots. In all cases, the use of the titles or other elements of these 
motion pictures is for informational purposes only. 
CoPyrigHts:
All items offered are original, and neither Profiles nor the Consignor make any statements, representation or warranty concerning 
the copyright of such items.  The depiction of the item in the catalog and other auction promotions are purely for informational and 
reference purposes regarding the offering of the item at auction. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG ARE SOLD IN “AS IS” CONDITION.  
Bidders may call us with condition questions about specific lots, however any statement made by us should be 
considered our opinion only and not a statement of fact. Our subjective opinions cannot be considered warranties or 
representations, nor will they constitute any assumption of liability on our part. Therefore once again, all prospective 
buyers are advised to personally examine any property prior to bidding, by appointment, in our Calabasas, CA offices.

Group lots are strictly sold AS IS, without implied or express representation or warranty of authenticity of any 
items in the lot, and no item in such group lot is being described or has been described, expressly or implicitly, as 
being autographed. The bidder/buyer will have to determine on his or her own the authenticity of any items in 
such group lot, without recourse to the auction house or consignor. By bidding and/or buying such group lot the 
bidder/buyer acknowledges, represents, warrants and agrees that there has been no representation made that any 

part of the group lot is autographed or is authentic.

We do our best to properly describe all materials herein, but normal wear and tear is common due to the fragile 
nature of the items including their age and use in film and TV productions.  We are not responsible for a zipper 
not working, a piece missing from a prop, etc.  Tears or alterations to the fabric or original design of a costume, 
or broken/missing pieces to a prop are to be expected.  While many of the props, costumes and other memorabilia 
are currently displayable in their present condition, these items may require restoration to be returned to their 
pre-production/screen-used state.  Many of the items featured have been modified and altered for subsequent 
productions and may differ from the original production usage. Elements of fabric, sequins, trim, etc. are often 
replaced for subsequent productions. We recommend you to inspect items of interest in person.

The term “working prop” denotes that the prop was originally made to do something unlike a static prop.  This 
does not mean that the prop works today, although in many circumstances it may be possible to have the prop 
restored to its original configuration.
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1. Howard Hughes personal oak work desk that formerly belonged to Howard, Senior from Hughes Tool Co. (ca. early 20th century) 
Measuring 66 x 43 x 36 in., the vintage oak antique roll top desk features six large drawers and thirteen small interior drawers with cubby storage. 
Nailed to the left side is a 2-inch oval brass tag reading “Property of Hughes Tool Co. 31572”. Hughes moved the desk from Hughes Tool Co. in 
Houston to his office at 7000 Romaine Street in Hollywood, California.  After patenting a roller cutter drill bit for oil drilling rigs, Howard R. Hughes, 
Sr. founded the Sharp-Hughes Tool Company in 1908 (later renamed Hughes Tool Company in 1915). Hughes Sr. died of a heart attack in 1924, and 
the younger Howard inherited the majority interest in the company and bought out the remaining shares from relatives. After being legally emancipated 
at age 18, Howard began using the profits from Hughes Tool to fund his other ventures, including filmmaking, Hughes Aircraft and controlling interest 
in TWA. Exhibits expected wear and patina, including scattered chips on lower side edges and stains on top. Includes original keys to lock roll top as 
well as 1 right drawer (1 lock is removed). From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $4,000 - $6,000

2. Howard Hughes, Sr. personal typed and signed Hughes Tool Company employee 
bonus schedule executed 5 months before his sudden death from a heart attack. 
1-page, 8.5 x 11 in., dated August 13, 1923, document typewritten “-Hughes Tool Company-” 
at the header. Has several handwritten amendments in an unknown hand. The document 
reads in part: “In appreciation of past service and in an effort to build up an organization for 
the Hughes Tool Company, it gives me pleasure to inaugurate the following: Bonus Plan for 
the Sales Department…The bonus to be distributed under this plan for each calendar year is 
2% of said ‘amount available for distribution’...” Signed “Howard R. Hughes” below which is 
handwritten in an unknown hand, “President / Plaza Hotel, New York City, August 13, 1923”. 
Includes a photocopy of the bonus plan as amended by Howard R. Hughes, Jr. dated February 
15, 1929. Exhibits expected folds with chipping on margins. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

3. Howard Hughes personal “little black 
book”. (ca. 1925) Small 2.75 x 4.2 in. booklet 
with black leather cover with “Mullen & 
Bluett” and “Howard R. Hughes” embossed 
in gilt. The handy booklet features postage 
& money order rates, cities of the U.S. (with 
population), approx. value of foreign currency, 
and more. Five pages contain Hughes’ 
handwriting, including fifteen names with 
phone numbers (mostly women, including 
actresses Alice Day, Lorraine Eason, Helen 
Foster and Evelyn Francisco), the addresses 
of six women (including actresses Foster and 
Eason), other notes and figures, including the 

date of “Monday 23. Fbr.1925”. On June 1, 1925, Hughes married 
Houston socialite Ella Botts Rice and the couple moved to Los 
Angeles so he could pursue a career as a filmmaker. Mullen & Bluett 
was a Los Angeles-based department store specializing in men’s 
clothing, founded in 1883. Exhibits minor wear. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600
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4. Howard Hughes personal Los Angeles Town Honorary Club Member 
brass membership card. (ca. 1930s) 2.8 x 1.75 in. Etched brass card reading, 
“Los Angeles Town Club Honorary Member Mr. Howard R. Hughes Is Entitled 
To The Privileges Of The Club”, with facsimile signatures of H.H. Townsend 
Secretary and Harry E. Imlee [?] President. Exhibiting light patina. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

5. (2) Howard Hughes signed Caddo 
Company contracts for Two Arabian Knights. 
(Caddo Company, 1927) One 4-page 8.5 x 13 in. 
contract, dated December 20, 1926, between The 
Caddo Company and Cecil B. DeMille Pictures for 
actor William Boyd’s services, and one single-page 
7.25 x 10.5 in. contract between Caddo Company 
and continuity writer James T. O’Donohue. Each 
signed “Howard R. Hughes” (second document 
countersigned by O’Donohue). Two Arabian 
Knights won the Academy Award for Best Director, 
Comedy Picture. Exhibiting usual folds with staple 
holes. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $800 - $1,200

6. Howard Hughes personal (14) Hollywood photographs. Collection of (14) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes), primarily 
from the 1930s, of Hughes among the Hollywood jet set, including Ginger Rogers, Bette Davis, Marion Davies (at a Tyrolian-themed party at her 
famous Ocean House), Ava Gardner, candid informal image of Katharine Hepburn in rocking chair, and head shot of Hughes’ wife Jean Peters (with 
4 x 5 in. duplication negative). Exhibit handling with minor creasing; image with Gardner has minor emulsion loss with tape repair. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

The howard hughes aucTion
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7. Jean Harlow signed screen artist contract with The Caddo Company for her services in Hell’s Angels, with (3) additional 
Jean Harlow signed employment option extensions. (Caddo Company, 1930) One 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated October 24, 1929, 
between The Caddo Company and newly-discovered actress Jean Harlow for her services in Hell’s Angels. Signed “Jean Harlow” on page 2. 
Includes (3) additional 1-page Caddo Company employment extensions, each signed “Jean Harlow”, dated January 20, July 16, and December 
19, 1930. In late 1929, Howard Hughes was reshooting most of his originally silent film with sound and needed an actress to replace Greta 
Nissen, who had a thick Norwegian accent unfitting for the character. Harlow screen tested for Hughes who gave her the part, signing her 
to an extended contract. Hughes’ knack for promotion labeled Harlow as a “platinum blonde”, a nickname which forever remains with the 
actress. Exhibiting usual folds with staple holes and paperclip stains. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $2,500 - $3,500

Profiles in History
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8. Howard Hughes personal deluxe Hell's Angels premiere program with Grauman's Chinese Theater Police Line Pass. 56-page leather-
bound World Premier program for Hell’s Angels, Howard Hughes’ World War I aviation epic. Given to VIPs on opening night at Grauman’s Chinese 
Theatre in Hollywood on May 27, 1930. Measuring 9 x 11.75 in., the cover features embossed border design by famed aviation illustrator Clayton 
Knight, depicting film title with British biplane and pilot plummeting to Earth. Content includes, “Howard Hughes’ $4,000,000 Spectacle”, Sid 
Grauman intro, and photos of cast and crew. Also contains an article describing production, and many congratulatory ad pages. Comes with Howard 
Hughes’ personal police line pass, being a 2.5 x 7 in. golden ribbon reading, “Police Line Pass / World Premiere / ‘Hell’s Angels’ Tuesday Evening / May 
27th / Grauman’s / Chinese Theater / Capt. James McDowell / Commanding Hollywood Division”. Hughes staged arguably the greatest Hollywood 
premier in history for his WWI epic. For the star-studded event, thousands of spectators jammed Hollywood Boulevard as a formation of World War I 
biplanes flew overhead and stuntmen parachuted onto the crowded street. Interior vellum end pages exhibit chipping to edges with single 2.25-in. tear. 
Both program and police pass in overall fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600

9. Howard Hughes signed Caddo Company contract loaning 
Jean Harlow to MGM for her services in filming The Secret 6, 
countersigned by Louis B. Mayer. (MGM, 1931) 2-page 8.5 x 11 
in. contract, dated November 11, 1930, for “Miss Jean Harlow…to play 
the part known as ‘ingenue lead’”. Signed “Howard R. Hughes pres.” and 
countersigned “Louis B. Mayer”. Lotted with a Western Union telegram 
marked “Copy” from Jean Harlow to agent Arthur Landau dated May 
21, 1931 advising him to “Accept three week contract for $5,000 with 
Columbia for Blond Baby watch treatment of Blond Babys [sic] surrender 
very important that screen be handled with great delicacy regards Jean 
Harlow”. Exhibiting usual folds with staple holes. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

The howard hughes aucTion
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11. Howard Hughes signed Caddo Company contract hiring 
writer Ben Hecht for Scarface, countersigned by Hecht. (Caddo 
Company, 1932) 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated April 28, 1931, 
securing the services of Hecht for “writing of the dialogue for the 
motion picture produced under the title, ‘Scarface’”. Signed “Howard 
R, Hughes” and countersigned “Ben Hecht”. Hecht loosely based the 
screenplay on the 1929 novel Armitage Trail, which was inspired by Al 
Capone. This pre-code gangster film directed by Howard Hughes set 
the standard for the genre and is considered among the most significant 
films of the era. Exhibiting usual folds with staple and punch holes at 
top. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

12. (2) Howard Hughes signed 
Caddo Company documents 
hiring lead actor Paul Muni 
for Scarface. (Caddo Company, 
1932) 16-page 8.5 x 13 in. contract, 
dated June 13, 1931, securing the 
services of actor Paul Muni “in the 
portrayal of the role of ‘Scarface’ in 
the production of a motion picture 
entitled ‘Scarface’”. Signed “Howard 
R. Hughes Pres.” and countersigned 
“Paul Muni”. Initialed “H.R.H.” by 
Hughes five times (initialed six times 
by Muni). Includes 1-page 8.5 x 11 
in. cover document for the Scarface 
contract (above), dated June 13, 

1931, stating, “…it is hereby understood and agreed that the term of the 
said agreement and your salary thereunder shall commence as of the day 
on which you start rehearsals for your role in the production ‘Scarface’”. 
Signed “Howard R. Hughes Pres.”  This pre-code gangster film directed by 
Howard Hughes set the standard for the genre and is considered among 
the most significant films of the era. Exhibiting minor chipping and punch 
holes. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

10. (3) Howard Hughes signed contracts for The Front Page, including other related Caddo Company 
documents. (Caddo Company, 1931) One 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated December 24, 1930, from Paramount 
Publix Corp. loaning the services of actress Mary Brian to The Caddo Company for The Front Page stamped “Copy” 
across both pages, signed “Howard R. Hughes pres.”, and one single-page 8.5 x 17 in. contract, dated December 30, 
1930, securing the services of actor George Stone, signed “Howard R. Hughes” and countersigned by Stone, and 
one 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated January 3, 1931, securing actor Slim Summerville’s services, signed “Howard 
R. Hughes President” and initialed “H.R.H.” by Hughes. Includes two identical content 1-page signed contracts by 
actor Edward Everett Horton for The Front Page, dated 12/18/30, and two identical content 1-page signed contracts 
by actor Frank McHugh for The Front Page, dated 12/16/30 (all 4 documents countersigned by Howard Hughes’ 
chief executive and trusted advisor Noah Dietrich. Exhibiting usual folds with staple holes. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $1,200 - $1,500
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13. Howard Hughes signed Caddo Company contract for Lewis Milestone to produce 
Cock of the Air, countersigned by Milestone. (Caddo Company, 1932) 1-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, 
dated June 17, 1931, hiring Lewis Milestone “to produce a picture” and “to have prepared under 
your direction and supervision a script, tentatively known as ‘Cock ‘o the Air’…” Signed “Howard 
R. Hughes President” and countersigned “Lewis Milestone”. Included with two 3-page contracts 
(identical content), each signed by Cock of the Air writer Robert Sherwood and Hughes chief executive 
and trusted advisor Noah Dietrich, dated July 17, 1931. Lewis Milestone won the only ever Best 
Comedy Director Oscar for Two Arabian Knights (1927), another Hughes production, at the first 
Academy Awards ceremony in 1929. Exhibiting usual folds with staple and punch holes at top. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

14. (2) Jean Harlow signed Caddo 
Company contracts loaning her services 
to MGM for Freaks and The Cleanup, 
countersigned by Irving Thalberg. (MGM, 
1932) Two 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contracts (with 
identical content), dated November 5, 1931, 
transacting The Caddo Company loaning 
actress Jean Harlow to Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer “to play the leading female part in the 
photoplay now tentatively entitled ‘Freaks’ 
or the leading female part in the photoplay 
now tentatively entitled ‘The Cleanup’ and/
or both these pictures if production schedule 
permits.” Both are signed “Jean Harlow” and 
countersigned by Irving Thalberg (on behalf 
of MGM) and Hughes’ chief executive and 
trusted advisor Noah Dietrich (on behalf 
of The Caddo Company). Exhibiting usual 
folds with staple holes and paperclip stains at 
top. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $1,200 - $1,500

The howard hughes aucTion
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16. Caddo Company contract loaning Jean Harlow to Warner 
Bros. for Public Enemy signed by Jack Warner with Howard 
Hughes telegram directing the sale of Harlow’s contract to 
MGM. (Warner Bros., 1931) 2-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated January 
22, 1931, loaning “the exclusive services of Miss Jean Harlow…to 
play the part known as ‘featured female lead’ in the photoplay entitled 
‘Public Enemy’”. Signed “J. Warner” (on behalf of Warner Bros.) and 
countersigned by Hughes’ chief executive and trusted advisor Noah 
Dietrich (on behalf of Caddo Company). Includes Howard Hughes 
March 19, 1932 Western Union Telegram to Noah Dietrich stating, 
“Please draw contract with Thalberg [of MGM] for sale Harlow contract 
thirty thousand don’t let anyone delay as this good deal and don’t want 
to lose regards Howard.” Also includes 1-page signed letter, dated 
December 4, 1931, from Noah Dietrich to Jean Harlow concerning 
compensation for her work with outside productions. Exhibiting usual 
folds and paperclip stains. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes.   $400 - $600

15. Group of (5) related contracts between Caddo Company, Howard Hawks and MGM containing 6 signatures 
of Howard Hughes, 5 signatures of Hawks and 2 signatures of Louis B. Mayer. Includes 18-page 8.5 x 13 in. 
contract, dated July 12, 1932, between The Caddo Company and Howard W. Hawks. Initialed by Hughes and Hawks on 
page 17 and signed twice by Hughes and once by Hawks on final page; one 11-page contract, dated July 12, 1932, between 
The Caddo Company, Howard W. Hawks and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, containing 7 initials by Hughes (4 by Hawks and 
Mayer), with Hughes, Hawks and Louis B. Mayer signing the final page; one single-page provision relating to payment 
regarding contract between The Caddo Company, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Howard Hawks, signed by Hughes, Louis 
B. Mayer and Hawks; one 4-page contract, dated July 20, 1932, between The Caddo Company and Howard W. Hawks, in 
connection with the loaning of services of Hawks to MGM, signed by both Hughes and Hawks on the final page; one 
1-page document addressed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, dated July 20, 1932, detailing payment details for the previous 
contract of the same date, signed by Hughes and Howard Hawks. Each multi-page document is stapled together with legal 
wrapper and bears expected hole punches at top. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $2,000 - $3,000

17. Caddo Company file on director Howard Hawks containing 
(8) contracts and correspondence bearing Hawks’ signature, 
including provisions to his contract to direct Viva Villa!  2-page 8.5 x 
11 in. contract drafted by MGM, dated September 6, 1933, concerning film 
credit provisions for Viva Villa! (Hawks was under contract with Howard 
Hughes’ Caddo Company; included are two additional copies of same Viva 
Villa! document signed by Hawks, 2-pages each). Others include 5-page 
8.5 x 13 in. contract from MGM, dated December 16, 1933, nullifying 
previous agreement between Hawks and Caddo, signed by Hawks, Noah 
Dietrich (for Caddo), and Eddie Mannix (for MGM); 3-page 8.5 x 11 
in. agreement, dated July 24, 1931, between Hawks and Caddo Company 
(signed by Hawks and Dietrich); 2-page agreement, dated December 
4, 1931, between Hawks and Caddo Company (signed by Hawks and 
Dietrich); 1-page agreement, dated July 18, 1933, between Hawks and 
Caddo Company (signed by Hawks and Noah Dietrich); 1-page letter 
signed by Hawks to Caddo Company, dated October 20, 1931. Viva Villa! 
became the highest grossing film of 1934 and was nominated for a Best 
Picture Oscar. Exhibiting usual folds, staple and punch holes. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600
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20. Howard Hughes personal calling card. (ca. 1930s) 3.5 x 2.4 in. card with 
“Howard Hughes” printed in formal black font. Includes original protective tissue 
cover and blank custom transmittal envelope. In very fine condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

18. Howard Hughes personal Panama hat in 
original Oviatt's Beverly-Wilshire hat box. 
(ca. 1930s) High quality Panama hat crafted of 
finely woven South American toquilla palm straw. Features interior “Made In Ecuador” stamp (all genuine Panama hats are only made in Ecuador, 
contrary to their name). Features supple brown leather inner hatband and comes with the original hatbox with “Oviatt’s Beverly-Wilshire / The 
Beverly-Wilshire Hotel Bldg. / Beverly Hills, Calif. / Crestview 0101” label with Hughes’ handwritten address “Mr. Howard Hughes / 211 So. Muirfield 
Rd / L.A.” Hughes first leased the palatial 30-room Muirfield Road mansion in 1926 where he and wife Ella Rice Hughes intended to live. He chose 
the Hancock Park address due to its proximity to the Wilshire Country Club where he played golf. After the marriage dissolved, actress Billie Dove 
moved in; later, Katharine Hepburn took over as mistress of the household. An extraordinary 1930s fashion accessory from the dashing aviator/movie 
mogul/industrialist. Hat exhibits even toning and remains in fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $1,000 - $1,500

19. Howard Hughes personal signed 
photograph of columnist Walter Winchell. 
(ca. 1930s) Vintage gelatin silver 8.25 x 10.25 in. 
single-weight glossy candid portrait depicting the 
legendary newspaper critic and columnist lighting 
a cigarette. Inscribed and signed in black ink at 
lower left margin, “To Howard, my favorite pilot. 
Walter Winchell”. As a movie producer, Hughes had 
something of a working relationship with Winchell, 
feeding the journalist choice information for his 
column to promote his projects. Hughes’s romantic 
escapades during the era with Hollywood’s most 
glamorous starlets also served as titillating gossip 
for Winchell’s readership. Exhibiting creases in the 
upper right and lower right corners. In very good 
condition. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $200 - $300

21. Howard Hughes personal 
signed photograph of champion 
boxer Jack Dempsey. (ca. 
1920s/printed later) Gelatin silver 
photograph, approx. 8 x 10 in., 
depicting the illustrious heavyweight 
in ring attire. Amazingly, Dempsey 
once knocked out Howard Hughes 
when, on a whim, Hughes wanted 
to see “what it would be like to spar 
with the heavyweight champion”. 
Inscribed by Dempsey to Hughes, 
“To my Pal Howard Hughes the Real 
Champ Jack Dempsey”. Exhibiting 
mild marginal toning and corner 
creasing. In very good condition. 
From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $200 - $300
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23. Howard Hughes personal gold Los Angeles Fire Department 
Assistant Chief Badge presented by Chief R.J. Scott. (ca. 1930s) 
Authentic gold fire badge in the form of a shield and capital consisting of 
a displayed eagle figure with jeweled eye. Featuring the Angeles city seal 
in relief at center, crossed fire axes, crossed bugles, and blue enamel-filled 
engraved lettering, “Assistant Chief Los Angeles – City of Los Angeles 
Founded 1791 – Fire Dept”. The verso of the badge bears a folding stick 
pin backing and is marked, “Solid Gold” and engraved, “Presented to 
Howard R. Hughes By Chief A.J. Scott L.A.F.D.” Measures approx. 2 x 3 in. 
Presented in a navy blue leather badge wallet with snap closure. Measures 
2.25 x 3.5 in. Regarded as a world authority on department administration, 
fire protection, and fire prevention, R.J. Scott served as LAFD Chief from 
1919-1940. During Scott’s tenure as department head, the young Hughes 
was making a name for himself as a filmmaker and pioneering aviator. 
Some age, wear, and handling. In very good condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

24. Howard Hughes personal police courtesy card from L.A.P.D. Motor Cycle Div. officer Lee J. Young. (ca. 1930s) Business card measuring 
3.5 x 2 in. for “Lee. J. Young Los Angeles Police Dept. Motor Cycle Div.” with the telephone “MIchigan 5211 Sta. 871”. A black & white photograph 
depicting a police officer astride a police motorcycle is printed to the left of Young’s name. On the verso is written in ink, “This will introduce Mr. 
Howard Hughes a personal friend of mine any favor shown will be appreciated by me. Lee J. Young [Badge] #2296”. Handwriting exhibiting some 
smudging from apparent wallet wear. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

25. Howard Hughes personal police courtesy card from Los Angeles Motor Pool officer Preston T. Elmer. (ca. 1930s) Business card 
measuring 3.5 x 2 in. for “Preston T. Elmer Los Angeles Motor Patrol” with telephone MIchigan 5211 Extension 2886”. At the upper left corner is an 
embossed silver & bronze Los Angeles Police Department badge. On the verso is written in ink, “Introducing: Howard Hughes a very good friend of 
mine ‘Thank You’ ‘Pete Elmer’ [Badge] 5331”. Exhibits slight wear. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

22. Howard Hughes personal California 
Highway Patrol etched brass courtesy card 
from Chief E. Raymond Cato. (1935) 3.25 x 2 
in. Etched brass card with California Highway Patrol 
badge at the lower left with the following script, 
“The California Highway Patrol extends Courtesies 
to Howard R. Hughes”, with the facsimile signature 
of CHP Chief E. Raymond Cato. On the verso is 
engraved, “Presented By E. Raymond Cato 1 – 23 

– 35”. Cato bestowed these “gold” cards to distinguished personages in the 1930s, but in mid-1935 word got out, and the negative press generated by 
the suggested immunity to any traffic citations prompted Cato’s boss, R. Ray Ingels, director of the Department of Motor Vehicles, to issue a statement 
that all such cards are to be confiscated, thus ending the practice. Exhibiting minor bumping to corners and light surface wear. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600
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26. Howard Hughes personal Los Angeles County Deputy 
Sheriff badge presented by William I. Traeger. (ca. late 
1920s-early 1930s) Authentic metal police badge in the form of a 
6-point star with central relief bear figure, scrolls engraved “Deputy 
Sheriff Los Angeles County”, relief “A115” badge number, and 
garland engraving around the perimeter. The verso of the badge 
features a folding stickpin backing and is engraved, “Presented 
to Howard R. Hughes By Wm. L. Traeger”. Measures 2.25 x 2.5 
in. Accompanied by a tan leather tri-fold badge wallet with snap 
closure. Measuring 2.5 x 4 in. William I. Traeger, one-time USC 
football coach, served as Los Angeles County Sheriff from 1921-
1932 before leaving law enforcement for a term in Congress. 
From the mid-20s onward, Hughes was a prominent citizen in 
Los Angeles, becoming a producer in the fledgling motion picture 
industry with his inherited Hughes Tool fortune. Some light 
surface scratching and handling. In very good condition. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $600 - $800

27. Howard Hughes personal police 
courtesy card from LAPD Traffic 
Enforcement officer Carl R. Ericson. 
(ca. 1930s) Business card measuring 3.5 x 2 
in. for “Carl R. Ericson Los Angeles Police 
Dept. Traffic Enforcement Bureau” with 
telephone MI 5211 – STA[tion]. 886”. At 
the upper left corner is an embossed silver 
& bronze Los Angeles Police Department 
badge. On the verso is written in ink, 
“This will introduce Howard Hughes a friend to all Policemen. Anything that you could do to help would be appreciated. C.R. Ericson”. Exhibits 
slight wear. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

28. Howard Hughes personal police 
courtesy card from LAPD Traffic 
Division officer K. Kane. (ca. 1930s) 
Business card measuring 3.25 x 2 in., being 
from the “Los Angeles Police Department 
Traffic Division” with address and phone 
stated as, “123 S. Figueroa MIchigan 
5211 Station [left blank]”. On the verso 
is written in ink, “This will introduce 
Howard Hughes a very good friend of the 
L.A.P.D. and friend of mine any courtesy will be appreciated. K. Kane [Badge] #1087”. Exhibits slight wear with minor ink smudge on verso. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

29. Howard Hughes personal (3) business 
cards from police contacts. (ca. 1930s) Each 
card measures approx. 3.5 x 2 in. One being from 
“G.R. Heckenkamp California Highway Patrol, 
Area 3, Hollywood”. Below title is handwritten 
in ink, 1420 Broadway Burbank TH-81669” and 
on verso is written, “Mr. Hughes, Would it be 
possible to see you sometime at your convenience 
regarding a matter I think you would be interested 
in. Respectfully G. Heckenkamp [Badge] #961”. 
Another card is from Eddie Baker State Motor 
Officer No. 646 California Highway Patrol, 
6134 Glen Oak Hollywood, Calif. The final 
card is from Al Grevelding, Beverly Hills Police 
Department with “546 S. Serrano LA ‘5’” written 
in pencil below the name. All exhibit wear with 
slight creasing. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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30. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. (ca. 1937-1938) Howard Hughes (55+) personal 
handwritten love letters, notes and postcards from Katharine Hepburn. Bedside notes are written in both pen 
& pencil on Hepburn’s personal 3.1 x 5.5 in. Art Deco “KH” letterhead; letters mostly on 5.4 x 6.75 in. personal “KHH” 
embossed stationery. Dated letters range from August 15, 1937 through December 5, 1938, during Hughes and Hepburn’s 
well-publicized romance. The two initially met during production of Sylvia Scarlett in June 1935, introduced by Hughes’ 
friend and Hepburn’s co-star Cary Grant. Initially unimpressed with Hughes’ swagger, Hepburn eventually fell for him 
and thus began their legendary romance. Hepburn used many pet names and pseudonyms when signing the letters, 
including, “Country Mouse”, “C. Mouse”, “C.M.”, “Mrs. H.R. Countrymouse”, “Mrs. Boss”, “H. Muskrat”, etc. Being the 
center of much media attention, the couple tried to maintain discretion, hence, so few photographs taken of the couple 
together. Some excerpts: My most wonderful Boss – This should arrive on the morning you were born & I am thinking what a 
lucky day that was for me – for surely there could never be another like you – and if I had not found you I should still feel doubtful 
that there could be heros [sic] born into the world today – As a little girl & even as a bigger one I used to love to read fairy tales because 

it seemed so exciting that always at the end they lived happily ever afterward – Then I grew up & went out into the world and I began to realize that with the men I 
could see it would be impossible to live happily ever after – in fact I felt that I could see through them as if they were made of tissue paper and I began to think that 
there were no heroes and that third best was the only thing – Then you came along & I thought: There is a man who could make me very unhappy – because he is 
unfathomable – I look into his eyes and instead of seeing just the present – I can see the past & the future – I can see America & the qualities which have gone into 
its very making – I can see man & his difference from woman – I can see the future of humanity built on kindness & honesty – I can see a little boy and an old man 
– Then I was frightened – It seemed to be too much in one person & I felt that mediocrity would be safer/better than greatness – Then I fought to get away but I knew 
that I didn’t want to – Then I became a part of you and I was proud and I knew that only with you who could make me unhappy – could I ever live happily ever 
afterward – And if that is only until tomorrow I shall still be proud and glad. Most people never find what I have – I used only to be able to see what is present & 
with you the walls of my house & the barriers of space & time have gone & I can live in your heart and feel safe & warm & glad – wherever you are or ever will be I 
can always be there + I shall never feel alone or frightened. Oh Boss you are so many things – If I had all the great lovers of time to choose from I should pick you for 
you are wicked & exciting and beyond description – and I should love to lie in bed with you for centuries… Boss – I believe in you completely – There are no barriers 
for you except the ones you set for yourself – Whatever you wish to become – you can – And if you ever need my help I shall try to give it to the best of my ability 
– There is nothing which you could tell me which I would not understand – because I would look at it through my eyes which have never seen until they met you so 
that in a way they are your eyes too – You should think of me not as anyone apart from you but as your closest blood relative who loves you for reasons beyond reality 
which will last forever through good & bad – I am your real friend boss and I want you to know that forever & whatever happens – you have made me believe in 
heroes – because you are one… My Baby – I’m late – as hell – but allow me to tell you that you’re worth all your bad qualities & more. That sleeping side of you is 
like being trussed with [?] orangutan & that sleeping with you is so exciting – so sudden, so sweet & so incredible that I should like to do naught else for a week. Miss 
Country Mouse will be “at home to Mr. Field Mouse” at least at 5:15… Darling Boss – My goodness you take up a lot of your bed. I really think that you should 
spend more time in mine. I woke up at about 6:30 this morning & lay there wondering whether I could be mean enough to leap on you for my pleasure & then I 
decided that R.K.O. might object. Oh gosh – I wish that this house were a boat & that we were out on the cruise all alone. Goodbye my boss – I love you so much 
that I’m getting dull and only four letter words come into mind such as love & lust, etc… Oh my Field Mouse – I can’t move & my eyes won’t open & I feel so like 
doing nothing but I have to go to work anyway, I guess, but please promise me to be back at 6:00 & we can play the same game again. That is what I call something. 
Do you think that you can remember what you did – well, if you can’t I’ll tell you – I love & adore you from the tip of my tail to the point of my ear. Please don’t 
lasso anyone else with your tail & play that game until you see me coming – (I mean down the street)… My Darling Field Mouse – Here is a daisy, picked from our 
favorite Daisy Bed (you know the one in which you were attracted to Miss Ginger [Rogers] Titmouse & I pulled your tail & it nearly came off). I hope that you still 
remember our old country custom of pulling the petals She loves me – She love me not – I did not mean to tell you because I hoped that you would be back in time 
but I am getting uncommonly pat & the other mice are looking at me askance. Could it be from anything you did in the hayrick that afternoon that we had such fun 
– I didn’t feel that that was quite the way to behave, of course you were going away & I’d never seen you behave as oddly before & there seemed nothing to do but to 
lie very still but would you mind please Mr. Field Mouse, coming back quickly & telling me why I’m so pat. Eagerly awaiting your reply, I am your old fiancée… 
Dear Sir Boss – I understand that you are interested in a certain Miss C. Mouse – and that she will not go dancing with you. Now sir – if you really want a dancing 
mouse (& is there anything more shocking than a mouse who has no rhythm), I would like to suggest that you re-hire Miss G. Titmouse [Ginger Rogers] who sways 
& rocks & pushes & pulls & sideswipes & tilts both fore & aft. In fact I will myself guarantee it. Of course we could train the C. Mouse in question but it might take 
too long & I know you’re not good at waiting… Boss – You are the most wonderful Boss in the world. You are unexpected. You are sweet. You are wild. You are calm. 
You have imagination. You are funny. You are different. You have all the old Abraham Lincoln virtues without which no one is anything. You have a big appetite but 
you are letting yourself get unhealthy. Now – please – when Pat calls today – don’t think up reasons why you can’t. Just do it. Remember – without health & animal 
vigor all life is pale… My Boss – You are sound asleep & I shan’t disturb you – though I should like to leap upon you for the more often I have you the more often 
I want you which is a dreadful state of affairs. If this continues you will have to give up all work – just stay in bed with me forever. Gosh all hemlock you are wonderful 
– Even if I were completely sure of you – I should still want you more than you could to me so please let me be sure – I adore you often – now - & always… My 
Most Excellent Boss –  Supremely attractive – brilliant as Einstein – graceful as a gazelle – exciting as an adventure story. To be allowed to go to sleep in the arms of 
the person of supreme tier in regard an honor not to be lightly cast as it’s – Oh catch of the ages – Thou art mine? I hope so – for the sky rains rose petals so long as 
thy glance is in my direction – I bow – C.M. – Mrs. B. Mrs. Hug Mrs. H. K.H.  Included is a 5-page hand-typed synopsis of The Philadelphia Story Hepburn 
sent to Hughes, with original transmittal envelope postmarked September 20, 1938. Hepburn recounts the plot of the as-of-yet unproduced play The 
Philadelphia Story, written by Philip Barry, as a vehicle for Katharine Hepburn to overcome her “box office poison” designation. A smash hit on the 
stage, then-beau Howard Hughes purchased the film rights for Hepburn, who turned around and sold them to Louis B. Mayer for the tidy sum of 
$250,000 and with the stipulation that she would have veto power over producer, director, writer, and cast of the screen adaptation. The resulting 
movie, directed by George Cukor, and starring Hepburn, Cary Grant, and James Stewart, is regarded as one of the greatest comedies of all time. 
Hepburn later quipped to biographer Charlotte Chandler, “I slept with Howard Hughes to get The Philadelphia Story. He was a brilliant man, and 
going to bed with him was very pleasurable. But the pleasure of owning The Philadelphia Story lasted longer.” Synopsis has some separations at folds. 
Letters exhibit expected handling and remain in remarkably fine condition, well preserved by Hughes. $12,000 - $15,000

Monumental, never-before-seen archive 
of over 55 intimate Katharine Hepburn bedside notes,  

love letters and postcards to Howard Hughes.
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31. Howard Hughes personal 
Miami Beach Police Department 
courtesy card from mayor John 
H. Levi. (ca. 1937-1941) Bi-fold 
card (measuring 3.75 x 2.5 in. folded) 
with “Office of The Mayor Miami 
Beach” on the cover which opens to 
reveal “The Courtesies of the Police 
Department are extended to Howard 
Hughes [name typewritten] by the 
City of Miami Beach Florida”. Below is signed in ink, “John H. Levi” Mayor. John Hale Levi served as Mayor for Miami Beach from June 1, 1937 
through June 3, 1941 and was a founder and mastermind behind the city. Levi convinced his friend, automotive entrepreneur Carl Fisher, to invest and 
develop the man-made islands, hotels, polo fields, golf courses, streets and subdivisions for much of Miami Beach. Exhibits light rubbing on outer covers. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

32. Howard Hughes (3) custom monogrammed handkerchiefs from 
The London Shop in original box. (ca. 1940s) (3) Custom monogrammed 
white linen handkerchiefs, each measuring approx. 18 x 19 in. (3.25 x 10 
in. folded), bearing a stylized embroidered “H” flanked by flourishes. The 
embroidery on each is a different color - red, blue and black. Never used, 
folded as packaged by the manufacturer, each bearing string-attached embossed 
gilt tag and silver sticker reading, “Chief Value Linen Made in Switzerland”. 
Presented in original black & red box from The London Shop with textured 
gold wrapping paper. The London Shop was located at 303 North Rodeo 
Drive in Beverly Hills, next door to the famous Brown Derby Restaurant. 
Box exhibits expected minor scuffs and creases. From the personal collection 
of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

33. Howard Hughes personal (2) framed photographs of Katharine Hepburn from the time of their romance. One framed 3.25 x 5 in. 
(visible in frame) informal, candid gelatin silver print of the smiling actress seated in a rocking chair barefoot while wearing a wide- brimmed hat. This 
photo is featured in the 1984 book Howard Hughes: His Achievements & Legacy and is cited as being “one of Howard Hughes’ favorite photographs and 
was among his personal effects.” The other photograph measures 5.75 x 4.24 in (visible in frame), being a gelatin silver print of Hepburn behind the 
wheel of a car with her eyes closed (apparently taken on the set of one of her films). These photographs have not been examined outside the simple, 
wooden frames as hung by Hughes. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500
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34. Howard Hughes letter from actress Susan Fox complaining about MGM publicist Robert Ritchie stifling her career since she had 
not “gone to bed with him.” The 2-page letter from actress Susan Fox, a friend of both Hughes and Katharine Hepburn who was once considered 
to play the part of “Scarlett O’Hara” in Gone With the Wind, postmarked January 3, 1940 from New York, N.Y. Fox writes in part: “I felt pretty low after I 
spoke to Katherine [sic] – even if she does think I’m a good actress….And now for Mr. [Robert] Ritchie – and I’m going to be very frank – He’s a bastard…Katherine 
said the same and I was very pleased when she used the same word – I know he’s a friend of yours – but then you’re a male – and Bob’s behavior is quite different 
towards males – as you can well imagine – I might have gotten a contract with Metro if I had gone to bed with him – but no job in all this world is worth that – not 
to me anyway – so now he won’t even speak to me – much less do anything for me as far as Metro is concerned…Thanks for not being in the shower last night when I 
called…Love to you Howard – and I do – Suzy” accompanied by original February 20, 1946 Western Union telegram from Walter Kane, Hughes’ director 
of entertainment for his Las Vegas gambling resorts. Also includes two photocopied letters from Cary Grant (dated November 5, 1951) and Jane Russell 
(dated November 23, 1953). From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

35. Howard Hughes (4) personal handwritten love letters from 17-year-old Gloria Vanderbilt. The letters, 24 pages total, were written 
from October 30th through November 3, 1941. Hughes was 36 when he met the 17-year-old heiress. Their whirlwind romance was later described 
by Vanderbilt, “When I knew him, he was thrity-six, wildly romantic, and gentle.” Some excerpts: My Darling – Last night was so very wonderful – when I 
came in I was so happy I couldn’t sleep and you know how tired we were. You have made me so happy. I have only had about one hour sleep, but darling it doesn’t matter 
because I love you and I can think about you much better awake than asleep. You are with me all the time, and I keep wishing that we were going on a trip together now, far 
away some place… Darling – We are flying above the clouds. I don’t want ever to fly with anyone else, but you; cause you are my pilot. I am so tired, dearest, but I want 
to write you. Don’t ever leave me, I’ve found you and I want to live for you. We must put each other above everything – always. We can make each other live, because we 
will have each other… Dearest, these past few weeks have been so wonderful and yet as you said we really haven’t started to do all the things we will… Darling, I have 
never been really happy before until now. People don’t know sometimes what they really want, that is why they are not happy. I never really knew until now, until I was 
on a train coming from Pittsburg. It suddenly came to me and I felt reborn, as tho a cart had been taken off me. I want you, to live for. It’s simple and clear and right and I 
am happy. Nothing can happen to us, that we ourselves won’t do, because nothing or no one has ever made me feel this way before. I can’t really explain how I feel. Please, 
darling, try and understand. Letters exhibit expected folds and remain in fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300
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Howard Hughes Emerald & Diamond Engagement 
Ring set in Platinum gifted to Katharine Hepburn

36. Howard Hughes Emerald & Diamond Engagement Ring set in Platinum gifted to 
Katharine Hepburn. (ca. 1937-1938) (1) Rectangular step cut Natural Emerald measuring approx. 
12.12 x 7.75 x 3.90 mm, weighing approx. 2.67 carats. The stone is a lovely color and the clarity 
grade appears to be moderately included. The emerald is flanked by (4) side stones: (2) transparent, 
near colorless, rectangular shape, step cut diamonds weighing approx. 1.20 carats, and (2) transparent, 
near colorless, epaulet cut diamonds weighing approx. .70 carat. Platinum mounting is stamped 
“10% IRID B & Co.” [Brock & Co., a high-end Los Angeles jeweler catering to the Hollywood 
jet set of the era.] Included with GIA Identification Report, dated February 12, 1996, with the 
conclusion being the center stone is a “Natural Emerald” with “evidence of clarity enhancement”. 
In original, unrestored/unpolished condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$20,000 - $30,000
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37. Howard Hughes Gold Ladies Bracelet with (25) Sapphires and Cultured Pearls. Yellow gold (stamped 14K) bracelet 
inset with (25) small round sapphires and (49) cultured pearls (one pearl missing). Approx. total weight is 78 grams. In original, 
unrestored/unpolished condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $3,000 - $5,000

38. Howard Hughes (3) Ladies Guard Rings – Emerald, Ruby & Diamond – set in Platinum. Each platinum ring is inset with 
numerous rectangular stones, emeralds, rubies and diamonds, respectively. In original, unrestored/unpolished condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $3,000 - $5,000
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39. Zoë Mozert original poster artwork of Jane Russell for The Outlaw used extensively in publicity for the film from the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. (Hughes Productions, 1943) Pastel on board, measuring 44 x 30 in. (housed in original 50 x 35.75 in. Hughes 
Productions frame bearing stamped brass “Property of Hughes Productions” property tag on back). The stunning pin-up style artwork depicts 
Russell reclined seductively on a pile of hay with shoulder strap slipped below her left shoulder and red skirt pulled high on her thigh, while 
holding her hair with one hand and a six-shooter with the other. Hughes, displaying his disdain for censorship of free expression, as well as his 
keen publicity skills as he had done with Hell’s Angels and Scarface, stirred worldwide attention and controversy with The Outlaw. The Western was 
based loosely on the life of Billy the Kid, who is portrayed as a romantic hero rather than ruthless outlaw. Hughes cast two unknown actors for 
the leading roles: Jack Beutel played Billy and Jane Russell played love interest Rio McDonald. Director Howard Hawks quit after two weeks of 
filming due to Hughes’ interference, so Hughes took over to direct the film himself. The movie was completed in 1941, but not released until 1943 
in a limited release due to censorship of the “production code” over the way Russell’s ample cleavage was displayed in the promotion of the film, 
as well as several racy scenes, one in particular, finding Beutel and Russell in bed together (for purely “medicinal purposes”). For the film, Hughes 
famously employed his engineering skills to design a special cantilevered bra to accentuate Russell’s natural curves (Russell later went on record 
stating she found the bra to be uncomfortable and ended up wearing her own brassiere, padding it with tissue and pulling down the straps). During 
his legal and media censorship battle, Hughes turned Jane Russell into a household name and she quickly became one of Hollywood’s leading sex 
symbols in the 1940s and 50s. Finally passing through censors, The Outlaw was released widely on April 23, 1946 and it became a box office hit.  
 
Zoë Mozert (1904-1993) remains as the most famous female pin-up artist. Her paintings are best known for their pastel style and realistic depiction 
of women with recognizable individual features and personalities. Her cover portraits of Hollywood starlets in Romantic Movie Stories and Screen Book 
magazines were particularly popular. In 1941 publisher Brown & Bigelow bought Mozert’s first nude and signed her to an exclusive contract to 
create pin-up artworks for their calendars. During World War II, her pin-up series Victory Girls was published in both calendars and Mutoscope cards.  
 
A milestone artwork used extensively for creating the promotional materials for this controversial film. Artwork is exceptionally well preserved 
in original Hughes frame featuring protective glass (not examined out of frame). From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$20,000 - $30,000
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41. Hughes Productions employment file for actor Jack Beutel 
including his contract to play “Billy the Kid” in The Outlaw. 
(Hughes Productions, 1943) 15-page 8.5 x 13 in. contract, dated September 
27, 1940, entitled “Agreement (Test Option)”, initialed twice by Beutel 
and signed on the final page. Included are 25+ documents, each signed 
by Beutel, being contract option extensions and other related documents 
(many being signed carbon duplicates). Introduced to Howard Hughes, 
who was about to begin filming The Outlaw, Beutel (later changed spelling 
to Buetel) was signed to play the lead role as “Billy the Kid” after actor 
David Bacon was dropped from the film. Filmed in late 1940 and early 
1941, The Outlaw officially premiered in 1943 but was not widely seen 
until 1946 due to footage deemed to be in violation of the “Production 
Code.” Exhibiting usual folds with staple and punch holes at top. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

42. Jane Russell signed typed note to Howard Hughes 
Productions for The Outlaw. (Hughes Productions, 1943) 1-page 
8.5 x 10 in. typed note, dated October 7, 1940, addressed to [Hughes 
Productions] “Cashier”. Russell writes in full: “This letter will authorize 
you to deliver my checks to my agent, Howard Lang Ltd. [signed] Jane 
Russell”. Written just over a month before filming commenced on 
The Outlaw. Just prior, Russell was signed to a seven-year contract by 
Howard Hughes and this film was the young actress’ motion picture 
debut. The Outlaw reached legendary status due to Hughes going to 
great lengths to showcase Russell’s voluptuous figure, resulting in the 
film violating the “Production Code”. Due to this controversy, The 
Outlaw officially premiered in 1943, but was not widely seen until 1946. 
Exhibiting usual folds with diagonal crease at upper left quadrant. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

40. Howard Hughes signed Hughes Productions contract for Howard Hawks to direct The Outlaw, countersigned by Hawks. 
(Hughes Productions, 1943) 3-page 8.5 x 11 in. contract, dated January 24, 1940, initialed twice by both Hughes and Hawks and signed by both on final 
page. Includes 1-page 8.5 x 13 in. “Assignment and Release” document, dated December 31, 1940, signed twice by screenwriter Jules Furthman, with 
accompanying February 15, 1941 Certificate of Copyright Registration by Hughes Productions for the motion-picture photoplay The Outlaw, and a 
single-page 8.5 x 14 in. “Assignment of All Rights” document, dated April 22, 1940, signed by uncredited screenwriter Ben Hecht for the original story 
entitled ‘Outlaw’. Howard Hawks started as director for the film, but quit after two weeks, ostensibly to direct Sergeant York (1941); however, Hughes 
had complained Hawks was not spending enough time filming, which probably triggered his leaving. Hughes took over as director for the film in 
December 1940. Although completed and copyrighted in February 1941, The Outlaw officially premiered in 1943 but was not widely seen until 1946 
due to footage deemed to be in violation of the “Production Code” with its daring closeups of Ms. Russell. Hughes personally coordinated the publicity 
campaign, leveraging the controversy, and the film set box office records. Exhibiting usual folds with staple and punch holes at top. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $800 - $1,200
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45. Howard Hughes personal 
half-sheet poster for The 
Outlaw. (RKO, R-1950) 22 x 
28 in. Reissue poster of Hughes’ 
controversial film made famous 
by its censorship. A rolled 
unrestored example of the poster 
exhibiting toning on margins 
with minor chipping/creasing 
on top edge. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. 
$200 - $300

46. Howard Hughes personal 30 x 40 
poster for The Outlaw. (RKO, R-1950) 
30 x 40 in. poster printed on heavy stock 
paper. At the upper right, the poster 
advertises the censorship controversy, 
“Finally, at last, after a 3 year delay, you can 
see The Outlaw! Sensation Too Startling 
To Describe!” A rolled unrestored poster 
exhibiting toning and edge bumps with 
5-in. tear and missing corner edge. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$200 - $300

44. Howard Hughes “Estimating Script” 
Second Revised Draft for The Outlaw. 
(Hughes Productions, 1943) Vintage original 
studio bound and bradded 184-mimeograph 
pages, Second Revised Draft script dated on 
title page October 28, 1940. End page states: 
“Notice To Actors and Technicians / This is as 
far as script has been completed as of November 
12, 1941. The balance will be delivered to you by 
the director, Mr. Hughes, on the set.” First nine 
pages of dialogue are crossed out in ink with 
handwritten note “Start” beginning with “EXT. 
Street in Lincoln – Later that day”. Covers are 
worn and tattered with front partially detached; 
“Rob Newman” written in ink on cover, with 
dampstaining and bent corners on final 30+ 
pages. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $300 - $500

43. (4) Hughes Productions signed employment contracts for The Outlaw for actors Walter Huston (2), Thomas Mitchell and Bill 
Richardson. (Hughes Productions, 1943) Two 9-page 8.5 x 13 in. employment contracts signed by Walter Huston for playing “Doc Holliday” in The 
Outlaw (content identical), both dated January 14, 1941; one 9-page Thomas Mitchell signed contract for playing “Sheriff Pat Garrett” in The Outlaw, 
dated December [no day], 1940; one 11-page Bill Richardson signed contract for The Outlaw, dated November 20, 1940 (ultimately Richardson’s 
services were not utilized in the film). Exhibiting usual folds with staple and punch holes on top. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$200 - $300
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48. Howard Hughes personal silk-screen poster 
for The Sin of Harold Diddlebock. (California Pictures, 
1947) 30 x 40 in. Silk-screen poster on heavy stock paper 
for the Howard Hughes-produced / Preston Sturges-
directed Harold Lloyd comedy. Unrestored poster 
exhibits toning with paper tape on left and right margins 
on verso (folded over and visible on two corners) with 
5-in. tear at bottom left. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

49. John Wayne RKO Radio Pictures employment contract signed both 
“John Wayne” and “Marion M. Morrison” for a 3-picture deal. 20-page 8.5 
x 13 in. contract, dated October 28, 1950, hiring John Wayne to star in three RKO 
films (spanning 450 weeks). Signed on the final page “Marion M. Morrison” (Artist’s 
true name) and “John Wayne” (Artist’s professional name). RKO films covered in this 
contract are The Flying Leathernecks (1951), The Conqueror (1956) and Jet Pilot (1957). 
Exhibiting staple and punch holes at top with slight chipping and creasing on edges. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600

50. Legendary air racer and Hollywood stunt pilot Paul Mantz signed 
contract to furnish the “camera ship” for filming Jet Pilot. 4-page 8.5 
x 13 in. contract, dated July 1, 1950, hiring famed pilot Paul Mantz and his 
North American B-25 airplane as the “camera ship” for the filming of Jet 
Pilot. Signed “Paul Mantz” on the final page. Howard Hughes was among 
Paul Mantz’s first clients, being hired as the principal stunt pilot in Hughes’ 
directorial debut, Hell’s Angels, leading the team of actual World War I pilots 
hired by Hughes. Hughes personally directed the aerial scenes from overhead. 
Mantz considered the final scene, in which an aircraft had to make a steep 
pullout after a strafing mission, too dangerous, and reported that his pilots 
would not be able to do the maneuver safely. Undaunted, Hughes piloted 
the aircraft himself, but, as Mantz predicted, he failed to pull out and crashed. 
Hughes, unconscious, was pulled from the twisted wreckage. Fortunately, he 
was not seriously injured, but he did sustain a crushed cheekbone. Tragically, 
Mantz died while flying a stunt during the making of the film Flight of the 
Phoenix (1965). Exhibiting staple and punch holes at top with slight chipping 
on edges. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

47. Howard Hughes personal silk-screen 
banner for The Sin of Harold Diddlebock. 
(California Pictures, 1947) 24 x 60 in. Silk-screen 
banner on heavy stock paper for the Howard 
Hughes-produced / Preston Sturges-directed 
Harold Lloyd comedy. Rolled and unrestored with 
paper tape on left and right margins on verso (folded 
over and visible only on top corners). Vibrant green 
and blue graphics. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $200 - $300
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51. Howard Hughes handwritten Hughes Productions 
directive exemplifying his legendary attention to detail. 2 
pages (on separate 8.25 x 14 in. leaves; 4 lines of writing on page 2), 
no place or date [ca. early 1950s]. Highly detailed instructions written 
in pencil by Hughes discussing procedures and rules in drafting, 
copying and filing contracts. Comes with a 5-page typewritten 
carbon memo from Hughes to Elliston Vinson, dated January 20, 
1951, discussing harsh magazine reviews to Hughes Productions/
RKO Pictures films and Hughes’ reluctance to continue advertising 
his films in Time magazine when the magazine’s reviews for the 
films are unnecessarily harsh. Directs proposed discussion with Time 
president Roy E. Larsen. Exhibits usual folds. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600

52. Howard Hughes personal (6) photographs of the Hughes H-1 Racer. Collection of (6) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality 
restrikes) of the famous Hughes H-1 Racer. Built in 1935, it was the first plane built by Hughes Aircraft and, with Hughes piloting, promptly broke the 
world landplane speed record clocking 352.39 mph. A year and a half later, Hughes set a new transcontinental speed record by flying non-stop from Los 
Angeles to Newark, New Jersey in 7 hours, 28 minutes and 25 seconds. Exhibiting some handling with minor creasing. Includes (3) 4 x 5 in. duplication 
negatives of the H-1. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

53. Howard Hughes personal (4) oversize aviation portrait 
photographs. Collection of (4) oversize 11 x 14 in. images of Hughes, the 
aviator. Two are high quality restrikes of Hughes in the 1930s standing by 
single-engine aircraft. Two are color images of a portrait of Hughes by the 
designer Mario Armand Zamparelli. Exhibiting light handling with minor 
creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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54. Howard Hughes personal leather aviator helmet and mask. (ca. 1930s) Vintage brown leather cold weather aviator helmet with separate 
chamois-lined face mask. The cap’s interior is lined in brown wool chenille with “Air Associates, Inc. Garden City, N.Y., Chicago, Ill., Glendale, Calif.” 
label. Scores of images taken of Hughes from this era depict him wearing or holding similar aviator helmets. Aside from paint loss and patina on metal 
snaps, in very fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $1,500 - $2,500
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55. Howard Hughes oversize photograph in the cockpit 
of an aircraft. Vintage oversize 11 x 14 in. gelatin silver image 
of Hughes seated in the pilot seat in the cockpit of an unknown 
aircraft. Bears a “Hughes Aircraft Photo May 1 1947” stamp 
on verso. Exhibits handling and moderate creasing. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

56. Howard Hughes personal (8) photographs on the Trujillo 
Trophy and his Boeing Model 100A Hughes Special. Collection of 
(8) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes) of Hughes with 
his modified Boeing Model 100 in which he won his first aviation trophy, 
the Trujillo Trophy, at the 1934 Miami Air Races. Exhibiting light handling 
with minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$100 - $200

57. Howard 
Hughes personal 
OX5 Aviation 
Hall of Fame 
m e m b e r s h i p 
card. (ca. 1955) 
3.75 x 2.25 in. 
Card imprinted 
with “Aviation’s 
Pioneers” seal 
at the upper left, reading, “This identifies Howard R. Hughes as a 
member of the OX5 Aviation Hall of Fame”. Signed by W. Buril Barclay, 
President OX5 Aviation Pioneers (founded in 1955). Airplanes powered 
by Curtiss-built Model OX5 engines represented a period when flight 
grew from a side-show business to an air transportation industry. The 
pilots and mechanics of that period became a special group of aviation 
“old timers”. Exhibits light wear. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

58. Howard Hughes personal 
(5) photographs from his 
record-breaking cross-country 
flight. Collection of (5) gelatin 
silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly 
quality restrikes) of Hughes and his 
famous H-1 Racer. On January 19, 
1937, a year and a half after setting 
the world landplane speed record 
with the same plane, Hughes set a 

new transcontinental speed record by flying non-stop from Los Angeles 
to Newark, New Jersey in 7 hours, 28 minutes and 25 seconds, averaging 
322 mph. One image depicts Hughes shaking hands with President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt at the Oval Office after Hughes received the 
Harmon Aviator Trophy. Exhibiting some handling with minor creasing. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

56.
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59. Howard Hughes personal (7) early photographs. Collection of (5) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes), including a 1927 
image of Hughes with Dutch aircraft manufacturer Anthony Fokker taken during the production of Hell’s Angels, young Hughes on the golf course, in 
front of an airplane, and images of Hughes’ 1929 pilot’s license and the 1928 license for his Waco 10 Land Biplane in the name of The Caddo Company. 
Exhibit light handling. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

60. Howard Hughes collection of (10) personal photographs from his 
plane crashes. Collection of (10) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality 
restrikes) depicting three high-profile plane crashes in which Howard Hughes 
was involved. Three images show the Thomas Morse Scout biplane crashed 
by Hughes in 1928 while attempting a low-level turn during the filming of 
Hell’s Angels. Two images show the Hughes H-1 Racer after Hughes broke the 
landplane speed record in 1935 and ran out of fuel demanding him to force land 
in a plowed beet field. Another two images depict the Sikorsky S-43 piloted by 
Hughes that crashed into Lake Meade during a test flight. The final three images 
depict the crash scene in Beverly Hills where Hughes nearly lost his life during a 
test flight of the Hughes XF-11 spy plane on April 5, 1947. Exhibit handling with 
minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

61. Howard Hughes personal (14) photographs of the Hughes XF-11 spy plane and D-2 bomber. The Hughes XF-11 was designed to be a fast, 
long-range reconnaissance aircraft for the U.S. Army Air Force. The first prototype featured a pair of four-bladed contra-rotating propellers, which increased 
performance and stability, but added significant complexity. Howard Hughes, himself, was flying the first prototype on its maiden flight when it famously 
crashed in Beverly Hills on July 7, 1946 due to a propeller control malfunction, nearly killing Hughes. The second prototype was fitted with conventional 
propellers and, after Hughes had recovered from his injuries, he successfully flew it on April 5, 1947. Five images depict Hughes’ first, doomed flight in the 
first prototype (three showing Hughes in the cockpit without a moustache). Four images show Hughes, with moustache, in the cockpit from the second 
prototype’s flight (Hughes grew his trademark moustache to hide a scar on his upper lip resulting from the crash). Two in-flight photos measure 11 x 8.5 
in. bearing “Hughes Aircraft Photo” stamp with April 22, 1948 date on verso; eight measure approx. 8 x 10 in., with single 9 x 7 in. print. One photo is a 
later print with matte finish. Of particular note, one photo of the first prototype has handwritten note on verso “Just taken off prior to crash”. Includes two 
images of Hughes in the hangar during the construction of his D-2 bomber prototype. Exhibiting some handling with minor creasing. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500
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62. Howard Hughes personal WIAA Wings Around the 
World "Good Luck" coin. (ca. 1930s) Women’s International 
Association of Aeronautics metal coin featuring relief winged globe 
logo and text “Wings Around the World” on the recto and relief 
text “Good Luck W.I.A.A.” on the verso. Measures 1 in. diameter. 
Presumably given to pilots as a luck charm, Hughes retained the coin 
throughout his life. The W.I.A.A. was founded in 1929 by influential 
aviatrix Elizabeth Lippincott. Members of the W.I.A.A. would go 
on to join the 99s, the female pilot’s organization spearheaded by 
Amelia Earhart, and made up the core of the WAAF and WASP in 
World War II. Exhibiting some tarnish, surface wear, and small pit 
at the center of verso. In generally very good condition. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

63. Howard Hughes personal (11) photographs from his 1938 record-breaking round-the-world flight. 
Collection of (11) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes) relating to Hughes’ historic round-the-world 
flight, landing on July 14, 1938 in his Lockheed 14 Super Electra airplane with a crew of four. Hughes completed the flight 
in just 91 hours (three days, 19 hours, 17 minutes). Images depict the plane, the New York ticker tape parade, press photos 
of the event, map of the route, and images from The Lockheed Aircraftsman trade paper celebrating the flight. Exhibiting light 
handling with minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

64. Howard Hughes personal 1939 Congressional Gold Medal recognizing his achievements in advancing the science of aviation. The 
Congressional Gold Medal for Howard R. Hughes was approved by the U.S. Congress August 7, 1939 for recognition of his achievements in “advancing 
the science of aviation and thus bringing great credit to his country throughout the world.” Measuring 2.75 in. diameter, the medal’s obverse depicts 
a profile portrait of Hughes with inscription “Howard R. Hughes Medal of the Congress Act of Aug.7, 1939 United States of America”; the reverse 
captures a rendition of the global route Hughes flew his Lockheed 14 Super Electra twin-engine monoplane for his record-setting round-the-
world flight with the circumscribed text “Around the World In 91 Hours 14 Minutes 10 Seconds July 10-14th, 1938”. Hughes’ medal was ready for 
presentation in 1941, but Hughes never traveled to Washington, D.C. to formally receive the medal from Franklin D. Roosevelt. Hughes’ Congressional 
Gold Medal was mailed to him years later during President Truman’s administration. Medal comes with its original blue, leather-covered presentation 
case. In fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $4,000 - $6,000
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65. Howard Hughes personal (8) photographs of his experimental XH-17 helicopter test and TWA publicity. 
Collection of (8) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes), five taken during the October 23, 1952 test 
of the massive experimental XH-17 helicopter for the Air Force. One print bears a “Hughes Helicopters Division of 
Summa Corporation Culver City, California” stamp on verso. Includes three TWA publicity photos of the Lockheed L1049 
Constellation (2 with Hughes in the photo). Exhibiting some handling with minor creasing. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

66. Howard Hughes personal Hughes Aircraft Co. / Hughes 
Tool Company President badge. Plasticized rectangular 2.5 x 1.75 
in. badge with “Hughes Aircraft Co. Culver City, California printed in 
green around the perimeter. In bold black letters is printed, “Howard 
Hughes President / Hughes Tool Company”. Hinged steel pin is affixed 
on verso. Badge is slightly warped but remains in very good condition. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

67. Howard Hughes personal bound collections of official Hughes Tool Company newspapers Welfare News (1939-40) and Hughes 
Employee News (1941-42). Two bound volumes approx. 12 x 18 in. – Welfare News in homemade cardboard cover reading “Welfare News (From 1st 
Issue) May 5th, 1939 To December 20th, 1940 (Last Issue – Discontinued)”, and hardbound Hughes Employee News containing issues from January 15, 
1941 – October 9, 1942. Papers cover current events in all things relating to the Hughes Tool Company. Each volume is approx. 1-in. thick. Welfare News 
volume is in generally poor condition with heavy chipping to edges with loss of some text in interior articles. Hardbound Hughes Employee News is in 
very good condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

68. Howard Hughes personal vintage presentation portrait in 
portfolio. (ca. 1930s) Vintage gelatin silver 7.5 x 9.25 head & shoulders 
portrait of the dashing Hughes wearing dark suit and tie. Mounted on 
12 x 15.5 photographer’s mat with deckled edges and accompanying 
portfolio. Crease at upper right of mat (not affecting photo). Portfolio 
exhibits creasing and handling along edges. From the personal collection 
of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300
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69. Howard Hughes personal Selective 
Service card and handwritten card of vital 
information. 5.5 x 3.25 in. Selective Service 
“Notice Of Classification” card for “Howard 
Rolard [sic] Hughes”, Order No. “4746” being 
classified in Class “IV-A” date stamped “Nov 1 
1944”. Hughes’ address is listed as 3921 Yoakum 
Blvd. / Houston, Texas”. Accompanied with 5 
x 3 in. index card completed in ink by Hughes, 
“Howard Robard Hughes / born Dec. 24, 1905 / 

Houston, Texas / Address 3921 Yoakum Blvd. / S.S. 466-09-2281 / Selective Service 5185 / 8,362nd 
Number drawn. / Height – 6’3’ / Eyes – brown / hair – brown / occupation – Manufacturer / Father 
H.R.H. / born Sept. 9, 1869. / Lancestor, Missouri.” Both cards exhibit handling with minor 
creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

70. Howard Hughes personal 1947 photostat California Driver's License. 3.5 x 
2.25 in. Photostat of Hughes’ “Operator’s License California” issued January 28, 1947 and 
expiring January 28, 1951. Listing the following data on Hughes: Howard Robard Hughes / 
7000 Romaine Street / Los Angeles 38, sex “M” height “6-3”, date of birth “Dec 24 1905”, 
weight “165”, color eyes “Brn”, race “White, previous license number “R-745882”, year 
issued “1942”, married “No”, age “41”. License No. Z 76137 with Hughes’ right thumb 
print depicted in the lower right with facsimile signature at the bottom. Exhibits slight 
silvering with minor toning on verso, presumably carried by Hughes in his wallet. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

71. Howard Hughes signature Sears Roebuck & Co. "Jeepers" tennis shoes. (ca. 1950s) White canvas tennis shoes (size 10 1/2) featuring 
blue foxing stripe above the rubber midsole with rubber toe cap and aluminum eyelets. Textured natural rubber soles bear rectangular label 
“Jeepers 424 Sold Only By Sears Roebuck and Co.” New York Post columnist Earl Wilson wrote, “Howard Hughes wears tennis shoes around New 
York proving something fascinating about men’s fashion: If you’re Howard Hughes, it doesn’t matter.” Canvas exhibiting light soiling; bottom of 
soles exhibit wear. Overall, in very good condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $800 - $1,200
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72. Howard Hughes personal 1947 certificate of service from 
the Hollywood Guild for his participation in WW2 veterans' 
programs. 9 x 5.9 in. Certificate printed with blue script, “The 
Hollywood Guild Certificate of Service Awarded To Howard Hughes 
[name filled-in by hand] For the Priceless Contributions Of Time, Effort 
And Understanding To The Hollywood Guild’s Post-War Program Of 
Social Service And Recreation For Veterans Of World War II This 23rd 
day of August, 1947.” Quotation below the signatures of the organization, 
including those of the Major General U.S. Army and Vice Admiral U.S. 
Navy, “The Scars Of War Do Not Always Reveal Themselves At The End 
Of Battle. This Time We Must Not Fail Our Veterans.” Diagonal fold at 
upper corner. In fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $100 - $200

73. Howard Hughes personal (4) aviation related oversize 
photographs. Collection of (4) oversize 11 x 14 in. gelatin silver prints 
(mostly quality restrikes), including an image of Hughes below an aircraft 
wing at an airfield, his Sikorsky S-43 amphibious airplane (with interior 
shot), and a double-weight restrike print of the dashing Hughes in long 
coat, flight helmet & goggles in front of an aircraft. Exhibiting light 
handling and minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $100 - $200

74. Howard Hughes personal oversize candid portrait photograph. 
Vintage gelatin silver 11 x 13.75 in. candid portrait of the smiling Hughes 
seated at his desk with obscured model of the H-4 Hercules Flying Boat 
(Spruce Goose) on a table behind him and a painting of the Hughes XF-
11 spy plane on the wall. The presentation photograph features a wide 
margin and is professionally mounted on exhibition board. Very light 
creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

75. Howard Hughes personal Famous Flights medallion 
commemorating the Nov. 2, 1947 test of the Flying Boat. (ca. 
1969) Famous Flights series metal coin medalion. The front features a 
relief image of the Hughes H-4 Hercules “Flying Boat” (Spruce Goose) 
against an ocean backdrop. The verso bears relief text, “Famous Flights 
First flight of the giant Hughes flying boat at San Pedro, Calif. Powered 
by eight 3000 h.p. P&W engines and with a wingspan of 320 ft. it was the 
world’s largest airplane. Pilot: Howard R. Hughes Nov. 2, 1947” and pilot 
wings and garland graphics. Measures 1.5 in. diameter. Presented in the 
brown felted 2.25 x 2.75 x 1.5 in. jewelry box. The H-4 would become 
the plane with which Howard Hughes was most closely associated in the 
public mind. Intended as a troop transport for use in World War II, the 
Hercules wasn’t completed until 1947 and flew only once. Because of 
wartime restrictions on aluminum, the plane was constructed entirely of 
wood—mostly birch—leading the media to dub it the “Spruce Goose”. 
The H-4 remains the largest flying boat ever built and has the second 
longest wingspan (320 ft. 11 in.) of any plane ever flown. Exhibiting 
some edge tarnish, light soiling, and faint pitting. In very good condition. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500
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76. Howard Hughes personal (14) photographs relating to the H-4 "Hercules" Flying Boat (Spruce 
Goose). Collection of (14) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes) relating to Hughes and his 
gigantic H-4 Hercules Flying Boat, dubbed by its critics the “Spruce Goose” – a name despised by Hughes. The 
H-4 had a single fuselage, eight radial engines and single vertical tail. With a wingspan of 320 feet, it was the 
world’s largest flying boat and the largest aircraft made of wood (incidentally, it was largely made of birch – not 
spruce). Two images, Hughes in cockpit and distance shot of plane aloft, are duplicated. Exhibiting some handling 
and minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

77. Howard Hughes personal (3) birch wood shear test samples 
from the development of the H-4 Hercules Flying Boat (Spruce 
Goose). (ca. 1942) Three samples of laminated birch: one trapezoidal 5 x 
3 x 2 in. with “O.K. To Close HFB / 5” stamp, and two rectangular: 4.5 x 
2.4 x .75 in. with “Glue No. #238 Test Shear” stamp and 3.75 x 2.75 x .4 
in. with line in pencil drawn across. The H-4 Hercules Flying Boat would 
become the plane with which Howard Hughes was most closely associated 
in the public mind. Intended as a troop transport for use in World War II, 
the Hercules wasn’t completed until 1947 and flew only once. Because of 
wartime restrictions on aluminum, the plane was constructed entirely of 
wood—mostly birch—leading the media to dub it the “Spruce Goose” (a 
moniker Hughes despised). The H-4 remains the largest flying boat ever 
built and has the second longest wingspan (320 ft. 11 in.) of any plane 
ever flown. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

78. Howard Hughes personal oversize candid head-and-
shoulders portrait photograph. Vintage double-weight gelatin silver 
11 x 14 in. head & shoulders portrait of the smiling Hughes in front of a 
bookcase. The photograph features a wide margin and bears a “Hughes 
Aircraft Photo Aug 19 1949” stamp on verso. Exhibits minor handling 
with light creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$100 - $200
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79. Howard Hughes signature two-tone wool jacket worn while piloting the H-4 Hercules (Spruce Goose), his XF-11 
spy plane and numerous other occasions. (ca. 1940s) Custom-made two-tone beige wool jacket with chocolate brown sleeves 
and collar. Beige cloth has subtle checkered herringbone pattern. This signature jacket was a Hughes favorite and is seen in numerous 
high-profile images of the aviator, including piloting his H-4 Hercules Flying Boat (Spruce Goose) on its famous test flight on 
November 2, 1947 in Long Beach Harbor, as well as the second test flight of his XF-11 spy plane. Exhibiting a few scattered moth 
holes; remains in very good condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $4,000 - $6,000
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80. Howard Hughes personal trademark fedora. (ca. 1940s–50s) The fine quality brown felt hat features a “John Cavanagh Ltd. Park Avenue 
at 47th Street, New York” label at top of crown. Inner leather hatband is embossed, “Jerry Rothschild, Beverly Hills, California”. Howard Hughes’ 
signature look featured the classic fedora. He can be seen wearing a fedora during the famous flight of the H-4 Hercules Flying Boat (Spruce Goose) 
and countless other images from the era. Brim measures 2.75 in. bound with trim ribbon. Tiny 2mm moth hole at rear brim edge. Overall, in very 
good condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $2,000 - $3,000

Howard Hughes personal trademark fedora
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83. Howard Hughes personal (11) photographs testifying before the 
1947 Senate War Investigating Committee. Collection of (11) gelatin 
silver 8 x 10 in. prints (mostly quality restrikes) taken of Hughes during his 
high profile Senate War Investigating Committee hearing of August 1947. 
Despite his company’s poor performance on government contracts during 
the war, Hughes emerged from the hearings, and in public opinion, as a 
persecuted aviation hero. Exhibiting some handling with minor creasing. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

81. Howard Hughes personal Jerry Rothschild plaid silk 
necktie. (ca. 1940s) Consisting of a maroon, black, and crème plaid 
patterned silk necktie. The verso retains “Jerry Rothschild”, “Dupré 
et frères”, and “All Silk” labels. Jerry Rothschild haberdashery was 
a Beverly Hills institution, servicing a wide range of famous clients, 
including the Marx Brothers and Orson Welles. Measures 50 in. long. 
A few faint spot stains, only evident under heavy scrutiny. Otherwise 
in very good condition. From the personal collection of Howard 
Hughes. $200 - $300

82. (2) Howard Hughes relief medals & photo album 
commemorating the 1983 preview of the permanent exhibition 
of the Flying Boat in Long Beach, Ca. together with Hughes Tool 
Co. ID card & badges from Hughes’ personal accountant and 
Summa Corp. Senior V.P. Vernon Olson. Two 2-in. diameter medals 
depicting Hughes in the cockpit of his H-4 Hercules with inscription 
“Howard Robard Hughes, Jr. 1905 / 1976”; obverse depicts the airplane 
in the water with inscription “May 11, 1983 Presented on the occasion 
of the preview of the permanent Hughes Flying Boat Exhibit as a tribute 
to the determination and aeronautical genius of Howard R. Hughes, 
Jr.” Each medal includes wooden display stand. Included is a 6 x 5.5 in. 
leather bound photo album inscribed in gilt on the cover “The Flying 
Boat May 11th, 1983” containing (26) photos of the exhibition and 
preview ceremony. Also includes the original Hughes Tool Co. ID, badge 
and Summa Corp. badge and accompanying business cards of Vernon 
C. Olson, Hughes’ personal accountant since the early 1950s who later 
served as Senior Vice President of Summa Corporation following Hughes’ 
death. 1 medal exhibits slight oxidation; ID and badges show expected 
wear. $200 - $300
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84. Howard Hughes personal patterned 
silk necktie. (ca. 1940s) Consisting of off-white 
and blue geometric pattern on silk necktie. No 
haberdashery labels are present. Measures 50 
in. long. In fine condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

85. Howard Hughes personal collection of (25+) newspapers, 
mostly covering his successful flight of the H-4 Hercules Flying 
Boat. Newspapers include Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Examiner, Los 
Angeles Herald Express, among others, collected by Howard Hughes, 
primarily covering his H-4 Hercules Flying Boat (Nov. 1-3, 1947). 
Other papers feature articles on Hughes, but several papers dated Nov. 
27, 1951 discuss agreement of establishing the 38th Parallel as the line of 
demarcation between UN and Communist forces. Most measure 16.25 x 
11.25 in (folded). Exhibiting expected toning with chipping along edges. 
From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

86. Howard Hughes personal oversize head-and-shoulders 
portrait photograph. 11 x 13.75 in. matte finish head & shoulders 
image of Hughes wearing coat & tie (taken ca. 1930s). Crease in 
upper right corner. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$100 - $200

87. Howard Hughes personal Freem's 
houndstooth silk necktie. (ca. 1940) 
Consisting of a navy blue and white 
houndstooth patterned silk necktie. The 
verso retains “All Silk” and “Freem’s Ltd.” 
labels. The tony haberdashery Freem’s was 
located in the Waldorf Astoria hotel and 
served a well-heeled clientele including 
many transatlantic aviators using Floyd 
Bennett Field as base for the crossing. A 
few loose threads. Otherwise in very good 
condition. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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88. Howard Hughes personal (16) photographs with 
personages, at events, and miscellany. Collection of (16) gelatin 
silver photographs (mostly quality restrikes), including eleven 8 x 
10 in. images depicting Hughes at various events, a pair of Sikorsky 
amphibious aircraft, three images of Hughes’ massive 312-foot yacht 
Southern Cross (known for courting the likes of Katharine Hepburn 
and other women during the 1930s). Includes eight 5 x 8 in. of Bob 
Hope, Danny Thomas and other celebrities (ca. 1960) each bearing 
a Las Vegas News Bureau stamp. Exhibiting some handling with 
minor creasing. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$100 - $200

89. Howard Hughes personal Amelia Earhart medal presented 
by aviator Viola Gentry and artist Felicity Buranelli. 
(1941/1963) A 1.25 in. diameter medal depicting a relief profile 
portrait of legendary pilot Amelia Earhart with her name in relief 
lettering. Designed by sculptor Felicity Buranelli for the Medal of 
the Month Club and issued in 1941. The verso is engraved from 
the sculptor and pioneering female aviator Viola Gentry to Howard 
Hughes, “To Howard Hughes In Appreciation From Viola Gentry 
and Felicity Buranelli 7-24-63”. Gentry set the first endurance non-
refueling record for women, flying 8 hours, 6 minutes, and 37 seconds. 
Buranelli was connected to the word of aviation through her brother, 
Vincent J. Burnelli [he dropped the “a” from his name], an aeronautics 
engineer who made significant contributions in the areas of lifting 
body and flying wing. She created numerous medal designs honoring 
individuals who helped mankind conquer the skies. Light handling. 
In generally very good condition. From the personal collection of 
Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

90. Howard Hughes personal Raul de Castro & 
Cia. blue and gray striped silk necktie. (ca. 1940s) 
Consisting of a gray silk necktie with blue diagonal 
stripes. Retains “Raul de Castro & Cia. Rio de 
Janeiro Made in Switzerland” label as well as separate 
“Acrayate Luxe M Corsaire Pure Soie” label. Measures 
48 in. long. In fine condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

91. Howard Hughes personal R. H. Macy & Co. 
brown patterned silk necktie. (ca. 1940s) Consisting 
of a chocolate brown silk necktie with blue stripe and 
yellow and red dot embroidered pattern over all. The 
verso of the tie is equipped with two snaps, possibly 
to allow the fashion accessory to be worn as either 
necktie or cravat, and retains a R.H. Macy & Co. Men’s 
store label. Measures 48 in. long. Exhibiting a few loose 
threads. Otherwise in very good condition. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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92. Howard Hughes personal signed 1947 California 
Temporary Driver's License. 5 x 4 in. “Temporary Operator’s 
License” issued by the State of California. The following is filled 
out in a clerk’s hand: “Howard Robard Hughes / 7000 Romaine 
St / Los Angeles 38 Calif ” sex “M”, height “6-3”, date of birth 
“12-24-05”, weight “165”, color eyes “Brn”, race “White”, previous 
license number “R745882”, year issued “1942”, married “No”, age 
“42”, date “1-27-47”. License number is stamped in red “E115417”. 
Signed by Hughes at the lower right corner, “Howard R. Hughes”. 
Exhibits light toning with horizontal fold. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600

94. Howard Hughes personal 
credit card Charga-plate. 
(ca. 1940s-50s) Consisting of an 
aluminum plate stamped with 
embossed “Mr H R Hughes 7000 
Romaine St Hollywood Cal B”. 
The back of the plate retains 

Charga-Plate Group, Inc. paperboard insert with signature blank. Housed 
in a red leatherette Charga-Plate Group sleeve, and including a paperboard 
sample print of the plate. Measuring 2.75 x 1.5 in assembled. Before credit 
cards came into common usage, Charga-plates were used by businesses to 
extended credit to authorized clients (like tool and aerospace millionaires). 
Exhibiting only light age and wear. In very good condition. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200

93. Howard Hughes (4) personal handwritten love letters from Joan Fontaine written as her marriage to producer William Dozier 
crumbles. The letters, 26 pages total, were written from August 1949 through September 1950 during trips to Italy and Cyprus. Some excerpts: 
Darling Howard – either you should be with me or out of my life entirely. – I DREAM of you every night – almost… I miss you – I’m not just a little intrigued by 
you – and I desperately need a little bit of comfort and a soft shoulder to lean on. Have I at least one shoulder of yours?... Hope you’re so damned busy you haven’t 
time to see all those gals every night – but not too busy so that you don’t think of me just occasionally. Howard, Howard, Howard – could it be I love you a little?…I 
hated our telephone conversation in every way… Wedged into that went something about whether I’d been on a binge or was someone in my room! Really, you are the 
most hopelessly suspicious guy. Why are you like that? You want to trust someone, then you defy her to be anything but honest with you. I simply couldn’t live like that 
and I see only real, terrifying unhappiness for you. Hell! What a dog’s life you lead without your trying to make it worse. I’ve just begun to live, I realize… You’ve got 
me scared again! This time I loved our telephone conversation and every word was very clear – especially the “come home” part of it! That’s all very well, you spoiled boy, 
but what happens to Joan? I see it quite clearly – I come home – empty house, divided friends, no “occupational theopathy” until “September” [film “September Affair”] 
starts about Nov. 1st. I can’t be seen with you, let’s face it. You’ve got a lousy reputation – niebbe [sic] good for you but not the girls. No one would believe I wasn’t one 
of your 6900 girls and there’s no way to prove I’m not. (Bill does not believe I’m not one of them either, by the way.) So, then what happens? I stay home waiting all 
hours for you to telephone to say you got tied up and can’t come over this evening? And this I do night after night like Olivia until you get bored with me or I go to the 
looney-bin? No, no, no – you’ve got the wrong girl, or rather – you just ain’t got her at all. I do adore you – but I just can’t see how it can work. Comes with a Western 
Union Telegram from Fontaine to Hughes, dated August 29, 1949 advising him, “Imperative Telephone Excelsior Rome Tonight Joan”. Letters exhibit 
expected folds and remain in fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500
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95. Howard Hughes personal meticulous instructions to assistants 
regarding preparation of his Palm Springs House, the Flying Boat 
and RKO business. Original hand-typed [unsigned] 8-page 8.5 x 11 in. 
document dated October 15, 1951, entitled “HRH’S INSTRUCTIONS to 
Lee Murrin, Nadine Henley, and Bill Gay”. The document covers many subjects 
in meticulous detail, including how to handle, store (or destroy) clothing, 
papers, envelopes, toilet articles, separating items for “live” and “dead” storage”, 
protecting metal items from deterioration by the “dehydration method rather 
than the grease method”, etc. Some excerpts: “Everything of no value should 
be completely destroyed by being burned down to a white ash…Any keys we 
can’t identify…please melt down. HRH doesn’t want to throw them away 
and later find that they belong to some place he wants guarded… All obsolete 
information on airplanes should be burned up…” In handling calls to Hughes 
that might be of a personal nature, “Certain people might be embarrassed if 
it were referred to a stranger…As an example, if Joan Crawford asked for an 
appointment and we tried to help her she would be very indignant. Those HRH 
has to handle…” The number one subject under a subheading entitled “HRH is 
interested principally in the following projects” is “Flying boat engineering and 
work on it.” In fine condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$100 - $200

96. Howard Hughes personal metal California Association of 
Highway Patrolmen 1953 Safety on the Highways campaign 
sponsor card. 3 x 1.9 in. Etched brass card with California Highway 
Patrol badge at upper right, bearing the following text, “This is 
to certify that: Howard Hughes is a sponsor of the campaign for 
‘Safety On The Highways’ of The California Association of Highway 
Patrolmen 1953”. “Non-Transferable” etched at the lower right in 
smaller script. Exhibiting light scuffing on verso. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $400 - $600

97. Howard Hughes personal 1955 California Driver's License 
and Temporary Driver's License. Dated January 15, 1955, Hughes’ 
“Operator’s License California” is stapled to the “Interim Operator’s 
License (Temporary)”, each measuring 5 x 4 in., exhibiting full name 
“Howard Robard Hughes” with the address “312 NE First St / Miami 
Fla”, supplementary address as “7000 Romaine LA 38”, his height 
of “6-3” date of birth “Dec 24 1905”, weight of “165”, eyes “Brn”, 
Age “49”, Married “No” with year of expiration being “1955”. Single 
horizontal fold with slight rubbing and toning. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

98. Howard Hughes personal collection of (45+) magazines. (ca. 
1937 - 1970s) Magazines include LIFE, Look, Collier’s, Time, Newsweek, The 
Saturday Evening Post. Articles cover Hughes’ areas of interest in aviation, 
exploration, science, politics and beautiful women (Harper’s Bazaar, Seventeen 
& See are included). Magazines mostly dated from 1953-54. All exhibiting 
handling and range from good to fine condition. From the personal 
collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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99. Howard Hughes personal bottle 
of Chateau Lafite-Rothschild 1961 
Bordeaux. Unopened, sealed bottle of 
famed Chateau Lafite-Rothschild 1961 
Bordeaux. Low shoulder fill. From the 
personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$400 - $600

100. Howard Hughes personal bottle of Réserve Spéciale 
Bordeaux supérieur bottled by Chateau Lafite-Rothschild. 
(ca. early 1960s) Unopened, sealed bottle of Réserve Spéciale 
Bordeaux supérieur bottled by Chateau Lafite-Rothschild. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $300 - $500

102. Howard Hughes handwritten medical notes detailing his final three days before death. 3 pages (on two 8.3 x 11 in. leaves) written, in 
ink, in the hand of Hughes’ medical caregiver, dated “3 Apr 76” through “5 April 76”. In part: “3 Apr 76 Still taking only small amts of water & milk in 
spite of all urgency. He is voiding although urine concentrated in color. [Hughes] Had me call Wilbur & tell him if he did no [sic] receive more than regular supplies he 
would regard Wilbur’s contract as cancelled – though he would want 4 mo. To arrange another source & also a note from Wilbur resigning his contract & cancelling any 
other promises for the future…Today he seemed more confused @ times & when I tried to persuade him to eat his reply was “For the record I want to be left alone,” 
then a Mexican doctor friend of [Hughes’ physician, Doctor Lawrence] Chaffin’s we arranged w/ a lab for blood & urine…the technician had never seen vacuum tubes 
spoke no English & was not allowed to see him. I wrecked 2-3 veins w/ tubes that had lost their vacuum. Finally I had to user her syringe & needle. Howard then gave 
me 1 min. to draw the blood, but extended it by 30 sec upon request….4 Apr 76 Sleeping – or unconscious, taken no liquids today so this eve. Started IV 5% Gluc. 
in water. Real secured a plane in Florida. I talked to Wilbur to ask him to come & had him bring more I.V. fluids. In meantime we were on phone w/ Kay & Chester 
telling them he had to be in a hospital at once – and in the States. We did not trust Mexican facilities. 5 Apr 76...Chaffin agreed to watch I.V. Was called @5:30 AM. 
Pt. [patient] had suddenly gone into shock & started convulsing, first head only, then lft [left] arm, then rt [right] arm…Pulse and BP [blood pressure] unobtainable. 02 
[oxygen] started and continued heart sounds weak tho regular & lungs clear. Asked Chaffin to call in the Mexican doctor in consult whom he had previously contacted 
since we had no license to practice there. He agreed he was dying said no proper facilities in Acapulco & advised flying him to States. 8:30 AM Wilbur arrived w/ more 
I.V. fluids in a Lear Jet. After a problem getting more 02 John Wilbur & Larry finally took off for Houston where arrangements had been made to receive him at the 
Methodist Hospital… The reclusive 70-year-old billionaire was on the way from Acapulco, Mexico to Houston, Texas for emergency medical treatment 
when he died at 1:27 PM in a chartered Lear jet flying over south Texas. Includes 14-page photocopy of Hughes’ Final Autopsy Report (dated April 
6, 1976) and Toxicological Examination (dated April 10, 1976). Notes exhibit folds and surface wrinkling with minor paper chipping at left corner of 
second leaf. From the files of Howard Hughes. $200 - $300

101. Howard Hughes personal Hughes Glomar 
Explorer photograph and publicity archive. (ca. 
1971-92) Straight from a Cold War spy thriller, in 1970 
the CIA planned to recover nuclear Soviet submarine 
K-129 that had sunk in the Pacific. The agency 
persuaded Hughes to provide a cover story. A fervent patriot, Hughes gave the 
cover story to the press that the CIA’s salvage vessel was really just a mining boat of 
his called the Hughes Glomar Explorer that would extract manganese nodules from 
the ocean floor. Included (14) 8 x 10 in. photographs of the ship – 7 black & white 
and 7 color. Included are three “Family Day” invitations for the ceremonial launch 
of the vessel on November 4, 1972. Also included a press release on the vessel dated 
July 24, 1973 and a photocopy press release dated 11-12-92 from the CIA of the 
then-declassified news that the remains of six Soviet sailors aboard the submarine 
were recovered by the Glomar Explorer and given a proper burial at sea. In fine 
condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $100 - $200
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103. Howard Hughes personal etched brass The Flamingo Hotel Privileged Guest card. (ca. 1955) Etched brass card featuring relief The 
Fabulous Flamingo Hotel Las Vegas, Nevada text and graphic logo, engraved No. “655X”, Introducing Privileged Guest “Howard Hughes”, and with 
Hotel President A.B. Parvin’s facsimile signature in relief. Presented in a Flamingo branded synthetic leather fold-over wallet. Card measures 3.5 x 2 in., 
wallet 4 x 2.5 in. In 1955, the Parvin-Dohrmann corporation bought the hotel and casino from its early Mafioso owners (the Flamingo was founded 
by Bugsy Siegel), operating the thriving resort until 1960. Howard Hughes stayed at the Flamingo during his early jaunts to the desert playground, and 
had begun amassing property in and around the strip at the time this Privileged Guest card was issued. From 1966-1970, the former aviation pioneer 
took up full-time residence in Vegas, and his casino empire continued to expand. Exhibiting light tarnish, age and wear. In very good condition. From 
the personal collection of Howard Hughes. $1,500 - $2,000

104. Howard Hughes personal The Flamingo Hotel $5 chip. 
(ca. 1955) Consisting of a sky and aqua blue molded hard plastic 
chip with printed The Flamingo Hotel text and graphic logo and 
“5” denomination at center of each side. Measures 1.5 in. diameter. 
Eventually one of the biggest moguls in the Las Vegas hotel and casino 
business, Hughes stayed at the Flamingo during his first trips to the 
desert oasis, and at the time this chip was in circulation, completed a 
deal to obtain a substantial swath of land in the area. Light handling. In 
very good condition. From the personal collection of Howard Hughes. 
$400 - $600
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The following lots marked with an asterisk (*) are from the 
private collection of the late William J. Bell, multiple Emmy® 
Award-winning writer, producer and co-creator of The Young and 
the Restless, the number one soap opera in the U.S. for over 30 
years, and The Bold and the Beautiful, the most watched daytime 
drama in the world. Mr. Bell had a deep passion for world history 

and for decades displayed his autograph collection prominently in his Beverly 
Hills home for both his family and his guests’ enjoyment. Highlights from the 
collection include King Henry VIII, Emperor Napoleon & Empress Josephine, 
U.S. Presidents George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln; 
Head of Government of Soviet Russia and the Soviet Union, Vladimir Lenin; 
extraordinary World War II material including Franklin D. Roosevelt and General 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Britain’s Prime Minister Winston Churchill, Premier of 
the Soviet Union, Joseph Stalin, plus key Axis power individuals; artists Claude 
Monet and Henri Matisse; playwright George Bernard Shaw; American Broadway 
impresario Florenz Ziegfeld, and actor/director Orson Welles and Grace Kelly, to 
name but a few. We hope you enjoy perusing this exceptional material and find 
something to add to your personal collection!

Exceptional 
Historical Autographs

Lots 105 - 177
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105. * [Abbott and Costello]. Abbott, Bud & Lou Costello. 
Photograph signed by both, double weight 8 x 10 in. (203 x 
254 mm) gelatin silver publicity photograph of the comedy duo. 
Light creasing with tiny chip at upper margin.
Abbott and Costello – the most popular comedy team of 
the 1940s. 
Inscribed on fountain pen, “Hi ya Jake! Bud Abbott” and “Lou 
Costello”.$200 - $300

106. * Allen, Fred. Autograph note signed (“Fred Allen”), 1-page (5.5 x 8.25 in.; 140 x 210 mm), no place, 3 August 1935, 
written to “Ebba & Ed”. Light toning along edges.
Comedian Fred Allen pens two humorous phrases during the era of The Fred Allen Show radio program.
Allen writes in full: For Ebba & Ed – Just to prove that “A fool and his name are soon parted” Fred Allen 
For Ed & Ebba And Ebba and Ed If your guests would go home you might get to bed [signed by Allen’s wife] Portland Allen. $100 - $200

107. * Bell, Alexander Graham. Typed note signed 
(“Alexander Graham Bell”), 1-page (8.25 x 4.75 in.; 
210 x 121 mm), “Coconut Grove, Florida”, 10 March 
1922. Usual folds. 
Alexander Graham Bell responds to an autograph 
request.
Bell writes in full: In response to your request for my autograph 
I have much pleasure in handing it to you hereon. Yours sincerely, 
Alexander Graham Bell. $300 - $500

108. * Benchley, Robert. Autograph letter signed (“Robert 
Benchley”), 1-page (5.75 x 7.75 in.; 146 x 197 mm), on “Robert 
Benchley” personal letterhead, no place, 9 October 1939, written to 
“Dear Mrs. Harris”. With original transmittal envelope in Benchley’s hand, 
“Mrs. Harris By Hand.”. Horizontal fold with slight toning along edges. 
Robert Benchley writes a brief letter exhibiting his signature humor. 
Benchley writes in full: Dear Mrs. Harris: This will excuse your husband for 
being late. He works for dogs. Incidentally, felicitations. Robert Benchley October 
9, 1939. $200 - $300
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109. * [Bonaparte, Napoleon]. Josephine, Empress of the French. Document signed 
32 times in various forms, 26-pages (8.5 x 12 in.; 216 x 305 mm), in French, bound 
with thread in portfolio format, Paris, 7 March through 17 May 1796, being an inventory 
of the estate of Josephine’s first husband, the late Alexandre de Beauharnais, who had been 
guillotined in March of 1794 during the Reign of Terror. Throughout the document Josephine 
has signed 10 times as “”M.J.R. Tascher Buonaparte”, 4 times as “Tascher de Beauharnais”, 
initialed 12 times as “M.J.R.T.B.” and initialed 6 times “J.B.” The inventory and evaluation 
began on the 7th of March – two days before Josephine’s marriage to Napoleon, explaining 
the change in her form of signature. Chipping on edges with expected stains and toning.  
26-page document signed 32 times by Empress Josephine evaluating the estate 
of her first husband, General Alexandre de Beauharnais, who was guillotined 
during the Reign of Terror. Dated 7 March through 17 May 1796, Josephine 
married Napoleon two days after this evaluation began (9 March 1796). 
The listing of the estate includes the contents and furnishings of Josephine’s home – room-by-
room, with objects being described in considerable detail. There are wines, cooking equipment, 
furniture, porcelains, dishes, silver, clothing, etc. In addition, there are details concerning the 
debts still owed by the estate of the late Vicomte. On page 13, the notary noted that citizen 
Tascher is now the wife of Napoleon Buonaparte. $1,000 - $1,500

110. * Bonaparte, Napoleon. Letter signed (“NP”) 
as Emperor to the French, 2-pages (8 x 12 in.; 203 x 
305 mm; front and back), in French, on “Minister of War, 
Report to His Imperial and Royal Majesty” imprinted 
stationery, Paris, 22 November 1809. Signed by the 
Minister of War, “Duc de Feltre” [General Henri Jacques 
Guillaume Clarke] at the closing of page 2. The document 
concerns payment to the Police Marshall. Usual folds with 
light soiling. 
Less than a month before divorcing Josephine, 
Napoleon approves payment to the Police Marshall 
via his Minister of War.  
On left margin of page 1, below secretarial notation 
“Approved Paris 30 gbre [old regime French for 
November] 1809, Napoleon has signed with his initials 
“NP”. $1,000 - $1,500
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111. * Bonaparte, Napoleon. Document signed (“Bonaparte”) 
as Commander in Chief of the Italian Army, 1-page (9 x 14.5 
in.; 229 x 368 mm), in French, with “République Francaise Liberté 
Egalité Bonaparte Général en Chef de L’Armée d’Italie” printed at 
the head with attractive engraving, [ca. 1796-97]. Exhibits chipping on 
edges with slight separations at folds. Wafer seal and red wax seal intact. 
Napoleon signs an induction notice to a soldier as Commander 
in Chief of the Italian Army. 
On 2 April 1796, Napoleon led his army forward into Italy. He was badly 
outnumbered – his 38,000 French soldiers faced 38,000 Austrians and 
25,000 Piedmontese allied soldiers. In two weeks, Napoleon crushed the 
Piedmont army with lightning attacks. He then pursued the Austrians 
who retreated to the east, bewildered by the 26-year-old general and his 
new way of making war. $1,000 - $1,500

112. Humphrey Bogart signed deal memo for 
prints of The Maltese Falcon and The Treasure of 
the Sierra Madre. (1954) Vintage 1-page on 8.4 x 
10.9 in. (213 x 277 mm.) Warner Bros. letterhead 
stationery dated 20 December 1954. The document 
deals with the studio’s agreement to furnish Bogart, 
at his own “cost and expense”, 16mm prints of The 

Maltese Falcon, and The Treasure of Sierra Madre. The contract stipulates that 
Bogart may not exhibit the prints publicly or for profit. Signed, “Humphrey 
Bogart” in the lower left and countersigned by Assistant Secretary for Warner 
Bros., “A. J. Obringer”. With spindle hole in upper left professionally repaired 
and some penetrating keystrokes. Fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000

113. * Brice, Fanny. Typed letter signed (“Fanny”), 2-pages (6 x 8.25 
in.; 152 x 210 mm), on separate leaves, on “Fanny Brice” personal letterhead 
stationery, no place, 22 September 1945, written to Elaine Carrington. 
Usual folds with staple holes at upper left and toning along edges. 
Fanny Brice writes to famed radio soap opera writer Elaine 
Carrington, listing her three most famous dramas – Pepper Young’s 
Family, Rosemary and When a Girl Marries. 
Brice writes in part: …I know how it feels to have your kids grow up and fall in 
love. Look at me – a grandmother! While I don’t listen to “Pepper Young’s Family”, 
I hear and like “Rosemary” and “When a Girl Marries”. I can’t imagine anyone 
writing three daily programs a week…” $200 - $300
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114. * Churchill, Winston. World War II-date typed letter signed (“Winston S. Churchill”) with accompanying signed portrait, 1-page 
(7.5 x 9.5 in.; 191 x 241 mm), on “10, Downing Street, Whitehall” letterhead stationery, 10 December 1944, written to English portrait artist Frank O. 
Salisbury in which Churchill requests an image of the portrait Salisbury rendered of Churchill wearing his blue siren suit. Includes 6.4 x 8.75 in. (163 x 
222 mm) printed color image (mounted on board) of the referenced painting of Churchill wearing blue suit. Both letter and portrait signed “Winston 
S. Churchill”. Includes 1-page handwritten letter (draft) by Salisbury of his response to Churchill’s letter. Usual folds with mounting adhesive on left 
margin with single hole punch at upper left; portrait mount exhibits minor edge wear (not affecting image or signature).
Churchill writes to famed portrait artist Frank O. Salisbury, preferring the portrait in his “blue siren suit” over a recently painted 
portrait. Includes referenced image of painting signed by Churchill.
Churchill writes in full: Dear Mr. Salisbury, Thank you very much for sending me the photograph of your picture. I think it is a remarkable likeness considering that 
I was able to give you only one short sitting. I hope you will not mind my writing to you about the portrait of myself which I understood from you is to be presented to 
Harrow. Frankly I do not like it and I should be sorry if in days to come my old School formed an estimate of me by looking at it. On the other hand, the portrait which 
you did of me in my blue siren suit is more what I hope I look like. I understand that you have already made one copy of this for my son-in-law. Would it not be possible 
for Harrow to have another? Yours sincerely, Winston S. Churchill. $3,000 - $5,000

115. * Churchill, Winston. Typed 
letter signed (“Winston S. 
Churchill”) as Prime Minister, 
1-page (7.5 x 9.5 in.; 190 x 241 mm), 
on “10, Downing Street, Whitehall” 
letterhead stationery, dated 19 January 
1954, written to “His Majesty King 
Peter II of Yugoslavia”. With original 
“10, Downing Street, Whitehall” 
transmittal envelope. Usual folds 

with punch and staple holes at upper left and mounting remnants on verso. 
Winston Churchill’s vote of confidence in King Peter II of Yugoslavia who 
was forced to flee his country following the assassination of his father, 
King Alexander, by Croatian fascist leader Ante Pavelic: “Your Majesty…
like the other Allied Powers fighting against Hitler…regarded him as a terrorist…” 
Churchill writes in full (his handwritten closing shown in bold): Sir, I thank Your 
Majesty for your letter of January 11 and for your good wishes for the New Year. It is 
well-known that Your Majesty had no connection during the war years with Ante Pavelic, 
or with the Ustasi Movement of which he was the head, and that like the other Allied 
Powers fighting against Hitler you regarded him as a terrorist who had usurped power in 
Croatia and was fighting for the Nazis. Your Majesty's Servant, Winston S. Churchill 
Croatian fascist leader Ante Pavelic, a member of the extreme nationalist wing of 
the Croatian Party of (State) Right established by Starcevic, left Yugoslavia for Italy 
where, with Benito Mussolini's support, he organized the Ustasa, the Croatian fascist 
movement which assassinated Yugoslavian King Alexander in Marseilles (Peter II's 
father). Three weeks after taking the throne, Peter II was forced to flee his country 
and set up a government-in-exile in London (April 1941). $3,000 - $5,000
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116. Churchill, Winston. Typed letter signed ("Winston S. 
Churchill"), 1-page (7.5 x 9.5 in.; 191 x 241 mm), on “28, Hyde Park Gate, 
London, D.W. 7. Letterhead, 8 December 1949, written to “Sir Richard 
Wells, Bt.” Horizontal fold with hole punch and paperclip stain at upper left. 
Churchill recommends Lord Salisbury to be principal 
speaker for the annual meeting of the Conservative Primrose 
League.Churchill writes in full: Dear Sir Richard Wells, Thank you 
for your letter of December 2 about the Grand Habitation of the Primrose 
League next April. I would suggest that Lord Salisbury should be asked to 
be the principal speaker on this occasion. Yours sincerely, Winston S. Churchill 
The Primrose League was an organization founded in 1883 for 
spreading Conservative principles in Great Britain. Due to waning 
membership, the league disbanded in 2004. $600 - $800

117. * Davis, Bette. Autograph letter signed (“Bette”), 2-pages 
(6 x 8 in.; 152 x 203 mm), on separate leaves, no place, no date, 
written to “Dear Mike”. Within, the legendary actress gives positive 
reviews to a script sent to her. Marked in an unknown hand “Bette 
Davis” at the top right. Usual folds with staple and punch holes. 
Bette Davis shares positive feedback on a script and her desire to 
delve deeper in the project. Davis writes in full: Dear Mike, I have re-
read this script. I like it. I think that she is married – upon second reading, a good 
idea. Wondered at first. I do not think it too flip. I think its balance of comedy – and 
veiled message good. I also think the title of the series. Should be the woman’s name 
- only evident [?] the label – of what she is. To me there is a never ending series of 
circumstances to come out of this character and her profession. Both a human sort 
– and a professional. I would like to really get going on this and see what happens. 
Will you let me know immediately your reactions. My best, Bette. Will you discuss 
this with Edd please? B.D. $200 - $300

118. * Edison, Thomas. Bold signature 
(“Thos A. Edison”), in pencil, on a 2.9 x 2 
in. (74 x 51 mm), card. Light crease on top from 
paperclip with mounting remnants on verso. 
Thomas Edison signs his famous 
“umbrella” signature with overarching 
swoop.
Edison has been described as America’s greatest 
inventor, holding more than a thousand patents 
in his name, ranging from the electric light 
bulb, the phonograph and the motion picture 
camera. $300 - $500

119. * Flynn, Errol. Warner Bros. studio agreement signed (“Errol 
Flynn”), 2-page (8.5 x 11 in.; 216 x 279 mm), on “Warner Bros. Pictures 
Inc. West Coast Studios Burbank, California” letterhead, on separate leaves, 
20 August 1945, written to “Mr. Errol Flynn, c/o Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., 
Burbank, California”.  Light  toning with usual folds and staple holes at upper left. 
While filming Never Say Goodbye, Errol Flynn agrees to work on a 
Warner Bros. short film entitled Peeks at Hollywood.
Document reads in part: Dear Mr. Flynn: …You are, at the present time, 
rendering your services in connection with the motion picture…tentatively titled 
“Never Say Goodbye”…At the present time we propse to purchase a one-reel 
black and white 35mm. short subject entitled “Peeks at Hollywood”…produced 
by Gene Lester. It is our understanding that you have agreed that Mr. Lester 
could photograph certain scenes of your physical likeness and/or performances to be 
used in connection with said short subject…Approved and accepted: [signed] Errol 
Flynn. $300 - $500
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120. * Eisenhower, Dwight D. Extraordinary typed letter signed 
(“Dwight D. Eisenhower”) as Supreme Allied Commander, 
1-page (8 x 10 in.; 203 x 254 mm), on “Supreme Headquarters, ALLIED 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, Office of the Supreme Commander" 
letterhead stationery, 8 June 1944, written to “Clr. F.W. Wagstaff, J.P., 
C.C. / Town Hall / Clacton.” Usual folds with slight toning on edges. 
Two days after D-Day, Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D. 
Eisenhower writes: “The United Nations have made a landing on 
the soil of France. This is the beginning of the next phase to liberate 
the peoples of Europe who have now suffered under Nazi oppression for 
nearly five years…”
Eisenhower writes in full: Dear Mr. Wagstaff: Thank you for your 
letter. I am happy to send a message for your “Salute the Soldier” Week. 
I hope the following will suit your purpose. “As Supreme Commander 
of the Allied Expeditionary Force I take the opportunity of your 
“Salute the Soldier” Week to send greetings to the people of Clacton and 

to make an appeal to you on behalf of the Armed Forces. The United Nations have made a landing on the soil of France. This is the beginning of the next 
phase to liberate the peoples of Europe who have now suffered under Nazi oppression for nearly five years. This must be the signal for one thing only, namely, 
unrelenting effort and even greater determination on the part of every individual of the United Nations no matter in what capacity he or she may be serving, 
until victory is won. Clacton has been a front line town since 1939. Therefore you know the necessity of ensuring that the Armed Forces lack nothing in arms 
and equipment to enable them to deliver the final blow to the enemy. Make this the greatest success of all your campaigns. Good luck in reaching your target.” 
Clacton-on-Sea is located about 60 miles NE of London on the British coast, just 75 miles or so from the French coast across the Strait of Dover. The 
Normandy Invasion took place farther west down the northern coast of France, to the east of Cherbourg. It was history's largest amphibious landing, 
following four months of heavy bombing of rail and road targets in France. The Normandy coast was chosen over the more obvious Pas de Calais area, 
though an elaborate deception plan increased German suspicions that Calais was the invasion coast. Therefore, Clacton was, as Eisenhower states, "a 
front line town since 1939". $3,000 - $5,000

121. Ford, Henry. Photograph signed (“Henry Ford”), 6.9 x 9.1 
in. (175 x 231 mm.), a light sepia-tone head & shoulders photograph of 
the legendary automotive pioneer dressed in suit and tie. Signed in ink 
diagonally on the lower left, “Henry Ford”.
Mass-production visionary Henry Ford.
Accompanied by a typed letter signed by Ford’s secretary, Frank 
Campsall, on “Henry Ford, Dearborn, Mich.” letterhead, 29 January 
1945, to Lieutenant Wilbur M. Donaldson, Miami Florida. In part: “Dear 
Wilbur: We just had an opportunity of asking Mr. Ford to sign one of his 
photographs for you, which he was happy to do. We are sending this on 
to you, and trust it reaches your hands in good order…” Photo exhibits 
mounting remnants on verso; otherwise, fine condition. $600 - $800

“The United Nations have made 
a landing on the soil of France.
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123. * George III. Military appointment document signed 
(“George R”) as King of England, 1 page (8 x 13 in.; 203 x 330 mm), 
partially printed document, “Our Court at St. James’s”, 3 December 1799. 
Minor separation at folds with light toning on edges. 
King George III appoints an Ensign in the First Company for the 
town of Bradford in Wiltshire.
The document reads in part: George the Third, by the Grace of God, King 
of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, …We do, by these Presents, constitute 
and appoint you to be, during Our Pleasure, Ensign in the First Company of 
the Association of the Inhabitants of the Town of Bradford in the County of 
Wilts[hire]… $400 - $600 

Gerald Ford to 
NYC: 

Drop Dead!

122. Ford, Gerald R. Typed letter signed (“Gerald R. Ford”) as President, 2 pages (7 x 10.5 in.; 178 x 267 mm.), on embossed Presidential seal 
White House letterhead stationery, Washington, D.C., 14 May 1975. Written to, “The Honorable Abraham D. Beame, Mayor of New York City, New 
York, New York”. Staple holes at upper left corner with slight soiling near lower right margin on page 1.
Gerald Ford to NYC: Drop Dead! 
Ford writes in part: …I was deeply impressed with the problems you and the City Council must face in the next few weeks in meeting the financial problems of the 
great City of New York…However, it was also clear that the City’s basic critical financial condition is not new but has been a long time in the making without being 
squarely faced…Fiscal responsibility is essential for cities, states and the Federal government. I know how hard it is to reduce or postpone worthy and desirable public 
programs. Every family which makes up a budget has to make painful choices. As we make these choices at home, so must we also make them in public office too…In 
view of the foregoing considerations, I must deny your request for support of your Federal legislative proposal.... Sincerely, Gerald R. Ford. In early 1975, President 
Ford was asked by financially strapped New York City to lend them federal funds - the famous New York City Bail Out. In this historic letter, President 
Ford refused. Finally, on 26 November 1975, after the city itself raised taxes to cut spending, Ford signed legislation extending $2.3 billion in short-term 
loans, enabling New York to avoid default. $1,000 - $2,000
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124. * Göring, Hermann. Extraordinary autograph letter signed (“Hermann Göring”), 6-pages (8.75 x 11 in.; 222 x 279 mm), on three 
separate leaves, in German, “Venice, Hotel Britannia”, 19 September 1924, written to Leo Negrelli, Italian Fascist newspaper publisher, who acted as a 
liaison between the fledgling Nazi and Fascist parties. Usual folds. 
Recuperating from a wound suffered in the famous Beer Hall Putsch, Hermann Göring requests support from the Italian Fascists for 
Hitler and the Nazi Party – marking the beginning of the deadly Axis alliance.
Göring writes in part: Dear Herr Negrelli: Now I urgently request a bit of news from you…how far has the matter progressed, and what steps have been taken to bring 
this matter to a favorable settlement. I would be very grateful if at least something came out of all our negotiations. I had hoped to already take part in a great blow against 
the Reds…We firmly believe that Hitler will be released on October 1, and it is further believed that an amnesty will then be declared for all those leaders who are in foreign 
exile…How Austria will behave plays no role, as 70 percent of this little State wants Anschluss and would favor immediate annexation with a strong new Germany… Italy 
must seek to find strong allies. One such ally would be a National Socialist Germany under Hitler’s leadership…The Fascists were at one time small and laughed at. One 
should not believe that the National Socialists have no future. I believe in its victory in a few years… I am convinced that the French are at the bottom of the prevention of 
an approachment between Italian Fascism and German Nationalism…when I see proof that our negotiations are serious and we really have a friend in Fascism…All of the 
rest of the press will come down on us, therefore we must be previously prepared and armed -- that is, already have the money for the strengthening of our press… This would 
cost you only a loan of two million lire…Besides, you will get your two million back at the latest in five years. Now I urgently ask you to give me an answer so that I won’t 
believe that you have forgotten me or want no more correspondence. You and your honored wife are sent the best greetings from the both of us. Your devoted Hermann Goering 
On 28 November 1923, Hitler attempted to start a Nazi Revolution in Germany to bring his party to power. The failed attempt took place at a beer 
hall in Munich (Beer Hall Putsch). The plot failed and Hitler was found guilty of treason and sentenced to five years in prison. On 20 December 
1924, Hitler was released having served only nine months behind bars. Over the next seven years, Hitler concentrated on bringing the Nazi party to 
power in Germany, electing a few Reichstag members and a county President there, until, in 1933, the party was strong enough that Hitler was elected 
Chancellor of Germany. In 1938, Anschluss, the forced uniting of Austria with Germany, took place as Göring suggests in this letter 14 years prior. With 
the help of Mussolini and the Fascists, Hitler ushered the world into World War II. $2,000 - $3,000

126. * Grace de Monaco & Rainier III. First Day Cover 
signed, Sealed envelope (6.5 x 3.75 in.; 165 x 95 mm), printed 
at the upper left, in French, commemorating the 19 April 1956 
marriage of Rainier III to Grace Patricia Kelly. Postmarked 
from Monaco 19 April 1956. Exhibits light toning along edges. 
First Day Cover signed by both Grace de Monaco and Prince 
Rainier III – commemorating their legendary marriage in 1956. 
Signed “Rainer Prince de Monaco” and “Grace de Monaco” below. 
$200 - $300

125. * Grant, Cary. Early photograph signed (“Cary Grant”), 7.4 
x 9.4 (188 x 239 mm), gelatin silver black & white photograph of the 
young actor wearing a white shirt with sweater. With “Cary Grant In 
Paramount Pictures rubber stamp on verso. Mounting remnants on verso. 
Cheerio to you! 
Signed by Grant in fountain pen, “Cheerio to you! Cary Grant This photo 
is most likely a publicity still from the 1932 Paramount film Blonde Venus, 
where Grant played a wealthy playboy opposite Marlene Dietrich. 
$300 - $500
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127. Hearst, William Randolph. Extraordinary oversize photograph 
signed (“W.R.”) with lengthy inscription, gelatin silver double-weight 
deckled edge photograph by James Manatt, 10.25 x 13.25 in. (260 x 337 mm), 
depicting a 3/4-image of the publishing magnate wearing a dark suit, best and 
silk patterned tie, seated in a chair with hands folded. With photographer’s blind-
stamp at lower right corner. Mounted to 15 x 19 in. (381 x 483 mm.) mat 
board. Light spotting on mat with a few chips to photo edges.
William Randolph Hearst presents his mistress Marion Davies with a 
large signed photograph with poem on Valentine’s Day 1935.
Hearst writes on the mat of the photograph: A Valentine, February fourteenth 
1935. To Marion from W.R. “Thus let me hold thee to my heart, And ever care resign, 
And we shall never never part, My life – my all that’s mine. Goldsmith.” This quote is 
the penultimate stanza from Oliver Goldsmith’s poem “The Hermit”. Shortly 
after meeting William Randolph Hearst in 1915, Marion Davies became his 
constant companion until his death in 1951. An incredibly important signed 
photograph with one of the best of all Hollywood associations – William 
Randolph Hearst and his mistress Marion Davies. $1,000 - $2,000

129. * Henry VII. Rare document signed as King of England, 1 page (11 x 3.6 in.; 279 x 91 
mm), dated 1506, signed “H R” at the upper left of the document. The King orders payment of 30 
pounds, 4 shillings and 4 pence to John Walpole. Exhibits moderate soiling at upper edge with light stains. 
King Henry VII orders payment to 30 pounds, 4 shillings and 4 pence to John Walpole. 
During his reign, Henry VII encouraged commerce and exploration winning the support of the middle classes. He 
imposed heavy taxes in order to suppress intrigues and rebellions. During his reign England first turned its eyes toward 
America – in 1497 Henry sent John and Sebastian Cabot to explore North America. $3,000 - $5,000

128. * Hepburn, Katharine. Typed letter signed (“Katharine Hepburn”), 1-page (6 x 8 in.; 
152 x 203 mm), on “Katharine Houghton Hepburn” personal letterhead printed in red, no place, 
dated “V-23-1981” [23 May 1981], written to “Judy Thomas”. Horizontal fold with slight toning 
along edges. 
Katharine Hepburn declines an interview stating, “I have just done one with Barbara Walters…”
Hepburn writes in full: Dear Judy Thomas I’m sorry but I cannot do anything this summer – Please tell Mary 
Martin that I have just done one with Barbara Walters and it will be aired in June and the second half in October. 
I think that they will have had more than enough of me – But many thanks. Katharine Hepburn $200 - $300
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130. * Henry VIII. Rare document signed (“Henry R”) as King of England, 1-page (7.5 x 5.75 in.; 
190 x 146 mm), in English, 12 July 1514, to Sir Robert Dymoke, Treasurer of the town of Tournay (Tournai). 
Signed “Henry R” at the upper left with paper seal at lower left. Expertly backed with archival paper with 
infilled chipped edges.
23-year-old Henry VIII orders Sir Robert Dymoke, the “King Champion” at his coronation, to 
make payment on behalf of England and the occupied French town of Tournay (Tournai). 
Henry VIII orders Dymoke to pay “Lancastre, son of our heralde” the sum of 7.13.4 pounds “for suche costs and 
charge as he hath susteigned by our commandment to and from us and our city of Tournay…” Two years after Henry 
VIII’s succession to the throne in 1511, he embarked upon a war with France in which he had the support of 
his father-in-law, Ferdinand II of Aragon (Henry’s first wife was Catherine of Aragon, daughter of Ferdinand 
& Isabella of Spain). On 25 September 1513, Henry VIII made his ceremonial entry into Tournai, ten days 
after his troops invested the city. Sir Robert Dymoke was the “King Champion” at the coronations of Richard 
III, Henry VII and Henry VIII. Dymoke also distinguished himself at the Siege of Tournai. The functions of 
the Champion are to ride into Westminster Hall at the coronation banquet and challenge all comers who 
might impugn the King’s title. $10,000 - $15,000
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131. [Historical – Miscellaneous]. U.S. Civil War, Music & Texas Revolution. [Civil War]. Pickens, Francis W. Historic autograph letter 
signed (“F.W. Pickens”), 1-page (4.5 x 7.25 in.; 114 x 184 mm.), Charleston, S.C., 8 January 1861, written to Brig. Gen. James Simons. Slight 
toning at extreme lower right. Pickens writes in part: Dear Sir, I received your of this date a few moments since, in which you say “I have the honour to apply to 
your Excellency to restore to me the Commission of Brigadier General 4th Brigade Infantry which I had the honour to resign, and which your Excellency accepted.” It 
affords me great pleasure to restore it and the order shall be given to that effect…F.W. Pickens Simons was in command of the Fourth Brigade on Morris Island 
during the first attack on Fort Sumter, 12 April 1861. Just one day after the date of this letter (on 9 January 1861), Simons accepted orders from Pickens 
authorizing him to fire upon the Star of the West, the ship sent to relieve Maj. Anderson at Fort Sumter, which prevented the ship from passing, and 
constituted the very first shots of the war. [Civil War]. Hungerford, Charles. Exceptional Civil War-date autograph letter signed (“Chas. 
Hungerford”), 4-pages (8 x 10 in.; 203 x 254 mm.), dated “1861” [late July – early August, 1861] from Washington, D.C. Written to a friend from 
home, Adam Rickard. In fine condition. Hungerford pens in part: …I suppose you have heard of the Battle at Bulls run…I was thair on that field for 11 hours 
and sharper shoting and tawler running you never saw in your life. I was wonded in the leg just above the nee. Its nothing to get hot shot but the worst is to get over it. 
It was a terble sight to see the wonded ded and dying...The bulits flew thicker and faster than the rain drops in a storm…I wish you could have seen the fire Zuvase 
[Zouaves] of Elsworth Thay fought like wild beast of the woods. Thay would mount enmys battry and cry out rember Elsworth and fling with charged baynets right 
through thair ranks and then back again…[Music]. D’Albert, Eugen. Autograph letter signed (“Eugen D’Albert”), in German, 10-pages (7 x 5.37 
in.; 178 x 137 mm.), Pegli, 7 January 1894, to the Austrian music critic, Ludwig Karpath: with envelope. The German composer and pianist writes in 
part: … My marriage was an unhappy one because my wife had no understanding for anything purely human. She was by virtue of her upbringing and nature a rather 
unmodern woman who got her wisdom from the “Garden Arbor.”…it wasn’t until I devoted myself exclusively to composing that the schism of our views became greater, 
the relationship more unbearable. I have been friends with Frau Felde for some time…But my wife got jealous, and in the most petty way, so that she insulted and maligned 
Frau Felde and labeled me her defender. By this we were brought closer to each other, and we fell in love. The result was the divorce…So I bought my freedom…[Texas 
Revolution]. Tornel, José Maria de. Broadside signed (“Tornel”, with rubric), in Spanish, as Minister of War, 1-page (8.25 x 12.25 in.; 210 
x 311 mm.), on the letterhead of the Secretary of War & Navy, National Palace, [Mexico City], 2 May 1836. Broadside reads in part: His Excellency the 
interim President of the Republic of Mexico [José Justo Corro] has delegated me to make the following decree: …The Government has employed for the National Navy 
the services of the Frigate Captain D. Jose Martinez…if there arises a need and they are deemed competent, to end the war with Texas and to block contraband in the ports 
and shores of the Republic…God and Liberty. Mexico 2nd day of May 1836. Important broadside from 1836, the year Texas won independence. $300 - $500
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132. [Historical – Miscellaneous]. Science, the Arts, Royalty. Morse, Samuel Finley Breese. Autograph letter signed (“Saml. F.B. 
Morse”), 1 page (9.75 x 8 in.; 248 x 203 mm.), New York, 15 February 1864, to Benjamin Silliman in New Haven, Connecticut. Morse writes in part: 
…I thank you sincerely for the Photograph which was within the envelope, and which shows you yet erect and fresh with more of youth marked in your figure & face than 
in the enclosed reciprocated photograph of the boy whom I cannot but think you remember as somewhat wayward and unpromising when your pupil in years long gone 
by. Yet you see some indications on his breast of foreign appreciation...If the gratification such tokens naturally given to the recipient, pertains in a larger degree to me, yet 
I cannot but think that the sower of the seed will himself be gratified at the evidence that the seed which was sown, did not perish in the ground... Silliman, a professor 
of chemistry at Yale for more than 50 years, was one of the most prominent American scientists of the nineteenth century. Morse studied under him 
as an undergraduate, and did not forget Silliman’s influence when he redirected his own attentions to scientific invention. Planck, Max. Autograph 
letter signed (“M. Planck”), in German, on his “Wangenheimstr. 21, Berlin-Grunewald” personal letterhead stationery (his house, which was totally 
destroyed in a bomb attack on 15 February, 1944), 1 page (5.75 x 8.25 in.; 146 x 210 mm.), 2 August 1942, written to Councillor Michelmann. Usual 
folds with minor paperclip stain at upper corner; otherwise, in fine condition. Planck writes in part: …It was for me an emotional pleasure to look back into 
the past spent in Munich…I send you the historical picture of the Gauss-Weber with the famous wire, which I don’t like to leave here when I leave the house with my 
wife, as its fate is quite uncertain…M. Planck. Included with Planck’s letter is the mentioned 9-page typed carbon copy article entitled “Reminiscences. 
Mrs. Antonie von Siebold”, an essay of recollections on former times in Munich, which appeared in the Muenchener Zeitung. With original transmittal 
envelope. Schliemann, Heinrich. Autograph quotation signed (“H. Schliemann”), in German, 1 page (8.25 x 5 in.; 210 x 127 mm.), on blue 
paper, Breslau, 6 August 1884. Schliemann pens, in full: There are many deep abyss that by the fate of the deepest of them is in our heart and it is very tempting to 
jump into it. H. Schliemann. Fine condition. Eisenstein, Sergei. Autograph letter signed (“S. Eisenstein”), 1 page (5.6 x 7.9 in.; 142 x 201 mm.), 
in Cyrillic, on “Central United Film Studio for the film production Ivan the Terrible” letterhead stationary, from Alta Ata, 6 May 1943, written in red 
pencil to Alexander Mikhailovic. Minor separations at the folds. Eisenstein writes in full, Dear Alexander Mikhailovic: I am asking you very much to help 
comrade Naumova who is working as costume designer on my film for her short stay in Moscow. On food and living. Grateful in advance. With comrade greetings, S. 
Eisenstein. Written during the filming of Part I of Ivan the Terrible, a two-part historical epic about Ivan the Fourth of Russia. Weill, Kurt. Document 
signed (“Kurt Weill”), 2 pages (8.5 x 11 in.; 216 x 279 mm.), 9 April 1942. Staple holes at upper left corner, a couple short tears at top edge. Being 
the ASCAP registration form for this composition Konzert fur Violin & Blasorchester [Concerto for violin and wind orchestra, op. 12], scored for solo violin 
with two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two trumpets, one trombone, one percussionist, and one contrabass. The printed document is 
filled out entirely in Weill’s hand and includes performance locations of the piece. Princess Diana & Prince Charles. Exceptional photograph 
signed (“Diana” and “Charles”), 8 x 10 in.; (203 x 254 mm.), color, matted to approx. 11 x 14 in. (279 x 356 mm.) board. A fantastic portrait of 
the couple posing with their royal staff. Signed in the lower margin by both, and dated (in Charles’ hand) “1992”. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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134. * Hughes, Howard. Document signed (“Howard 
R. Hughes”), 1-page (8.5 x 13 in.; 216 x 330 mm), “State of 
California / County of Los Angeles”, 29 December 1955, giving 
power of attorney to T.A. Slack for purchasing the films Jet Pilot 
and The Conqueror from RKO Radio Pictures. Exhibits staple 
holes at top with minor toning along edges.
Howard Hughes grants power of attorney to facilitate 
the purchase of his films Jet Pilot and The Conqueror from 
RKO Radio Pictures. 
The document reads in part: Howard R. Hughes, a resident of Dade 
County, Florida, by these presents does hereby name and appoint T.A. 
Slack of Botetourt County, Virginia, his agent and attorney-in-fact to act 
in his place and stead and to do the following: (1) Enter into a contract 
with RKO Radio Pictures, Inc….for the purchase from such corporation 
of the two motion pictures known as “Jet Pilot” and “The Conqueror” 
for such price and upon such terms as may be deemed reasonable by his 
said agent… $400 - $600

133. [Historical – Miscellaneous]. Zionism, Music & Poetry. [Zionism]. Weizmann, Chaim. Exceptional typed letter signed 
(“Weizmann”), 1-page (8.4 x 11 in.; 213 x 279 mm.), 10 July 1903 from Geneva, Switzerland. Written to “Friend Mossinson” – presumably, the well-
known Zionist Ben Zion Mossinson, who later became principal of the Hebrew College in Tel Aviv. Two original binder holes along left edge, and 
small original ink splatter below signature. Weizmann writes in part: …The circular [most certainly Der Jude, the principal mouthpiece for the Jewish 
university cause] has my complete approval, but I would like to insert the following sentences for the sake of clarity. “We envision the realization of the project as 
follows: The Jewish Department, connected with the common-knowledge one, we seek to realize only in Palestine…the realization of the Technical 
Department in Palestine seems to be connected with great difficulty…Should the absolute impossibility arise to found such department in Palestine, we 
then will seek its tentative formation abroad. While we’re always lead by the principle, in Golus to create the school in a way that makes it moveable, the 
foundation can only be laid in Palestine...[Music]. Lehár, Franz. Autograph letter signed (“LehárF”), in German, 2-pages, (3.75 x 5.75 in.; 95 x 
146 mm.), Ischl, [Austria], 14 July 1911, to an unnamed friend, on his monogrammed correspondence card. Lehár writes in part: …I…skim through the 
Viennese newspapers, always finding sensational news on the Theater on the Wien, for example that you are going to do [Offenbach’s] Beautiful Helena in Rheinhardt’s 
adaptation and in the old version with Gunther, Kartonsch, Treumann, etc. etc...Julius Bauer has completely recovered. Leop[old] Miiller and Russo are here. The theater 
is faring poorly…As to the libretto, I am writing Bodanzky directly. We all think that as of now it can’t be released. It would influence work and that would be a terrible 
shame...[Music]. Leoncavallo, Ruggero. Autograph letter signed (“R Leoncavallo”), in French, 2-pages (8.62 x 5.25 in.; 219 x 133 mm.), no 
date, to an unnamed friend; some browning; one corner chipped. The composer writes in part: Enclosed is the letter for you. I think it is appropriate. At the 
same time, you will receive the book recommended [to you]. Please erase the blue pencil marks I had made for my studies. I am not surprised about Puccini! But there are 
composers and there are composers! Make him fork over a nice sum, as it’s not the first time he has tried this kind of carrying-on!!...Good-bye -and be gutsy! [Poetry]. 
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Sr. Autograph quotation signed (“Oliver Wendell Holmes”), 1-page (6.75 x 8.75 in.; 171 x 222 mm), Holmes quotes 
from his poem The Chambered Nautilus (in full): Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul, As the swift seasons roll! Leave thy low-vaulted past! Let each 
new temple, nobler than the last, Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast, Till thou at length are free, Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea! Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Boston, Feb, 14th 1866. $600 - $800
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135. * Hughes, Howard & Jean Peters. Handwritten note to his wife Jean 
Peters signed (“Howard”) and Peters’ handwritten reply signed (“J.”), (ca. 
1960) 2-pages (8.5 x 14 in.; 216 x 356 mm), front and back, no place, no date, being 
one of the well-known handwritten notes exchanged by the reclusive billionaire and his 
film star wife, Jean Peters. Fine condition.
Husband and wife Howard Hughes and Jean Peters handwritten notes 
exchanged from separate living quarters within their home. 
Howard Hughes writes in full: My Sweet Love, I adore you. Please tell me when you think 
your eye-lids will commence to get heavy, and when you would like to see your ever-loving 
husband, My love again Howard
Jean Peters responds in full: Dear Love – At Anytime – No one is here – I am reading a new 
art book – it is cold & windy out – I ever-love you too. and will be awaiting your call – love love J.
Howard Hughes’ reply in full: I thot [sic] you would like this. We can see “Anatomy of a 
Murder” if you prefer. I think this is much more for you. But as done by J. Stewart it is very dull. 
They certainly laid that one on the line! I can’t imagine anything in the whole world worse than 
being married to Grahame. Honey, the other is directed at ½ the tempo of this, and believe me it 
will bore you. I know it well. Artistically I don’t question the reviews. But slow.
The relationship between Howard Hughes and Jean Peters was marked with strange 
meeting rituals and periods of little or no direct contact, yet their sincere devotion to 
each other endured throughout their 14-year marriage. Hughes, known for working 
odd hours into the night, preferred to relay his business and personal directives via 
memos and handwritten notes rather than the spoken word, and he communicated 
with his wife in the same manner. The notes were delivered back and forth between 
their separate bedrooms by aids. $1,000 - $1,500

136. * Kelly, Grace. Extraordinary autograph letter signed (“Gracie”), 5-pages (8 x 10.5 in.; 203 x 267 mm), on separate leaves of “Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures ‘Mogambo’ Production Location New Stanley Hotel…Nairobi, Kenya Colony East Africa” air mail stationery, no date 
(“Sunday”), written during the filming of Mogambo to “Dear Prudy” – Prudence Wise, close friend of Kelly’s who also served at times as roommate and 
private secretary. Usual folds with .25 x 3.5 in. clear mylar strip adhered diagonally above Kelly’s signature, with tiny hole on last page.
Grace Kelly writes a close friend while on location in Africa shooting Mogambo.
“Clark & I went shooting the other day – shot game for the natives and a guinea hen - we ate for dinner – It was simply delicious…It is now 7:30 am 
waiting for Gable to have his bath and pick me up for dinner – he got rather high cocktailing with old Ava next door...”
Kelly writes in full: Dear Prudy 
Ava [Gardner] just arrived in camp and with her came your letter I’m sorry I haven’t written very much – but mother told me she was sending you that letter so I didn’t 
want to send more of the same news The other letter I wrote – I sent to Florida – I hope your mother will forward it – Oh God! I just this very minute thought – How 
dumb can I be? I sent the other letter to Mallory St. – Anyway all I said in it was to tell John when you want to come back to the apt. after Christmas – This is the 
first day off we’ve had in a long time. It’s about 4 o’clock and [Clark] Gable and I are sitting in front of my tent sipping warm beer – It’s a disgrace how fat I’m getting 
– The food is so starchy and I am always so hungry – Haven’t heard from Phillippe – but then of course I haven’t written -Excuse the horrible writing but am leaning 
on my knees and the wind is blowing – Ava just came into my tent and she & Clark are running a scene they are going shoot tomorrow – so it’s hard to concentrate. 
There really isn’t too much news we’ve been working hard. It’s hot as can be during the day – I miss New York so much this time of year – I imagine the stores are so 
beautiful – Please give my love to everybody and apologize to them all for my not writing – My baby giraffe – the one named after me – arrives in camp tomorrow she 
is so sweet – I’ll send pictures as soon as I get them – Clark & I went shooting the other day – shot game for the natives and a guinea hen - we ate for dinner – It was 
simply delicious – Later – It is now 7:30 am waiting for Gable to have his bath and pick me up for dinner – he got rather high cocktailing with old Ava next door – 
about 6 o’clock we all went out in the wagon with Bunny Allen – a divine looking guy – who is the white-hunter in charge of the camp – We went to see the lion down 
the road – a lioness & her two grown sons – they were just beautiful – we were able to get quite close to them – They put out game every few days for them to feed – in 
order to tame them a bit – I took pictures with the movie camera – so I hope they turn out – but it was rather dark – Got a letter from Sherman today as well as old 
John Foreman – Was in the sun alot today and my poor nose is like a red light – Am sitting by a kerosene lamp as I write this being eaten by mosquitos. The hippos are 
starting their series of evening grunts & Gable should be along any minute so I will sign off – with love – Gracie – $800 - $1,200
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137. * Jefferson, Thomas. Autograph letter signed (“Th: Jefferson”), 1 page (7.75 x 9.75 in.; 197 x 248 mm), Monticello, 16 January 1811, 
written to future President James Monroe. Slight toning with stains at upper left, not affecting text.
Two years after his retirement to Monticello, President Thomas Jefferson writes a letter to fellow Virginian and future President 
James Monroe.
Jefferson writes in full: Dear Sir Since my last to you, the Directors of the Rivanna company have changed their minds, and instead of going through my canal they 
have determined to go through the bed of the river; and it being a question between us, whether they or I must build & maintain the lock at my dam, which dam they 
must have built had I not done it, they have proposed a reference to arbitrators, to which I gladly consent, I leave to themselves the naming them. I must therefore pray 
you to return me the papers I inclosed you, as they will be to be laid before the arbitrators. I have lately also had an opportunity of seeing the two laws of 1792 & 1802 
which had been stated to me as retrospective; but I find they are not so, and that they admit, on the contrary, the validity of former grants of the bed of watercourses by 
a necessary implication. I had been afraid that a momentary inattention might have led our legislature to what I was sure they would not have done but by surprise, 
but yet I suspect that the just rights of riparian landholders have not yet been so well investigated & understood as they should be. The opening of the Rappahanoc will 
concern the rights of many adjacent landholders, and the legislature interposition there should establish the true principles, that the rights of this description of citizens 
may not be left at the mercy of uninformed commissioners, and bound as an adversary party, to take every advantage in their power. I do not however impute this to 
the gentlemen in my case, whose proceedings with me have been fair & friendly, ever yours affectionately Th: Jefferson
P.S. should judge [Hugh] Nelson be appd. Governor, could not P. Carr be made his successor? His integrity & understanding all know, and having been once well 
read in the law, it would soon be refreshed. This suggestion is solely my own.
The Rivanna Company had been created by an act of the Virginia Legislature in 1806 in order to improve the navigation of the Rivanna River 
between Charlottesville and Milton. Legal problems arose when a dam belonging to Jefferson caused a space of dead water along a 2 ½ mile stretch 
of the river. To help solve this problem, Jefferson had donated the materials to build a series of locks around his dam, but maintained that he was not 
obligated to build them. Apparently, the arbitration mentioned above by Jefferson was successful, as the two parties had worked out their differences 
before the outbreak of the War of 1812. $8,000 - $12,000
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138. Kennedy, John F. Iconic personal Presidential leather G-1 bomber jacket worn aboard the Presidential yacht Honey Fitz. (1962) 
The dark brown leather G-1 Bomber Jacket with interior label “Bureau of Aeronautics USN / Flight Jacket, Intermediate G-1 / Specification No. 
Mil-J-7823 (AER) / L.W. Foster Sportswear Co., Inc. / Contract No. OA-36-243-QM (CTM 2134 Size 44”. This jacket was purchased by President 
Kennedy on 5 December 1962 and is included with the original official U.S. Navy invoice for the purchase of “3 Flight jackets sold to Pres US”. 
This jacket was present aboard the Presidential yacht Honey Fitz and recovered on 27 November 1963, just five days after JFK was assassinated. 
The jacket was sent to White House Staff member Lieutenant Henry E. Hirschy, Jr., who served during the Kennedy Administration working as a 
Supply and Logistics Officer for the Naval Aide to the President and served as the Director of the Executive Dining Facility in the White House. In 
addition, Hirschy was responsible for supply and logistic support for the President at Camp David and aboard the presidential yachts. Accompanying 
the jacket is an original handwritten note, “From Honey Fitz 11/27/63” listing two flight jackets among the President’s personal clothing (one jacket 
listed as having “John F. Kennedy label and HMX-1 seal” [Marine One Helicopter]; the other is the present jacket listed “w/ Presidential Seal”, which 
Hirschy and his family were allowed to keep). The note states at closing that all the personal items were to be sent to Lt. Hirschy in Washington, D.C. 
In addition to the referenced original U.S. Navy invoice and handwritten note from the Honey Fitz, the jacket is accompanied with the additional 
support material: 1) Lt. H. Hirschy’s White House Staff badge, 2) U.S. Naval Base, Newport, R.I. 1963 Temporary Pass listing Hirschy as “White 
House Staff ”, 3) Hirschy’s U.S. Department of the Interior Official Parking Permit (dated 12/1/62) listing his official address as “The White House” 
and 4) a signed Letter of Provenance from Priscilla Hirschy attesting that John F. Kennedy’s leather G-1 bomber jacket comes directly from the 
family of Lieutenant Henry E. Hirschy, Jr. SC United States Navy. Leather exhibits wear with minor scuffing in areas. This jacket is nearly identical 
to another JFK leather bomber jacket that sold in 2013 for an astounding $629,000. An extraordinary and highly visible personal artifact from JFK 
with impeccable provenance. $150,000 - $300,000

To view video of JFK aboard the “Honey Fitz” wearing bomber jacket follow this link https://youtu.be/QVmQrtQgoeA
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140. * Laurel, Stan. Pair of typed letters signed (“Stan Laurel”), 
Each 1-page, one being 6.1 x 8.25 in (155 x 210 mm), the other 5 x 7.75 
in. (127 x 197 mm), both bearing “Stan Laurel / 1111 Franklin St. / Santa 
Monica, Calif. / U.S.A.” stamp at top, dated 6 March & 28 March 1957, 
respectively; both written to “George Draper”. Usual folds with staple 
holes and stain at upper left with slight chipping along edges.
Stan Laurel writes two letters to a person starting a fan club for 
the legendary comic actor.
Laurel writes in part: Dear George Draper: Note you will be able to rent some of 
our movies at your local camera store…Am enclosing 25 stickers for the membership 
cards & as soon as you send the names I’ll forward you that amount of autographed 
pictures…. $200 - $300

141. * Laurel, Stan. Typed letter signed (“Stan Laurel”), 1-page 
(5.4 x 8.5 in.; 137 x 216 mm), on “The Oceana Apartment Hotel, 849 
Ocean Avenue, Santa Monica, California” letterhead, 23 November 
1964, written to “Ray Atherton”. Usual folds.
Stan Laurel explains the arduous process of making foreign 
versions of the Laurel & Hardy films in the early days of 
Hollywood.
Laurel writes in part: Dear Ray Atherton: …Regarding the Foreign versions 
of the old L&H films. The foreign language was NOT DUBBED IN – We 
first made the film in ENGLISH – after this was previewed & final editing 
was completed – we then called in four interpreters, FRENCH, SPANISH, 
GERMAN & ITALIAN who translated the script & engaged a different 
cast for each version, excluding of course L&H & principal characters such as 
Jimmy Finalyson etc. The interpreter read each scene to us word by word & we 
wrote it on a blackboard as it sounded to us (Phonetic system) these boards were 
placed in back of each of us (out of camera range) so we had no difficulty in 
speaking the lines in every language. In the early days of making foreign versions 
in sound, the technique of ‘DUBBING’ wasn’t conceived – it soon became 
a specialized job & our method naturally was discarded. We made 5 versions 
of: “THE L&H MURDER CASE”, “NIGHT OWLS”, “CHICKENS 
COME HOME”, “BRATS”, “BE BIG”, “COME CLEAN”, “BELOW 
ZERO”, “PARDON US” a few others I don’t recall the titles…Very sincerely 
– Stan Laurel. $200 - $300

139. Kennedy, Jacqueline. Autograph letter signed (“Jacqueline 
Kennedy”), 1 page (7.6 x 7 in.; 194 x 178 mm.), no place or date, to an 
unidentified woman. Fine condition. 
Devoted wife Jackie Kennedy prescribes care for her bedridden 
husband, Jack Kennedy.
Jackie writes in full: Please get a white nurses uniform and a little cap with a 
Red Cross on it - then when you have it- this is the schedule: Midmorning - 
Cocoa (whipped cream if he’s in his office). Cortone pill [medication containing 
corticosteroid- a replacement for adrenal insufficiency]. Lunch - Tea, 
cream & sugar, unbuttered white toast (from cafeteria) & a pat of butter. Hot 
plate that I will bring. Mid Afternoon- Cocoa & cortone pill. A glass of hot 
water in the morning & afternoon if you can work it in. Make sure he brings 
home thermos & hot plate at night. Many many thanks - Jacqueline Kennedy 
R.N. John F. Kennedy suffered from Addison’s Disease, an insufficiency 
or failure of the adrenal glands, which secrete the hormone adrenaline. 
$1,000 - $2,000
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142. [Hollywood]. Lot of (12) signed items including photos and ephemera from 
legendary film directors, plus extraordinary Basil Rathbone handwritten letter to 
Samuel Goldwyn. (ca. 1930s-1970s) Including [1] Orson Welles 7.25 x 9.5 in. (184 x 241 
mm.) photo signed, “Good wishes, Orson Welles”; [1] Frank Capra and Lost Horizon cast 
9.5 x 7.25 in. (241 x 184 mm.) photo signed, “Edward Everett Horton”, “John Howard”, 
Ronald Colman”, “Thomas Mitchell”, and “Frank Capra”; [3] typed letters on Frank Capra 
La Quinta California stationary, all signed “Frank Capra” (1-retaining transmittal envelope); [1] clipped 5 x 3.5 in. (127 x 76 mm.) signature “To 
Eileen – Frank Capra”; [1] 8 x 10 in. (203 x 254 mm.) photo of the director with his dog and above them, “bow! wow!” and “hi Frank Capra”; [1] 8 
x10 in. (203 x 254 mm.) photo signed, “To Donna Jeanne Frank Capra”; [1] Ernst Lubitsch 3.5 x 5.25 in. (76 x 133 mm.) real photo postcard signed 
“Ernst Lubitsch”; [1] Alfred Hitchcock 3 x 4.5 in. (76 x 114 mm.) color snapshot signed, “Alfred Hitchcock”; [1] Dorothy Arzner 8 x 10 in. (203 x 
254 mm.) typed letter requesting Alex Gordon send her a copy of her project Don Juan, signed, “Dorothy Arzner”, [1] Ernst Lubitsch 5 x 6 in. (127 x 
152) typed letter in German to playwright Franz Arnold thanking him for “the records and picture”, signed, “Ernst Lubitsch”. All exhibiting some age 
and handling. In overall very good to fine condition. Basil Rathbone autograph letter signed (“Basil Rathbone”) to Samuel Goldwyn and 
related telegrams and documents, 6-pages on 2-integral 8 x 11.25 in. (203 x 279 mm.) leaves of Hotel Dunapalota, Ritz Budapest stationery, 2 
December 1936. Rathbone writes to studio head Samuel Goldwyn regarding a delay in contract signing, in part: ...Five years ago I was under contract to 
M. G. M. & I was miserable...After ‘Cheney’, I was typed & I was allowed to do nothing but ‘teacup & white tie parts.’...I accepted Count Anteoni in ‘The Garden 
of Allah’ [without reading the script because David Selznick told me the story & the part as he told it was colourful & vital & important. We came to shoot it & it was 
nothing…I must either be very important to you or I will go on freelancing. I earned $120,000 last year and $140,000 this…it is not money I am after (much as I 
appreciate it!) I have been a very important actor both in London & New York for years… The letter is accompanied with related letters and telegrams. Fine 
condition. $600 - $800
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143. * Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich. Rare and important autograph letter signed (“N. Lenin”), 3-pages (5.4 x 8.25 in.; 137 x 210 mm) on conjoined 
leaves, in German, Paris, 1 November 1911, written to the Czech Social-Democratic leader Anton Nemec in Prague, with original transmittal envelope 
addressed in Lenin’s hand. The letter concerns organizing the famous All-Russia Conference of the Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party in Prague. 
Lenin adopted the pseudonym “N. Lenin” in 1901 when he was involved in revolutionary activities in Germany. Includes envelope addressed to Nemec 
by Lenin’s wife, revolutionary Nadezhda Krupskaya, postmarked Paris, 29 April [19]12, with enclosed 4.25 x 7.5 in. (108 x 190 mm) printed pamphlet 
in German “Der Anonymus aus dem Vorwaerts und die Sachlage in der Sozialdemokratischen Arbeiterpartei Russlands” discussing the results of the 
Prague Conference. Usual folds.
Lenin writes to Czech Social-Democratic leader Anton Nemec arranging the clandestine All-Russia Conference of the Russian 
Social-Democratic Labor Party in Prague – a milestone event in the development of Communism.
Lenin writes in full (translated from German): Dear Comrade, I should be much obliged if you would assist me with your advice and help in the following matter: 
several sections of our Party intend to convene a Conference (abroad of course). The number of Conference members will be from twenty to twenty-five. Would it be possible 
to organize the Conference in Prague? (It would last about a week.) It is very important for us to organize the affair in extreme secrecy. No one, not a single organization, 
must get to hear of it (the Conference is to be Social-Democratic and consequently legal, according to European laws, but most of the delegates do not possess passports 
and cannot give their real names). I would ask you, dear comrade, if you think it is possible, to help us and to let us know as soon as you can the address of a comrade in 
Paris, who (in the event of an answer in the affirmative) could arrange this matter practically. It would be best if the comrade understood Russian, but if that is impossible, 
we could make ourselves understood in German. 
I hope, dear comrade, you will forgive my troubling you with this request. 
I thank you in advance. With Party greetings, N. Lenin
The Sixth All-Russian Conference of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party (RSDLP) was held, as Lenin hoped, in Prague from 5-17 January 
1912, with assistance from Czech comrades. The Prague Conference was an important turning point because it was used to expel the Mensheviks from 
the party, accomplished by at least partially excluding them from the Conference. This is the point at which Bolshevik was added to the party name, 
and, at Prague, it was decided to change the party newspaper from a weekly to a daily paper with the name Pravda (which remained the organ for 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union until 1991). Lenin’s demand for secrecy here reflects the need to keep the gathering from being known to 
government authorities, as well as rival political groups and the minority faction within his own party. Very few letters of Lenin exist. As a revolutionary, 
he had to operate from exile and/or clandestinely for so many years. Many were intercepted by the authorities, and some were sent by such circuitous 
routes that they went astray. Those that reached their intended recipients were often destroyed because of their incriminating content.
Provenance: Christie’s, London, 24 June 1992, Lot 374. $20,000 - $30,000
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144. Lincoln, Abraham. Autograph endorsement signed ("A. Lincoln") as President, 1-page (3.1 x 2.5 in.; 79 x 64 mm), no place, 16 
February 1865. Ink smudging from the time when written with light mounting remnants on verso.
The Oath of December 8, 1863.
Lincoln writes in full: Let this man take the oath of Dec. 8, 1863 & be discharged. A. Lincoln Feb.16,1865
The Oath of December 8th was announced by Lincoln, on that day, in his annual message to Congress in 1863. He would offer a pardon to any man 
who would swear, without coercion, his allegiance to the Union. The Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction provided, then, a general pardon 
to soldiers in the Rebellion, and to those, too, who deserted the Union cause. The Oath reads in part: I, [name], do solemnly swear, in the presence of 
Almighty God, that I will henceforth faithfully support, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States, and the union of states thereunder; 
and that I will, in like manner, abide and faithfully support all acts of Congress passed during the existing rebellion with reference to slaves...So help 
me God.” $4,000 - $6,000

145. * Lincoln, Abraham. Autograph endorsement, signed (“A. Lincoln”) 
as President, 1-page, written on verso of 7.6 x 9.75 in. (193 x 248 mm), “Office 
U.S. Military Telegraph. War Department” partially printed telegram addressed to 
Lincoln, signed by Major General Frank Steele. Directed to his Attorney General 
Edward Bates, Lincoln requests a special pardon for Willard M. Randolph. Separation 
at vertical folds, not affecting Lincoln’s text. 
Lincoln writes a 14-line request for his Attorney General to draft a special 
pardon for Willard M. Randolph “an Attorney for the Rebel Government, but 
now taking the oath and going to work to carry the free-state Constitution…”
Lincoln writes in full: The name is Willard M. Randolph. He was an Attorney for the Rebel 
Government, but now taking the oath and going to work to carry the free-state Constitution, 
at the election of the 14th. I wish a special pardon for him. Please send me the document. A. 
Lincoln March 7, 1864.
The telegram on verso of Lincoln’s endorsement is dated 8 March 1864, from Little 
Rock, Arkansas. Major General Frank Steele writes, “A. Lincoln President United 
States. Mr. Wm. Randolph took the oath of December Eighth (8th) immediately on 
learning of your decision. Very Respectfully, Frank Steele Major General”.
Provenance: The Pforzheimer Collection, Sotheby’s, New York, 31 December 1989, 
Lot 103. $6,000 - $8,000
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146. * Lincoln, Abraham. Autograph endorsement signed (“A. 
Lincoln”) as President, 1-page on 4.5 x 5.3 in. (114 x 135 mm) 
leaf, no place, 11 February 1865. Above Lincoln’s endorsement, is the 
handwritten request from U.S. Representative from Kentucky William 
H. Randall to allow a gentleman and his wife to travel from New York 
to Savannah, Georgia. Paper has been conserved with horizontal fold 
mended. 
Just over two months before his assassination, Abraham Lincoln 
allows a gentleman and his wife to travel from New York to 
Savannah for health reasons.
Lincoln writes in full: Let this gentleman & wife pass from New York to 
Savannah. A. Lincoln Feb. 11, 1865
Accompanied with a separate letter from Robert Watson, M.D., dated 
4 February 1865, requesting Mr. Abraham U. Colby, who has chronic 
lung disease, to travel to Savannah “for the sake of the short sea voyage, and 
the change of climate.” $4,000 - $6,000

147. Madison, James & James Monroe. Privateer’s commission 
signed “(James Madison”) as President and (“Jas Monroe” 
as Secretary of State, 1-page (16 x 12.75 in.; 406 x 324 mm), 
Washington, 6 March 1813, a partially-printed document being the 
Privateer’s commission for the schooner called “Tom” during the War 
of 1812. Horizontal crack through wafer seal with archival tape repair 
on verso. James Madison & James Monroe sign a Privateer’s 
commission for the armed schooner called “Tom” “to seize and 
take any armed or unarmed British vessel” during the War of 1812. 
The document reads in part: James Madison, President of the United States 
of America,...I have commissioned …the private armed Schooner called the Tom 
of the burthen of Two hundred & eighty six 35/95 tons, or thereabouts, owned by 
Gerrard Wilson , James Williams, and John Gooding of Baltimore in the State of 
Maryland, all Citizens of the United States of America mounting Five (5 twelve 
pound Carronades) & one nine pound carriage guns, and navigated by forty men, 
hereby authorizing Thomas Wilson Captain…to subdue, seize and take any 
armed or unarmed British vessel… $600 - $800

148. * Matisse, Henri. Autograph letter signed (“Henri Matisse”), 
1-page (8.25 x 10.5 in.; 210 x 267 mm), front and back, in French, 
“Nice”, 13 February 1938, written to “Dear Sir” [notated in another 
hand in pencil, “a Henry de Montherlant” – French essayist, novelist and 
dramatist]. Usual folds.
 Henri Matisse invites French novelist Henry Montherlant to 
lunch and “to take a little spin in the car on the hills around Nice”.
Matisse writes in full (translated from French):
Dear Sir, 
I will not be able to lunch with you at the bistro below me which is probably 
Joseph, for I cannot go out without taking care. It would, however be a great 
pleasure to see you on Friday at 11 o'clock. I don't normally lunch before 
1.30pm. If the weather is fine, we might perhaps take a little spin in the car 
on the hills around Nice with which you are probably not familiar. As to the 
information you require about the photos; I will be able to give you this. The 
passage in your letter concerning your dealings with Madame Vaux cheered me 
up very much, for I know her - she is a character. 
I envy you being able to live in the snow. I would like to spend three days a 
week up there and I will never be able to do so. My lungs are far too sensitive. I 
look forward to seeing you soon, and shake your hand cordially in the meantime 
Henri Matisse $1,000 - $1,500
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149. * Monet, Claude. Autograph letter signed (“Claude 
Monet”), 1-page (4.25 x 5.2 in.; 108 x 132 mm), in French, 
on “Service Télégraphique” sheet with autograph address by 
Monet on verso, “Monsieur Joyant / 9 rue Forest”. No place 
[Hotel Terminus, Paris], no date, with blurred postmark 
deciphered March 1897, written to art collector and dealer 
Maurice Joyant. Horizontal fold with light creasing, and 
slightly torn at right edge when originally opened, affecting 
the last letter of the word “mot”. 
Claude Monet writes to art collector & dealer Maurice 
Joyant asking whether Gustave Geffroy, writer on 
Impressionism, is in Paris and whether the dinner will 
take place that evening.
The radical journalist, novelist and writer on Impressionism 
Gustave Geffroy was a close friend of Monet, whom he had 
first met in 1886. In 1924, when Monet was still alive, he 
wrote the very valuable study and biography Claude Monet, 
sa vie, son temps, son oeuvre. Maurice Joyant, who had a 
considerable private income, built up an important collection 
of works by the Impressionists and their immediate successors. 
$1,000 - $1,500

150. * Mussolini, Benito. Handwritten 
telegram signed (“Mussolini”). 2-pages 
(8.25 x 12 in.; 210 x 305 mm), in Italian, on 
printed “Il Duce Del Fascismo Capo Del 
Governo Telegrama In Partenza” forms, 29 
December 1943, written to German Field 
Marshal Albert Kesselring. Accompanied 
by original typewritten transcription of 
Mussolini’s telegram. Usual folds with tape 
applied to uppermost edges.
As Generals Clark and Montgomery 
push towards Rome, Mussolini 
telegraphs German Field Marshal 
Albert Kesselring to “remove the Anglo 
Saxon enemy out of the sunlight of our 
country” and be the “defender and Savior of Rome”. 
Mussolini writes in full (translated from Italian): To Officers, NCO’s and Soldiers of the Great Nation of Germany who, with much valor and much tenacity fought 
on the Italian Central front, I give them my fervent best wishes for good fortune (in that they would have victory). With the same best wishes to Italian men and Italian 
Volunteers in German units and the certainty that they will battle with decision and courage to remove the Anglo Saxon enemy out of the sunlight of our country. And to 
you M. Kesselring, accept my friendly and cordial salute with the hope and certainty that I many soon salute you one day as the defender and Savior of Rome. Mussolini
After Germany had almost completely conquered France in 1940, Mussolini entered the war and invaded southern France. A few days later, France 
surrendered, but disaster after disaster followed elsewhere for the Italian armies. In Africa, Greece, and finally Italy itself, Mussolini’s armies met defeat. 
The Fascist Grand Council turned against him in 1943, and he was overthrown and imprisoned; yet German paratroopers rescued him. Mussolini then 
became head of a puppet government in northern Italy. In the spring of 1945, German forces in northern Italy collapsed. Mussolini fled north toward 
the border, and the Italian underground discovered them at Lake Como where Mussolini was shot. $1,500 - $2,500

151. * [Picasso, Pablo]. Lucien Clergue black & white photograph 
of Picasso with children Paulo, Paloma and Claude - signed by 
photographer. 14.75 x 10.75 in. (375 x 273 mm), classic black & white 
image of Picasso seated at a table with three of his children, taken by French 
photographer Lucien Clergue in Arles, France, 1960. Fine condition.
Picasso seated with his children Paulo, Paloma and Claude.
Signed at the lower right by Clergue and marked “R02” at lower left. 
Signed again by Clergue on verso with handwritten notation: “©1960 by 
Lucien Clergue. Printed 1980 by L. Clergue. Re/:261/02 Picasso with Apulo / 
Paloma and Claude Arles 1960 ex 3/308F” $400 - $600
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152. * Roosevelt, Franklin D. World War II-date typed letter signed 
(“Franklin D. Roosevelt”) as President, 1-page (7 x 8.75 in.; 178 x 222 mm), 
on White House Washington letterhead stationery, 20 January 1945, written to 
“General Douglas MacArthur / Commander in Chief / Southwest Pacific Area”. 
With original White House transmittal envelope Blue type and signature moderately 
faded with toning around perimeter due to previous display. 
FDR writes to General Douglas MacArthur about meeting former Office 
of War Information writer Robert Sherwood about bringing home to the 
American people and Allied Nations “the vital importance of the continuing 
operations in the war against Japan.”
Roosevelt writes in full: My dear Douglas: This letter will be carried by my old friend, 
Robert Sherwood, who was largely responsible for the organization of our psychological warfare 
activities in this war. Although he is no longer associated with the Office of War Information, 
Mr. Sherwood is doing special work for this Government with a view to bringing home to the 
American people, and to the peoples of Allied Nations, the vital importance of the continuing 

operations in the war against Japan. I hope that you will have time for a talk with him during his visit to the Philippines. All of us are eternally proud of your great 
achievements and know there will be many more of them. Very sincerely yours, Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Robert E. Sherwood was an American playwright and screenwriter. From 1943 towards the end of the war, Sherwood served as director of the Office 
of War Information (OWI). Through radio broadcasts, newspapers films and photographs, the OWI was the connection between the battlefront and 
civilian communities. $4,000 - $6,000

153. * Shaw, George Bernard. Autograph letter signed (“G. 
Bernard Shaw”), 1-page (2.9 x 4.75 in.; 74 x 121 mm), on heavy stock 
postcard, “29 Fitzroy Square W.”, “19th December 1892”, written to his 
friend, artist Walter Crane. On verso, addressed in Shaw’s hand, “Walter 
Crane / 13 Holland St. / Kensington / W”. Light toning on edges.
George Bernard Shaw writes he is “the deadest of deadbeats…for not 
turning up on Saturday.”
Shaw writes in full: Dear Crane Will you excuse the deadest of deadbeats to Mrs. 
Crane for not turning up on Saturday. That play of mine threw my work so into 
arrear that I had to sit here (chez Sparling) and peg away at my work. The loss was 
mine. You looked thunderingly well after your American tour that night at Morris’s. 
Wish I could go for a blow somewhere. G. Bernard Shaw. $200 - $300

154. * Shaw, George Bernard. Handwritten note signed (“G. 
Bernard Shaw”), 1-page, written on heavy stock 3.5 x 4.5 in. (89 x 
114 mm) “4, Whitehall Court, London, S.W.1.” notecard stationery, 20 
June 1938, addressed in Shaw’s hand on verso, “Hugh Reed / 5 Regent 
St., Waterloo Place / S.W.1.” Slight toning.
Irish playwright and political activist George Bernard Shaw 
requests two books sent to him: New Money for New Men & 
Socialism versus Capitalism. 
Shaw writes in full: Please send me New Money for New Men by S.S. Metz 
and Socialism versus Capitalism by A.C. Pigou. Both published by Macmillan. 
G. Bernard Shaw
Shaw’s enthusiasm for the Soviet Union dated to the early 1920s when 
he hailed Lenin as “the one really interesting statesman in Europe”. In 
1931 Shaw had a lengthy meeting with Stalin, who he later described as 
“a Georgian gentleman” with no malice in him. $200 - $300
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155. * Sousa, John Philip. Autograph musical quotation signed 
(“John Philip Sousa”), 1-page on 5 x 2.5 in. (127 x 64 mm) leaf, no 
place, 1929. Light toning with thinning and tiny chip at upper edge.
American composer and conductor pens four bars of music for 
his magnum opus “The Stars and Stripes Forever”.
Sousa writes: John Philip Sousa / 1929 / below which he pens the musical 
bars with the title below “The Stars and Stripes Forever”. $200 - $300

156. [Space]. Communist propaganda statement signed by 
the most important Soviet Cosmonauts including Gagarin, 
Titov, Nikolayev, Tereshkova, et al. 1-page (8.25 x 11.75 in.; 210 
x 298 mm), [1967], being a propaganda piece for the 50th Anniversary 
of the Great October Socialist Revolution signed by five pioneering 
cosmonauts: Yuri Gagarin (first person in space), Valentina Tereshkova 
(first woman into space), Gherman Titov (first person to spend a day 
in space), Andriyan Nikolayev (set two endurance records for longest 
time in space), Valery Bykovsky (orbited Earth 81 times). Toning with 
slight chipping to edges. 
Yuri Gagarin and four other pioneering cosmonauts sign a 
propaganda piece for the 50th Anniversary of the Great October 
Socialist Revolution in 1967.
The 50th anniversary of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution was a 
major event within the confines of the U.S.S.R. and was certainly 
acknowledged in the West during the Cold War. TIME magazine 
devoted a cover story to the subject. Naturally, the space program was 
the vanguard achievement and it is no mystery that the Soviets enlisted 
their greatest national heroes to support the ideology.  $4,000 - $6,000

157. [Space]. Kamanin, Nikolai. Typed 
report describing the first landing on the 
Moon: Luna 9, 4-pages (8.25 x 11.75 in.; 210 x 
298 mm), no place, 5 February 1966, in Russian, 
with handwritten annotations and amendations 
in ink. Exhibits chipping on edges with toning 
and paperclip stain on page 1. 
Head of Cosmonaut training General 
Nikolai Kamanin signs a report of the first 

soft landing on the Moon – the unmanned spacecraft Luna 9. 
General Nikolai Kamanin was the head of cosmonaut training for the 
Soviet space program’s first generation of cosmonauts (1960-71). Kamanin 
signed this report just two days after Luna 9 became the first spacecraft to 
achieve a survivable landing on the lunar surface. $3,000 - $5,000
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158. [Space]. Day-to-day Apollo-Soyuz technical summary Pamphlet produced for lead Soviet Space Program Architect Kerim 
Kerimov, 5.5 x 6.6 in. (140 x 168 mm) Technical Summary Pamphet Guide, in Russian, with heavy stock covers with hand-drawn “Apollo – Soyuz” 
logo in colored pencil and “15-21 July 1975” date, bound with seven 15.75 x 6 in. (400 x 152 mm) fold-out charts drawn in ink and colored pencil on 
graph paper, covering key aspects of the mission including, “Flight Dynamics”, “Crew Activities”, “Zones”, “Orbit” and “Apollo [docking]”. Includes 
3-page (8.25 x 11.75 in.; 210 x 298 mm) handwritten description of the technical pamphlet and its ties to the Apollo-Soyuz Mission signed by Kerim 
Kerimov, himself, dated 16 September 1994. Exhibits handling with mild creasing and bumps on cover. 
Day-by-Day Technical Summary Guide made for and used by Founder and Architect of the Soviet Space Program Kerim Kerimov 
for the Apollo-Soyuz Mission. 
Kerim Kerimov was a Soviet engineer considered to be one of the key scientists and founders of the Soviet Union’s space program. Despite his 
prominent role, his identity was kept secret from the public for most of his career. He was one of the lead architects behind the string of Soviet successes 
that stunned the world from the late 50s (Sputnik 1) and the first human spaceflight, Gagarin’s 108-minute trip around the globe aboard Vostok 1 in 
1961, the first fully-automated space docking, and the first space stations (Salyut and Mir). The joint American-Russian, Apollo-Soyuz space mission 
began with the launch of the Soyuz spacecraft from Baykonur Cosmodrome, USSR, at 12:20:00 GMT on 15 July 1975. On the same day at 19:50:01 
GMT, the Apollo spacecraft was launched from Kennedy Space Center, USA, to begin the rendezvous with the Soyuz. During the mission, the first 
international rendezvous and docking occurred when the Apollo spacecraft, with the docking module it carried to orbit, rendezvoused and docked 
with the Soyuz spacecraft. The classic rendezvous technique, similar to the sequence followed by the command-service module in reaching the Skylab 
space station, was carried out by the Apollo spacecraft. In addition to the testing of compatible docking systems in orbit, four crew transfers were 
accomplished as were joint and unilateral experiments. The Apollo remained docked with the Soyuz for approximately two days at which time the 
first undocking occurred and the joint solar eclipse experiment was performed. Following the experiment, the second docking was performed, this 
time with the Soyuz docking system as the active system. The final undocking occurred on 19 July at 15:26:12 GMT, the Soyuz deorbited on 21 
July at 10:10:30 GMT and landed in Kazakhstan. After final separation from Soyuz, the Apollo continued in orbit for five days to perform unilateral 
experiments. Apollo separation from the service module, deorbit and entry was performed on 24 July 1975 with the landing in the Pacific Ocean west 
of Hawaii at 21:18:24 GMT. $25,000 - $35,000
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159. [Space]. Leonov, Alexei. Autograph manuscript of the Apollo-Soyuz Mission prepared for the book Soyuz-Apollo. 51-pages (8.25 
x 11.75 in; 210 x 298 mm), in Russian, being Cosmonaut Leonov’s handwritten manuscript for the book entitled Soyuz-Apollo. Written in blue ink 
with extensive handwritten additions and amendations. Accompanied by a photocopy of the transcript, along with half-page handwritten note signed 
by Leonov describing the material. Chipping on edges with some yellowing of pages. 
First Man to Walk in Space, Cosmonaut Alexei Leonov’s Handwritten Account of his Historic Apollo-Soyuz Mission. 
Alexei Leonov prepared this manuscript shortly after his second historic space flight. As he writes in his accompanying note, due to a “large number of 
other authors and a limited amount of space, only a small portion of this manuscript was actually included.” Leonov writes in part (translated from Russian): October 
1972. Star City. The small town wears the colors of autumn. The days are clear, the nights are frosty…Everyone is unusually excited…today’s gossip is about the arrival 
of the Americans…Who will be coming? What are they thinking? What are they like? For the first time, Americans arrive in our country to discuss a cooperation in an 
area outside of economics, art or medicine…Apollo sees Soyuz at 410 km…Apollo is approaching at three meters…1 meter, another instant and I shout, in English, 
“Contact”…They open the hatches…“Glad to see you,” I say [to Apollo astronaut Stafford]. Stafford extends his hand towards me. Here it is, the handshake in 
space! The joint American-Russian, Apollo-Soyuz space mission began with the launch of the Soyuz spacecraft from Baykonur Cosmodrome, USSR, 
at 12:20:00 GMT on 15 July 1975. On the same day at 19:50:01 GMT, the Apollo spacecraft was launched from Kennedy Space Center, USA, to 
begin the rendezvous with the Soyuz. During the mission, the first international rendezvous and docking occurred when the Apollo spacecraft, with 
the docking module it carried to orbit, rendezvoused and docked with the Soyuz spacecraft. The classic rendezvous technique, similar to the sequence 
followed by the command-service module in reaching the Skylab space station, was carried out by the Apollo spacecraft. In addition to the testing of 
compatible docking systems in orbit, four crew transfers were accomplished as were joint and unilateral experiments. The Apollo remained docked with 
the Soyuz for approximately two days at which time the first undocking occurred and the joint solar eclipse experiment was performed. Following 
the experiment, the second docking was performed, this time with the Soyuz docking system as the active system. The final undocking occurred on 
19 July at 15:26:12 GMT, the Soyuz deorbited on 21 July at 10:10:30 GMT and landed in Kazakhstan. After final separation from Soyuz, the Apollo 
continued in orbit for five days to perform unilateral experiments. Apollo separation from the service module, deorbit and entry was performed on 24 
July 1975 with the landing in the Pacific Ocean west of Hawaii at 21:18:24 GMT. $40,000 - $60,000
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160. [Space]. Official International Aeronautic Federation (FAI) File of the Historic Apollo-Soyuz flight bearing the signatures 
of Astronauts Tom Stafford, Vance Brand, Deke Slayton & Cosmonauts A.A. Leonov and V.N. Kubasov. Bound in original full red 
leather covers with title in gilt, in both English and Russian, “USSR Aerosports Federation / USA National Aeronautical Association / (Members of 
International Aeronautical Federation) / FILE / On Absolute World and World Records / of the World’s First Joint Flight / of the Soyuz (USSR) and 
Apollo (USA / Spacecraft on the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project / (‘K’ and ‘K-2’ Classes) / July 15-19, 1975 / Baykonur (USSR) – Cape Canaveral (USA) 
/ Moscow 1975”, (9.1 x 12.25 in.; 231 x 311 mm), 54 pages (as paginated), with additional 36 pages featuring photographs of crew, spacecraft, artist 
renderings, trajectory computations, technical diagrams, etc. Each astronaut, Tom Stafford (Apollo Commander), Vance Brand (Command Module 
Pilot) & Deke Slayton (Docking Module Pilot) have signed two versions of the “Apollo Crew’s Report” (one in English and one in Russian). Tom 
Stafford signed two versions of the “ASTP Apollo commander’s report” (English and Russian). Cosmonauts A.A. Leonov (Soyuz-19 Commander) and 
V. Kubasov (Soyuz-19 Flight Engineer) have each signed English and Russian versions of their respective flight report. Fine condition. 
The Official Report of the Joint U.S.-Soviet Mission Apollo-Soyuz – one of the greatest diplomatic successes in world history. 
The joint American-Russian, Apollo-Soyuz space mission began with the launch of the Soyuz spacecraft from Baykonur Cosmodrome, USSR, at 
12:20:00 GMT on 15 July 1975. On the same day at 19:50:01 GMT, the Apollo spacecraft was launched from Kennedy Space Center, USA, to begin 
the rendezvous with the Soyuz. During the mission, the first international rendezvous and docking occurred when the Apollo spacecraft, with the 
docking module it carried to orbit, rendezvoused and docked with the Soyuz spacecraft. The classic rendezvous technique, similar to the sequence 
followed by the command-service module in reaching the Skylab space station, was carried out by the Apollo spacecraft. In addition to the testing of 
compatible docking systems in orbit, four crew transfers were accomplished as were joint and unilateral experiments. The Apollo remained docked with 
the Soyuz for approximately two days at which time the first undocking occurred and the joint solar eclipse experiment was performed. Following the 
experiment, the second docking was performed, this time with the Soyuz docking system as the active system. The final undocking occurred on 19 July 
at 15:26:12 GMT, the Soyuz deorbited on 21 July at 10:10:30 GMT and landed in Kazakhstan. After final separation from Soyuz, the Apollo continued 
in orbit for five days to perform unilateral experiments. Apollo separation from the service module, deorbit and entry was performed on 24 July 1975 
with the landing in the Pacific Ocean west of Hawaii at 21:18:24 GMT.  $15,000 - $20,000
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161. [Space]. Original Mercury spacecraft blueprint signed by Mercury Astronauts Scott Carpenter, Wally Schirra and Gordon 
Cooper, 1-page (53.5 x 36 in.; 1359 x 914 mm) vintage blueprint featuring two side views of the Mercury spacecraft and two aft views showing the 
heat shield, labeled on legend at lower right, “Escape Concepts” with scale of “1/10” as drafted by “Goodyear Aircraft Corporation / Akron, Ohio”. At 
the upper right the following Mercury astronauts have written in ink, “Wally Schirra”, “Gordon Cooper Faith 7”, and “Scott Carpenter”. Also signed 
“M[axime]. Faget Mercury Designer”. 
Astronauts Wally Schirra, Gordon Cooper and Scott Carpenter sign an original blueprint of the Mercury spacecraft. 
Project Mercury was the first human spaceflight program of the U.S., running from 1958 – 1963. Taken over from the U.S. Air Force by the newly 
created civilian space agency NASA, it conducted 20 uncrewed developmental flights (some using animals), and six successful manned flights. The 
astronauts were collectively known as the “Mercury Seven”, and each spacecraft was given a name ending with a “7” by the pilot.  $8,000 - $12,000
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162. * Stalin, Joseph V. Rare autograph letter signed (“J. Stalin”) as Secretary-General of the Communist Party, 1-page (8.25 x 11.75 in.; 
210 x 298 mm), in Russian, no place, 20 May 1931, written to influential Soviet author Marietta Sergeevna Shaginyan. Usual fold with slight toning 
on edges.
Early in his massive push to industrialize Russia, Stalin writes Soviet propaganda author Marietta Shaginyan to say that although he 
is much too busy at present to comment on her new novel, Hydrocentral, he can have publication sped up and hostile critics silenced. 
Stalin writes in full (translated from Russian): Dear Comrade Shaginyan ! I have to apologize to you, that I presently don't have time to read your prose and give 
a presentation. Maybe three months ago I would have been able to fulfill your request, but now I am unable to do the duty in immeasurable, over-loaded current practical 
deed. As far as speeding up is concerned, the publication of “Hydrocentral” and limiting you from “getting into trouble” from the “critical” critics; I will make sure about 
that. You just state it specifically, on whom I should exert pressure, so that things would move from the dead point. J. Stalin.
The content of Hydrocentral was very much related to Stalin's economic and political goals at the time. Marietta Shaginyan was one of the more 
interesting of the Soviet authors who adhered to the Communist Party line. Hydrocentral was published in 1931, in about the middle of the first five-
year-plan for the development of the industrial economy. This economic reorganization was mirrored by changes in the literary scene. For the first time 
since the Revolution, literary output was specifically commanded to support party goals. J. M. Lavrin, in Cassell's Encyclopedia of World Literature, calls 
Hydrocentral “ ... one of the most convincing Five-Year-Plan novels, about the building of collective enterprise.” 
The first five-year-plan was launched in 1928, after the economy had recovered from the upheaval of the revolutionary period. The Communist 
leadership began major reorganization of the economy according to Marxist principles, stressing collectivization and the development of heavy industry. 
A little more than three months before this letter was written, Stalin told a gathering of industrial managers: “We are 50 to 100 years behind the 
advanced countries. We must make good this lag in 10 years. Either we do it or they crush us.” The rapid industrialization of the Soviet Union during 
the 1930's may well have been Stalin's greatest achievement, and it certainly was a major factor in the Soviet Union's ability to survive the German 
invasion ten years later. Stalin had been Secretary-General of the Communist Party since 1922; from then until 1929 he struggled for power with 
various opponents within the Party. From 1929, his power was unquestioned and his Party position made him de facto ruler of the Soviet Union. Stalin 
thought it necessary to use brutal methods to achieve his goals, whether political or economic. His tactics ranged from forced transfer of peasants into 
industry and rigid workplace discipline to labor camps, purges and mass murder. Certainly he saw in Shaginyan a useful ally, a producer of readable 
literary propaganda that could make his planned industrialization schemes more palatable to the masses. $10,000 - $15,000
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164. Truman, Harry S. Document signed (“Harry S. Truman”) 
as President, 1-page (23 x 17.75 in.; 584 x 451 mm), Washington, 27 
December 1950, countersigned by Secretary of State Dean Acheson. 
White Presidential paper seal intact at lower left. Minor toning 
otherwise in very good condition. 
Harry S. Truman Presidential Appointment. 
The document appoints “George M. Elsey, of Pennsylvania…a Member 
of the National Historical Publications Commission”. $300 - $500

163. Susann, Jacqueline. Original hand-corrected typed manuscript for Valley of the Dolls. This is the original, unbound 598-page manuscript 
submitted by Jacqueline Susann to her legendary literary agents Annie Laurie Williams and Maurice Crain. The novel was rejected by many publishers 
before finally being picked up by Bernard Geiss, Assoc. and published in 1966. 
Original typed manuscript for Jacqueline Susann’s best-selling novel Valley of the Dolls – with extensive hand-corrections.
Typed on (8.5 x 11 in.; 216 x 279 mm.) onionskin paper, the pages are heavily annotated with editorial proofing marks and notes in pen and ink. The 
title page is typed, “Valley of the Dolls by Jacqueline Susann.” Written in pen beneath the author’s name is, “Original, uncorrected first draft of Valley of 
the Dolls submitted to Annie Laurie Williams and Maurice Crain.” The bottom of the page bears the “Maurice Crain Agency” ink stamp with agency 
address. Some pages bear folds and edge wear. Top page has minimal fraying. Comes in original (11 x 12 x 3 in.; 279 x 304 x 76 mm.) black marble 
cardboard clamshell box with clasp fastener featuring a printed cover label with the publisher’s “Gallic Rooster” logo stating, “Compliments of Bantam 
Books and The Author”, with “Original MMS. Valley of the Dolls!” handwritten in ink. Overall, in very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000

165. * [U.S. Presidents]. Superb color photograph signed by 5 
Presidents, 11.5 x 8 in. (292 x 203 mm), depicting the five – George 
H.W. Bush, Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford and Richard 
Nixon at the dedication ceremony for the Ronald Reagan Presidential 
Library in Simi Valley, California. Fine condition.
The Five Presidents.
Signed “George Bush”, “Ronald Reagan”, “J. Carter”, “Gerald R. Ford”, 
and “Richard Nixon”. It was an historic meeting of five living Presidents. 
Research by the Reagan Library indicates that it was most likely a first 
- the first meeting between an incumbent and four former Presidents. 
$2,000 - $3,000
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166. [U.S. Presidents]. Letters, documents and signed photographs from FDR, U.S. Grant, Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter, Harry 
Truman, James K. Polk & John Tyler. Roosevelt, Franklin D. Typed letter signed (“Franklin D. Roosevelt”) as President, 1-page (7 x 9 
in.; 178 x 229 mm.), 26 June 1944 – just three weeks after the Invasion of Normandy on 6 June 1944. Written to Alfred Schwartz of the 47th Armored 
Medical Battalion. Includes the original transmittal envelope. Fine condition. Roosevelt writes in full: Dear Schwartzie: It’s wonder that, even in the strain of 
the campaign on the Anzio Beachhead, you should remember my interest in stamps. Those covers you were so good as to send me are a unique addition to my collection. 
Thank you very, very much. Best of luck. Very sincerely yours, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Includes FDR photograph signed, 8 x 10 in. (203 x 254 mm.), undated, 
inscribed at the right margin, For Rabbi Abraham J. Feldman, from his friend, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Pencil notations to verso, faint adhesive residue along 
top margin. Grant, Ulysses S. Autograph note signed (“U.S. Grant”), in pencil, 1-page (5.25 x 3 in.; 133 x 76 mm), undated [1885]. Most likely 
written as a communication to either a family member or one of his doctors in his last year of life with health deteriorating. Folds with some adhesive 
stains; tipped to larger sheet. Grant writes in full: I have just had another spasm. I think it was just about as bad. But Drs will disagree. Would you not advise 
my remaining up until near nine. U.S. Grant. Reagan, Ronald. Autograph letter signed (“Dutch”), 1-page (6 x 9 in.; 152 x 229 mm.), 30 August 
1968. Written to Mr. Light Thompson of Princeton, Illinois. The letter bears a strike-through in black ink along with the August date, most certainly a 
secretarial notation that the letter had been transcribed. Fine condition. Reagan writes in part: …You didn’t really have to worry – Nelson was never at any 
time a threat. Now we’ll all work to elect Dick [Nixon]. Best regards, Dutch. Carter, Jimmy. Collection of (4) autograph letters and (1) typed letter 
signed (all signed “Jimmy”), on “United States Navy” and “U.S. Naval Academy” letterhead stationery (7.25 x 10.4 in.; 184 x 264 mm. to 7.25 x 
11 in.; 184 x 279 mm.), all written to his sweetheart, Miss Jacqueline Reid of Georgia, most likely a former classmate of his at Georgia Southwestern 
College in Americus. Written from 17 August through 9 October 1945. Each letter accompanied with its respective transmittal envelope. Aside from 
a small tear and minor smudging, overall in fine condition. A few excerpts from Carter’s letters: Dear Jackie, I wish you had started your job in New York 
about a week ago. We’ve been here now ever since last Monday & I would certainly have liked to see you…We left on cruise right after we got back to the Academy and 
won’t get back to Annapolis for another week. I’ll have to wait until then to mail this ‘cause the censor wouldn’t pass my telling you we are in New York. Jackie, I don’t 
want to ‘cut Evan’s throat’ or any thing but I would like for you to come to the Academy if you can…We’ve been hoping that the war would end while we were here, but 
it didn’t. We’ve just left. It seemed that it would yesterday & everybody here was listening to radios & reading the notices of Times Square, etc… I’m glad you liked the 
stockings. I was afraid they were very poor ones after all. It would be worth that much to get you to dress that fast every time. If you only knew how much I hate to have to 
wait for anyone – even you! Truman, Harry S. Oversize photograph signed (“Harry S. Truman”), 10 x 13 in. (254 x 330 mm.), black and white, 
matted to 13.25 x 18 in. (337 x 457 mm.) This wonderful portrait by Miller of Washington features the President seated and wearing a grey gabardine 
suit with white shirt and black tie, looking intently at the camera. Photo exhibits slight silvering. Inscribed on the matting in brown ink, Kindest regards 
to Bill Vaughan from Harry S. Truman. Polk, James K. Autograph letter signed twice (“James K. Polk” and “J.K.P.”), with additional free frank 
signature, 6-pages (7.75 x 9.75 in.; 197 x 247 mm.), with integral address leaf, Columbia [Tennessee], 10 October 1836. Written to Col. Samuel H. 
Loughlin. Marked as “Private”. Separation of the main vertical fold of page five and six at the upper edge; edges are chipped lightly. Remnant of wax 
seal of address leaf. Polk writes in part: …Saturday morning, I learned with astonishment, and for the first time...that Judge White would be there on that day…
He arrived in the midst of my speech…The calculation no doubt was, that the people from curiosity would be drawn off, and run to see him. There were mistaken…I 
never had a larger or more attentive audience...The effect has been any thing but to advance the Judge...or to injure me...Judging from all I could hear, the re-action in the 
County produced by Bell & White...is tremendous. Tyler, John. Four Language Ship’s Papers signed (“J. Tyler”) as President, 20 x 16.4 in. (508 x 
417 mm.), 14 July 1841, for “William H. Warner”, master or commander of the “Ship” called “Samuel Robertson”, of the burden of “421 & 12/95” tons, 
or thereabouts, bound for “Pacific Ocean” and laden with “Provisions, Stores and Utensils for a whaling voyage”. Countersigned by Secretary of State Daniel 
Webster. White paper seal intact at the center.Toning at folds; minor paper loss at fold intersections. $2,000 - $3,000
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167.  Washington, George. Historic autograph letter signed (“Go: Washington”) as Commander of the Continental Army, 1 page (8 x 12.6 in.; 203 
x 320 mm), “Ringwood” [NJ], 28 January 1781, written “To The Officer Commandg. the Jersey Troops at Pompton”. Archivally laid-in borders, mild staining 
at center of text. 
Washington writes as Commander of the Continental Army: “…the Pennsylvania troops have crossed the Delaware.”
Washington writes in full: Sir, If the posts at Smiths Clove and Dobb’s Ferry have been deranged by the late disorders in the Jersey line they are again to be reestablished 
agreeably to former orders – and as the Pennsylvania Troops have crossed the Delaware, you are, till some other arrangement is made of the Stores at Morristown to 
detach about fifty men properly Officered & to be relieved once a fortnight to that place. The objects of the Officer Commanding are to cover the Public Stores which are 
at Morris— to aid the Q[uarte]r Mast[er] at that Post in forwarding Provisions and other Stores to their respective places of destination – and, when necessary to afford 
escorts. – The letters herewith inclosed you will please to forward immediately – the one for the Commissary of Prisoners requires dispatch. – I am Sir Yr, Very obedt. Servt. 
Go: Washington. On 1 January 1781, following a boisterous New Year’s Day celebration, elements of the Pennsylvania Line encamped for the winter 
near Morristown, New Jersey, mutinied over lack of pay and disagreements over terms of enlistment. When officers led the orderly regiments of the 
Line to Quell the disturbance, it only took a few warning shots for the rest to fall in line with the Mutineers. General Anthony Wayne, commanding 
the Pennsylvania Line, tried to convince them to return to order peacefully to little avail, and as the soldiers marched toward Philadelphia to air their 
grievances with the Pennsylvania assembly, he followed them while dispatching letters to Washington and the government in Pennsylvania. The central 
disagreement lay in the interpretation of the term of service, which was often stated simply as: “for three years or the duration of the war,” with no 
reference to which was to take precedence. Naturally, officers assumed the soldiers were committed for the duration of the conflict, while the soldiers 
were of the understanding that their terms had expired at the end of three years. Additionally, men who had enlisted in 1776 and 1777 had taken 
$20 enlistment bounties, were disgruntled over the fact that those enlisting later were offered much larger sums. Pennsylvania Governor Joseph Reed 
travelled to Princeton to meet with the mutiny’s leaders on 7 January and negotiations went fairly quickly. On the same day, an agent of Sir Henry 
Clinton offered the men all of their back pay if they would agree to abandon the rebel cause. The leaders refused the offer and placed the agent under 
guard. In the end, Pennsylvania agreed to allow those who had enlisted for the $20 bounties to be discharged and reenlist at higher rates. Between 12 
January and the 29th, approximately half of the regiment was discharged, while the remainder were furloughed until 15 March when they reassembled 
to join operations against the British in Virginia. However, the amicable resolution to the Pennsylvania Line mutiny also inspired members of the 
New Jersey Line to follow suit. On 20 January, about 300 members of the New Jersey Line at Pompton mutinied. This time Washington, wishing to 
restore order, ordered General Robert Howe to lead a detachment to compel their unconditional submission, which he quickly accomplished. Howe 
made an example of the two sergeants who led the revolt by executing them on the spot before a firing squad. Now that both mutinies had been 
quelled, Washington looked to protect the Continental Stores at Morristown that were essentially left unguarded after the Pennsylvania mutineers had 
marched south. This letter was written to the commander of the New Jersey troops who had just revolted. In an ironic twist, Washington notes that 
the Pennsylvania troops had “crossed the Delaware”. These same soldiers who crossed the Delaware River in 1781 were among those who 
crossed the same river with George Washington on Christmas Day 1776. Washington’s crossing the Delaware is the greatest historic event tied 
to his legacy. Indeed, Emanuel Leutze’s 1851 painting “Washington Crossing the Delaware” remains as one of the most universally recognized images in 
the history of art. This letter remains as only the second Washington letter in private hands to mention the crossing of the Delaware. $20,000 - $30,000

These same soldiers 
who crossed the 

Delaware River in 
1781 were among 
those who crossed 
the same river with 

George Washington on 
Christmas Day 1776.
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168. * Washington, George. Autograph letter signed (“Go: Washington”) as President, 2-pages (7.5 x 9 in.; 191 x 229 mm; front and back), 
Philadelphia, 27 November 1793, written to Governor of New York George Clinton. Exhibiting usual folds. 
President George Washington, embroiled in the Citizen Genêt affair, calls on his old friend, New York Governor George Clinton, for 
a ruling respecting privateers dispatched by the French minister to prey upon British vessels along the American coast — seemingly 
in open defiance of Washington's Neutrality Proclamation.
Marked “Private” at the top of the first page, Washington writes in full: Dear Sir, Not having the letters at hand, I am unable to refer to dates; but the one with 
which you were pleased to favour me, dated sometime in September, did not reach my hands before I had left this City [September 10]. Immediately, however, upon the 
receipt of it (at my own house in Virginia) I put it under cover to the Secretary of War with directions to answer it conformably to the rules [Neutralization Proclamation] 
which had been adopted for Government in such cases; but before my letter got to this place he also had left it, for Boston. This being the true state of the case will, I hope, 
apologize for your being so long without an acknowledgment of the first letter, whilst those of subsequent date have been answered with more promptitude. Whenever it 
shall be perfectly convenient to you, I would thank you for a statement of our joint concert in the Mohawk Land - that is, for information of what Lots have been sold, and 
what remain on hand, with the numbers of each. My compliments & best wishes attend you, Mrs. Clinton & the family - & with real regard & friendship, I am - Dear 
Sir, Your Affecte. & Obedt. Servt. Go: Washington
Earlier in 1793, following the declaration of war by France against Great Britain, Spain and Holland, President Washington issued his Neutrality 
Proclamation (22 April 1793), which declared that the U.S. was at peace with Great Britain and France and warned American citizens to avoid any acts 
of hostility against the belligerent powers. Washington's desire to steer an independent course regarding France was opposed by Alexander Hamilton, 
who thought the occasion a good opportunity to repeal the treaties concluded with France in 1778. With Citizen Genêt's arrival in South Carolina 
(8 April 1793) came the instructions from his government, the Girondist regime, to win U.S. amity and negotiate a new treaty of commerce. Genêt 
proclaimed that he was as much a delegate to the American people as to their government. He was quick to voice the "dangerous" opinion that the 
American people would disavow Washington's government — and insisted that his own interpretations of the French-American treaty were more valid 
that Washington’s. Immediately, he commissioned four privateers and dispatched them to prey upon British vessels along the American coast; he also 
took steps to organize — on American soil — expeditions against Spanish and British territories. Then, on 5th June, Washington communicated with 
Genêt informing him that his grants of military commissions on U.S. soil constituted an infringement of U.S. national sovereignty, and that the privateers 
commissioned by him would have to leave American waters and could not send their prizes to U.S. ports. Genêt promised to comply with Washington's 
wishes — then soon thereafter authorized the arming and refitting of Little Sarah (renamed La Petite Démocrate), a prize that had been brought in by a 
French vessel. After promising Jefferson that he would not dispatch the vessel, Genêt ordered the privateer to sea. The Little Sarah incident convinced 
President Washington of the need to determine in detail and announce what acts were permissible — and which were banned — under the Neutrality 
Proclamation. Then, on 2nd August, the Cabinet decided to demand Genêt's recall. Washington sent to Congress his full correspondence with the French 
minister, pointing out that Genêt's conduct had tended to involve the U.S. "in war abroad, and discord and anarchy at home". $15,000 - $20,000

George Washington
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169. Washington, George & Thomas Jefferson. 
3-Language ship's papers signed (“Go: Washington”) 
as President and (“Th: Jefferson”) as Secretary of 
State, 1-page (12.75 x 15.75 in.; 324 x 400 mm), Chester 
[Pennsylvania], 21 October 1793, being a partially-printed 
document in French, English and Dutch for the Brigantine 
called “Hannah”. Countersigned by Thomas Jefferson, 
Secretary of State. Expertly backed and exhibits heavy 
toning with some paper loss (not affecting signatures of 
Washington or Jefferson); both wafer seals are present. 
George Washington & Thomas Jefferson sign a 
three-language ship’s paper for the Brigantine called 
“Hannah”. 
The document reads in part: George Washington, President 
of the United States of America…Be It Known, That leave and 
permission are hereby given to Paul Post master or commander of 
the Brigantine called Hannah of the burthen of Ninety six tons, or thereabouts, lying at present in the port of Philadelphia bound for Hispaniola and laden with Provisions, 
Wine Dry Goods etc. to depart and proceed with his said Brigantine on his said voyage, such Vessel having been visited, and the said Paul Post having made oath before 
the proper officer, that the said Brigantine belongs to one or more of the citizens of the United States of America, and to him or them only… $4,000 - $6,000

170. * Welles, Orson. Typed 
letter signed (“Orson 
Welles”), 1-page (6.25 x 8 
in.; 159 x 203 mm), London, 
2 June 1969, written to “Mr. 
Donald A. Koos”. Usual folds 
with “O” in “Orson” light 
due to poor ink flow.
Orson Welles regrets he 
must decline providing a 
signed photograph to a 
fan due to a current lack 
of photos.
Welles writes in full: Dear Mr. 
Koos, Thank you very much for 
your cordial letter which I enjoyed 
very much, it is very tactfull [sic]. 
I am terribly sorry to say this but 

I am afraid that I haven’t got any photographs at the moment yours sincerely 
Orson Welles.
Welles was an outsider to the studio system and struggled for creative 
control on his earlier, major studio projects and later in life with a variety 
of independent financiers across Europe, where he spent most of his 
career. $200 - $300

171. * Williams, Tennessee. 
Typed transcript signed 
(“Tennessee Williams”), 
1-page (7.9 x 10.5 in.; 200 x 
267 mm), no place, no date, 
entitled “Nonno’s Poem / 
Night of the Iguana / By: 
Tennessee Williams”, followed 
by the first and last stanzas 
of the poem. Williams’ ink 
signature significantly faded 
but legible.
Tennessee Williams signs 
two stanzas from “Nonno’s 
Poem” from Night of the 
Iguana.
The transcript reads in full: 
How calmly does the orange 
branch Observe the sky begin to 
blanch Without a cry, without 
a prayer, With no betrayal of 
despair…O courage, could you not as well Select a second place to dwell, Not only 
in that golden tree But in the frightened heart of Me?
[signed] Tennessee Williams. $200 - $300
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173. * [World War II - Nuremberg Trials]. Assemblage of (21) signatures of Nazi leaders tried at Nuremberg for the Holocaust and 
other war crimes. Signatures present on 13 separate documents ranging from 8 x 6 in. (203 x 152 mm) to 8 x 10.5 in. (203 x 267 mm). All but 3 of 
the 24 Nazi leaders tried at Nuremberg are present (Martin Bormann [tried in absentia], Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, and Hans Fritsche). 
Varied condition with toning and handling.
Signatures of (21) Nazi leaders tried at Nuremberg.
The Nuremberg trials indicted and tried former Nazi leaders as war criminals over the period of a year following the end of World War II. The first 
session of the tribunal was held in Berlin on 18 October 1945. Beginning on 20th November, all sessions were held in Nuremberg under the presidency 
of Lord Justice Geoffrey Lawrence, the British member of the tribunal. On 1 October 1946, after 216 court sessions, the verdict on 22 of the original 
24 defendants was handed down. (Robert Ley, Head of German Labor Front, committed suicide while in prison, and Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und 
Halbach's mental and physical condition prevented his being tried.) Three of the defendants were acquitted; 12 were sentenced to death by hanging; 
7 were sentenced to imprisonment (3 for life). Death by Hanging: Martin Bormann, Secretary to Hitler (tried in absentia, thought to have been 
killed fleeing Berlin in final days of war); Hans Frank, Reich Law Leader; Wilhelm Frick, Hitler’s Minister of the Interior; Hermann Göring, Reich's 
Marshal, Commander of the Luftwaffe (committed suicide); Alfred Jodl, Chief of Army Operations; Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Chief of Gestapo and SS; 
Wilhelm Keitel, Head of High Command of Armed Forces; Joachim von Ribbentrop, Foreign Minister; Alfred Rosenberg, Minister for Eastern 
Occupied Territories; Fritz Sauckel, Head of Labor Mobilization; Arthur Seyss-Inquart, Commissioner to the Netherlands; Julius Streicher, Director for 
Defense against Jewish Atrocities. Imprisonment: Walter Funk (Life), President Reichsbank; Rudolf Hess (Life) Member Council for Defense; Erich 
Raeder (Life) Grand Admiral; Karl Dönitz (10 Years) Admiral; Baron Constantin von Neurath (15 Years) Protector of Bohemia and Moravia; Baldur von 
Schirach (20 Years) Head of the Hitler Youth, Governor of Vienna; Albert Speer (20 Years) Minister of Armaments. Acquitted: Hans Fritzsche, Minister 
of Propaganda; Franz von Papen, Ambassador to Turkey; Hjalmar Schacht, Minister without portfolio. $4,000 - $6,000

172. * [World War II – Enola Gay]. Crew signed 
printed photograph, 10 x 8 in. (254 x 203 mm) 
black and white printed photograph of the “Enola Gay” 
B-29 Superfortress signed by three crewmembers. Fine 
condition.
Three crewmembers of the “Enola Gay” B-29 
Superfortress that dropped the Hiroshima Atomic 
Bomb 6 August 1945.
Below the image of the landed plane on the tarmac, the 
signatures are: “Theodore J. Van Kirk Navigator”, Paul W. 
Tibbets Pilot”, and “Thomas W. Ferebee Bombardier”. 
$200 - $300
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174. * [World War II – Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal]. Japanese Flag and oversize photograph each signed by Japanese War Trial 
prisoners, vintage silk Japanese Flag (17 x 12 in.; 432 x 305 mm) signed by 23 of the 25 Japanese defendants against whom sentences were adjudged. 
Included with double-weight gelatin silver 13.25 x 9.9 in. (337 x 251 mm) black & white photograph of the Japanese defendants seated in the 
courtroom, signed by 22 of the 25 defendants. Also includes a Japanese program with embossed Royal Chrysanthemum at top, signed in ink by 
Emperor Hirohito. Photo trimmed with light creasing with right edge exhibiting adhesive remnants.
Tokyo War Crimes Trial.
The charter for the International Military Tribunal for the Far East for the trial of major war criminals in that area was issued by U.S. General of the 
Army Douglas MacArthur on 19 January 1946. The trial, represented by 11 nations and conducted in English and Japanese convened in Tokyo on 29 
April 1946. It ended more than two years later with the reading of the judgment on the 4-12 November 1948. The 28 defendants were charged with 
various crimes against humanity. Two of the defendants died during the trial, and one was declared unfit to stand trial. Of the 25 defendants against 
whom sentences were adjudged, 7 were sentenced to be executed by hanging, 16 to life imprisonment, and two to lesser terms (7 and 20 years). Death 
by Hanging: General Hideki Tōjō, Commander, Kwantung Army (later Prime Minister); Kōki Hirota, Prime Minister (later Foreign Minister); 
General Kenji Doihara, Chief of Intelligence Services in Manchukuo; General Seishirō Itagaki, War Minister; Lieutenant General Akira Mutō, Chief 
of Staff, 14th Area Army; General Heitarō Kimura, Commander, Burma Area Army; General Iwane Matsui, Commander, Shanghai Expeditionary 
Force and Central China Area Army. Imprisonment: Colonel Kingoro Hashimoto, Major Instigator of the Second Sino-Japanese War; General 
Kuniaki Koiso, Governor of Korea, later Prime Minister; Field Marshal Shunroku Hata, War Minister; General Jirō Minami, Commander, Kwantung 
Army; Admiral Takazumi Oka, Naval Minister; General Sadao Araki, War Minister; General Yoshijirō Umezu, War Minister and Chief of the Army 
General Staff; Baron Kiichirō Hiranuma, Prime Minister; Naoki Hoshino, Chief Cabinet Secretary; Lieutenant General Teiichi Suzuki, President of the 
Cabinet Planning Board; Marquis Kōichi Kido, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal; Okinori Kaya, Minister of Finance; Admiral Shigetarō Shimada, Naval 
Minister; Toshio Shiratori, Ambassador to Italy; Lieutenant General Hiroshi Oshima, Ambassador to Germany; Mamoru Shigemitsu, Foreign Minister; 
Shigenori Tōgō, Foreign Minister; and General Kenryō Satō Chief of Military Affairs Bureau. $6,000 - $8,000
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175. * Florenz Ziegfeld contract signed (“F. Ziegfeld”), 1-page (6.9 x 14 in.; 175 x 356 mm) standard “Chorus Equity Minimum Contract”, 
dated 6 December 1926, hiring Jack Spinelly for employment in the chorus for Rio Rita. Slight toning with minor separation at folds.
Florenz Ziegfeld hires a chorus member for his 1927 Broadway musical Rio Rita. 
Rio Rita premiered on Broadway on 2 February 1927 at the new Ziegfeld Theatre and, after moving to the Lyric Theatre and Majestic Theatre, closed 
on 7 April 1928 after 494 performances – a very long run for its time. $200 - $300

176. * Ziegfeld, Florenz. Autographed letter signed (“Flo”), (ca. 1915) 2-pages (8.5 x 11 in.; 216 x 279 mm), on separate leaves of “Ziegfeld 
Midnight Frolic Atop New Amsterdam Theatre New York” letterhead stationery, no date, written to “My dear Capt.” in pencil. Usual folds with toning 
around edges from previous display.
Flo Ziegfeld tries to perfect his Midnight Frolic rooftop show.
Ziegfeld writes in full: My dear Capt.: I am nearly off my nut trying to get this Roof show right – looks rotten – Can’t find a girl to sing songs in a cute way – Will 
you try and secure from Witman exclusive rights for six months of Yama Yama line to fool the wise McCoy & Fishee – We should arrange to see Cohn soon as possible 
so we can announce his decision and know what to do with Roof to protect ourselves – Will you also please see Marinelli insist upon a meeting with the Spanish people 
– Count Bochochosiquearitisite [? ]great friend of things told me they would get a great deal to get out of their contract as they think Roof has ruined their business – 
Will you go to lunch – Your Flo.
Flo Ziegfeld was tired of seeing audiences leave after performances, so in 1915 he staged a new revue, Midnight Frolic, on the New Amsterdam Theatre’s 
underused 680-seat rooftop level that included tables, box seats and a balcony. The show was a success until the Prohibition ultimately led to its demise 
in 1922. $200 - $300
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bidder’s invoice will reflect the sales tax due based on applicable state 
and local sales tax rates.  
 
Bidders final billing and shipping address must match at the time of registration. 
Note: Bidders with multiple shipping addresses must contact our offices prior 
to auction registration. 310-859-7701

Due to the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in South Dakota v. Wayfair, 
states are now permitted to require a larger universe of out-of-state vendors to 
collect and remit sales tax on sales to customers within the state.  Consequently, 
Profiles in History may be required to collect and remit state and local sales tax 
on certain transactions for the first time.
All bidders acknowledge that their bids are exclusive of sales tax, and that if 
Profiles in History has a sales tax collection obligation in the bidder’s state, 
applicable sales tax will be owed by the successful bidder and the invoice issued 
by Profiles in History to the winning bidder will reflect the applicable sales tax 
due.  
Additionally, any bidder claiming a sales tax exemption (e.g., resale exemption, 
tax exempt entity, etc.) must provide Profiles in History with the applicable, 
fully-completed, exemption documentation before sales tax will be removed 
from the invoice.

www.profilesinhistory.com

email: info@profilesinhistory.com
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Lot 143. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, rare 
and important autograph letter 

signed (“N. Lenin”).

enin writes to Czech Social-Democratic leader Anton Nemec
arranging the clandestine 1912 All-Russia Conference of the 

Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party in Prague – 
a milestone event in the development of Communism.
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